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The company

High power electronics “made in Germany”

EA Elektro-Automatik Inc. (LLC) is Germany’s leading manufacturer of laboratory power supplies, high per-
formance mains units and electronic loads. EA Elektro-Automatik was founded in 1974 by Helmut Nolden 
with the vision of developing high quality power supplies for all applications. Today EA Elektro-Automatik 
is a modern medium-sized enterprise.
Approximately 250 employees research, develop and manufacture at the 10,000 m² (108,000 sqft.) main 
site in Viersen. With the aid of an extensive dealer network, high-tech technology from Niederrhein is de-
livered globally.

Innovation through research & development

Innovation is of major significance at EA. We are passionate in our development and production of labora-
tory and high performance power supplies as well as electronic loads, which set standards for functional-
ity, flexibility and reliability. The results of more than four decades research and development flow directly 
into new products. With the introduction of flexible output stages in laboratory power supplies and energy 
recovery from electronic loads we are pioneers of new technologies.

Switched on: Development competence on highest level

Concept, design, technical development and specification of our power supply systems is carried out in-
house as a matter of principle. In this way the technical advances made by our development team can be 
incorporated directly in finished products. Thus our engineers look not only at the market requirements of 
today but develop solutions for the technical challenges of tomorrow.

Energized: Short time-to-market

Development cycles for new systems are getting shorter. Technological excellence means that we must 
have flexible production processes so that we can answer short term production-specific customer de-
mands. We guarantee our customers rapid reaction in the event of an emergency.
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The company

Competence in testing at our own laboratories

All EMC measurements and safety related tests are carried out in our in-house testing laboratories. Fur-
thermore, our high-tech devices are TÜV certified to EN 61010 class B. During the manufacturing process 
the incorporated modules and building blocks are tested with an automatic test adapter. Subsequently a 
computer controlled test system calibrates and performs tests for function and all quality relevant param-
eters. All test and calibration data are recorded and can be retrieved. Following final control all devices un-
dergo a “burn-in test” under maximum load. These are carried out at an ambient temperature of 40°C using 
an electronic load with energy feedback. Thus the power consumed in the test is not released as heat but 
rather fed back into the domestic power supply.

Proximity to customers

We maintain close contact with our customers. Thus we understand their needs. The high level of technical 
know-how of our associates enable us to deliver power supply units and systems which exactly meet cus-
tomer requirements. Our highly specialized team are developing innovative solutions today for the techni-
cal demands of tomorrow.
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Custom made: Products and support

Whether in the laboratory, industry or training, EA offers a wide and deep product spectrum for virtually 
any application: laboratory and industry power supplies, electronic loads as well as mountable, DIN rail or 
19” plug-in power supplies. Based on these standard programs we also develop custom built equipment 
and systems to meet your requirements. A specific attribute is that all our products have an optimized en-
ergy usage through an above average efficiency of up to 95%. In addition, our EA team of highly specialized 
technology experts are there to help with all issues around power supply units and electronic loads.

Quality is our benchmark

A quality management system certified to DIN ISO 9001-2015 ensures that processes in all phases of the 
value chain are documented. This leads to the high technical reliability of our power supply equipment and 
electronic loads. We guarantee a continuous high quality, from goods receipt through all manufacturing 
steps to final inspection.

Well prepared: viewing the future

With manufacturing sites in Germany and the Far East, EA is well prepared for the future. The signs are set 
for expansion: technical know-how, flexibility and short lead times make us a globally preferred supplier of 
well-known companies and institutes.

The company
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The company

Focus on new technologies

When it comes to introducing new technologies EA is the leader in its sector. Laboratory power supplies 
with an autoranging feature of a flexible output stage and electronic loads with energy recovery were both 
the brainchild of EA. Color TFT touch screens for intuitive operation of laboratory power supplies also have 
their origin at EA.

         Long standing 
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and a progressive work-
        ing style
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highest 
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level
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The company

Auto-ranging principle
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Program overview

 PSI 9000 2U (40 V - 750 V, 1 kW - 3 kW) 30
 PSI 9000 3U (80 V - 1500 V, 5 kW - 15 kW) 36
 PSI 9000 3U SLAVE (80 V - 1500 V, 15 kW) 42
 PSI 9000 15U / 24U (80 V - 1500 V, 30 kW - 90 kW) 44
 PSI 10000 (60 V - 2000 V, 30 kW) 48
 PSE 9000 3U (60 V - 1500 V, 5 kW - 15 kW) 54
 PS 9000 1U (80 V - 750 V, 1.5 kW - 3 kW) 56
 PS 9000 2U (40 V - 750 V, 1 kW - 3 kW) 60
 PS 9000 3U (80 V - 1500 V, 5 kW - 15 kW) 64
 PSI/PS/PSE 9000 POWER RACKS (up to 480 kW) 148

 PSB 9000 3U (60 V - 1500 V, 2.5 kW - 15 kW) 12
 PSB 9000 3U SLAVE (60 V - 1500 V, 15 kW) 19
 PSB 9000 15U / 24U (80 V - 1500 V, 30 kW - 90 kW) 20
 PSB 10000 (60 V - 2000 V, 30 kW) 24
 PSB POWER RACKS (up to 1080 kW) 148

Bidirectional DC power supplies  2.5 kW - 1080 kW

DC high efficiency laboratory power supplies  1 kW - 540 kW

A

B

12-29
148 - 152

30-69
148 - 152
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Program overview

 PS 3000 C (40 V - 200 V, 160 W - 640 W) 70
 PSI 9000 T (40 V - 500 V, 320 W - 1500 W) 74
 PSI 9000 DT (40 V - 750 V, 320 W - 1500 W) 78
 PS 9000 T (40 V - 500 V, 320 W - 1500 W) 82

DC desktop laboratory power supplies  320 W - 1500 W C

DElectronic DC loads  400 W - 43200 W

 EL 3000 B (80 V - 500 V, 400 W) 86
 EL 9000 T (80 V - 500 V, 400 W - 600 W) 90
 EL 9000 DT (80 V - 750 V, 400 W - 1200 W) 94
 EL 9000 B (80 V - 750 V, 1.2 kW - 14.4 kW)  98
 EL 9000 B SLAVE (80 V - 750 V)  101
 EL  9000 B HP (80 V - 750 V, 600 W - 2400 W) 102
 EL  9000 B 2Q (80 V - 750 V, 600 W - 2400 W) 106
 EL 9000 B 15U / 24U (80 V - 750 V, 10.8 kW - 43.2 kW) 110

70-85

86-113
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Program overview

E

F Accessories, interfaces, options, cabinets

 IF-AB (Digital interface modules) 140
 Software (EA Power Control, EA Battery Simulator) 142
 Option HS (High Speed) 145
 Option WC (Water Cooling) 146
 ENS2 (Grid protection and supervision device) 147
 Options POWER RACKS (19“ cabinets) 148

114-139
147 - 151

140-152

Electronic DC loads with energy recovery  320 W - 1080 kW

  ELR 5000 (80 V - 200 V, 320 W - 3200 W) 114
 ELR 9000 (80 V - 1500 V, 3.1 kW - 10.5 kW) 118
 ELR 9000 HP  (80 V - 1500 V, 5 kW - 15 kW) 124
 ELR 9000 HP SLAVE (80 V - 1500 V, 15 kW) 129
 ELR 9000 HP 15U / 24U (80 V - 1500 V, 30 kW - 90 kW) 130
 ELR 10000 (60 V - 2000 V, 30 kW) 134
 ELR POWER RACKS (up to 1080 kW) 147
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U

I

P

R

OVP

OCP

IEEE

LAN

OPP

USB

Constant voltage regulation with adjustable voltage

Constant current regulation with adjustable current

Constant power regulation with adjustable power

Constant resistance regulation with adjustable resistance

Overvoltage protection, adjustable or automatic

Overcurrent protection, adjustable

Overpower protection, adjustable

Overtemperature protection

Built-in as standard or optional analog interface

Share Bus for parallel connection or two-quadrants operation

19“ rack compliant enclosure

Function generator

Master-slave feature with totals formation

Built-in as standard or optional USB port

Built-in as standard or optional Ethernet/LAN interface

Optional, digital plug-in interface GPIB

Optional, built-in water-cooling block

Optional, retrofittable and exchangeable modules with various industrial interfaces

OTP

19“

IFAB

MS

WC

Meaning of the symbols for features and options
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

General
The new bidirectional power supplies of series EA-PSB 10000 offer much power in a small space: 30 kW in 
only 4 units of height (4U). Compared to series EA-PSB 9000 3U it saves a space of 2U or one third, when 
considering the 30 kW of rated power.
All models incorporate two devices in one: a power supply (source) and an electronic load (sink) with energy 
recovery. Based on these two features the devices offer the functionality of two-quadrants operation as 
standard. The internal electronic load achieves a high voltage dynamics by discharging unavoidable capac-
ities on the DC terminal. For a connected source, the devices are full electronic loads with energy recovery, 
also ideal for bigger systems with a total power of up to 1920 kilowatts.
In source operation mode the device becomes a flexible, autoranging power supply like those of series EA-
PSI 10000 4U. It incorporates the advantages of both device types into one and at the same time it elimi-
nates the disadvantages of separate units regarding weight, space requirement, costs and effort to imple-
ment them into custom test software.

�� Wide range 342...528 V AC supply for operation on 380 V, 400 V or 480 V grids
�� US 208 V models available
�� Bidirectional device - power supply and electronic load in one
�� Energy recovery with high efficiency
�� Power rating: 30 kW (15 kW*) per device, expandable up to 1920 kW 
�� Voltage ratings: 60 V up to 2000 V
�� Current ratings: 40 A up to 1000 A
�� Flexible, power regulated DC<->AC stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� 5" TFT touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (USB, Ethernet, analog, slot)
�� Integrated function generator
�� Battery test, MPP tracking simulation, PV simulation according to EN 50530
�� Optional, digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSB 10000   30 kW

EA-PSB 10750-120

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFABOption: WCLAN

* US208V models

A
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EA-PSB 10000   30 kW

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction (PFC) circuit and are designed for opera-
tion on a three-phase supply with typical worldwide ratings between 380 V and 480 V AC. But also regions 
where only 208 V three-phase is available are covered by the US 208 V models. During load operation, the 
device recovers the consumed DC energy and feeds it back into the local power network. This helps saving 
a lot of energy costs.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging bidi-
rectional power stage which provides a higher output volt-
age at lower output  current or a higher output current 
at lower output voltage, always limited to the max. rat-
ed output power. The same applies for sink mode opera-
tion. The power set value is adjustable with these models. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be cov-
ered by the use of just one unit.

DC output/input
DC voltages between 0...60 V and 0 ...2000 V, current ratings between 0...40 A and 0...1000 A are available, 
all along with a power rating of 0...30kW for all standard models, while the US 208 V models are rated with 
0...15 kW. The DC terminal is located on the rear panel.

Source-sink operation
One salient feature of these devices is the coalescence of an electronic load, also called sink, and a pow-
er supply, also called source, into one unit. It means, the device cannot only arbitrarily operate as sink or 
source, the switchover between these two operating modes occurs without interruption and time loss. 
This is also called two-quadrants operation.

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these devices is that the AC input while connected to the grid is also used 
as output for the recovery of the supplied DC energy during load operation, which is converted with an ef-
ficiency of up to 95.5%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower costs and can avoid expensive cooling 
systems, such as they are required for conventional electronic loads which only convert energy into heat. 
Principle view.

ENERGY

AC/DC
EUTs

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 64 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. This allows for a total power of up to 1920 kilowatts.
The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels of the units 
or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit is possibly by 
manual or remote control (any interface).
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Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the voltage or the current. The generator can be 
completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or by remote con-
trol via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of input & output voltage / current / power are clearly represented on the 5" 
graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all functions 
of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance can be adjusted using the rotary knobs or entered di-
rectly via a numeric pad. 
To prevent unintentional operations, all operation controls can be locked.

Display with touch 
panel Knobs for comfortable 

value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also for 
logging

Multilingual screen

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 10000   30 kW

German

English

Chinese Russian

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle   Rectangle     Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary

A
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D
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Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this gen-
erator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of function runs, separated into up to 
99 sequence points. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequence 
points can be loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it 
easy to change between different test sequences.

There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate functions such as IU. It's defined by the 
user in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick. For photovoltaics related tests, a standard 
PV curve can be generated and run from user-adjustable key parameters, including an extended version ac-
cording to the european norm EN 50530. 

Analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and re-
sistance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To 
monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 
V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for con-
trolling and monitoring the device status.

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PCs, called EA 
Power Control, which allows for the remote control of multiple identical or 
even different types of devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual 
values, a direct input mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware 
update feature and the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. 
Further features which can be unlocked by a purchasable license: 
�� Graphical visualization of the actual values
�� Multi Control - an app to control up to 20 units at once, including Sequenc-

ing and Function Generator
�� Full function generator configuration and control with function like standard 

PV, PV EN 50530, Sandia, SAS, battery test and MPP tracking

There is furthermore an optionally available, USB dongle licensed battery sim-
ulation software for Windows PCs, the EA Battery Simulator. In combination 
with one or multiple EA-PSB 10000 devices and within their ratings it can sim-
ulate standard lead-acid (AGM) and lithium-ion batteries in series or parallel 
connection for a wide variety of battery related tests. The user can adjust 
typical battery parameters for the test profile. Once the test has started, it 
runs automatically. The combination of a power supply and this software cov-
ers a wide range of battery voltages and also charging/discharging currents 
and helps to eliminate the requirement for multiple different test equipments 
and softwares.

Water-cooling
While standard water-cooling systems use an air flow-through engaged by fans in order to cool internal 
electronic components like an auxiliary power supply, this series premiers a new water-cooling system 
where no additional heat is exhausted anymore. All internal heat is dissipated into the water. This can help 
to cut down on additional, expensive exhaust systems for cabinets or rooms. Also, this option will be avail-
able for all voltage classes.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet or EtherCAT. The 

interface slot is located on the rear panel, making it easy for the user to plug in a new interface or to re-
place an existing one
�� Water-cooling
�� Grid protection & supervision module EA-ENS2 (only for 400 V supply)

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 10000   30 kW
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Technical Data Series EA-PSB 10000 4U

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases
Standard models: 380 / 400 / 480 V, ±10%, 3ph
US 208 V models: 208 V, ±10%, 3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.05% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤1.5 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% (source mode) Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Slew rate (sink) 10-90% ≤1 ms

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.3% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤0.3% of max. resistance + 0.1% of rated current

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, PF, OCP, SF

Insulation

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see tables

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display / control panel Graphics color display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in
1x USB and 1x Ethernet (100 MBit) for communication, galvanically isolated
1x USB type A for USB stick (data recording etc.)

- Slot
1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (CAN, CANopen, RS232, ModBus TCP, Profinet, Profibus, 
EtherCAT)

Analog interface Built-in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with master-slave bus, up to 64 units

Standards
EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 50160:2011-02 Grid class 2
EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Air (temperature-controlled fans), optional: water

Operation temperature 0...50 °C (32...133 °F)

Storage temperature -20...70 °C (-4...158 °F)

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 19" x 4U x 670 mm (26.4")

(1  Enclosure only, not overall

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 10000   30 kW
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 10000   30 kW

Technical Data PSB 10060-1000 4U PSB 10080-1000 4U PSB 10200-420 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

- Ripple (source mode) (1 ≤480 mVPP / ≤37 mVRMS ≤480 mVPP / ≤37 mVRMS ≤450 mVPP / ≤60 mVRMS

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±500 V DC ±500 V DC ±725 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +600 V DC +600 V DC +1000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...1000 A 0...1000 A 0...420 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency (5 Up to 94% Up to 94% Up to 94.2%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 30000800 30000801 30000802

Ordering number (WC) (3 30000820 30000821 30000822

Ordering number (US208V) 30008800 30008801 30008802

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 30008820 30008821 30008822

Technical Data PSB 10360-240 4U PSB 10500-180 4U PSB 10750-120 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

- Ripple (source mode) (1 ≤480 mVPP / ≤83 mVRMS ≤525 mVPP / ≤105 mVRMS ≤1200 mVPP / ≤300 mVRMS

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...240 A 0...180 A 0...120 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency (5 Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 30000803 30000804 30000805

Ordering number (WC) (3 30000823 30000824 30000825

Ordering number (US208V) 30008803 30008804 30008805

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 30008823 30008824 30008825

Technical Data PSB 11000-80 4U PSB 11500-60 4U PSB 12000-40 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...1000 V 0...1500 V 0...2000 V

- Ripple (source mode) (1 ≤2400 mVPP / ≤450 mVRMS ≤3600 mVPP / ≤600 mVRMS ≤3600 mVPP / ≤600 mVRMS

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency (5 Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 30000806 30000807 30000808

Ordering number (WC) (3 30000826 30000827 30000828

Ordering number (US208V) 30008806 30008807 30008808

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 30008826 30008827 30008828
(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the standard version, models with option(s) may vary
(3  WC = water-cooling
(4  US 208 V models
(5  Both directions, i. e. source and sink mode
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

General
The bidirectional power supplies of series EA-PSBE 10000 are the economy variants of series EA-PSB 10000 
and offer the same power of 30 kW in only 4U, the same connectivity with all interfaces, but save costs due 
to reduced software features.
All models incorporate two devices in one: a power supply (source) and an electronic load (sink) with energy 
recovery. Based on these two features the devices offer the functionality of two-quadrants operation as 
standard. The internal electronic load achieves a high voltage dynamics by discharging unavoidable capac-
ities on the DC terminal. For a connected source, the devices are full electronic loads with energy recovery, 
also ideal for bigger systems.
In source operation mode the device becomes a flexible, autoranging power supply like those of series EA-
PSI 10000 4U. It incorporates the advantages of both device types into one and at the same time it elimi-
nates the disadvantages of separate units regarding weight, space requirement, costs and effort to imple-
ment them into custom test software.

�� Wide range 342...528 V AC supply for operation on 380 V, 400 V or 480 V grids
�� US 208 V models available
�� Bidirectional device - power supply and electronic load in one
�� Energy recovery with high efficiency
�� Power rating: 30 kW (15 kW*) per device, expandable up to 1920 kW 
�� Voltage ratings: 60 V up to 2000 V
�� Current ratings: 40 A up to 1000 A
�� Flexible, power regulated DC<->AC stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� 5" TFT touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (USB, Ethernet, analog, slot)
�� Optional, digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSBE 10000   30 kW

EA-PSBE 10750-120

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFABOption: WCLAN

*) US208V models
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EA-PSBE 10000   30 kW

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction (PFC) circuit and are designed for opera-
tion on a three-phase supply with typical worldwide ratings between 380 V and 480 V AC. But also regions 
where only 208 V three-phase is available are covered by the US 208 V models. During load operation, the 
device recovers the consumed DC energy and feeds it back into the local power network. This helps saving 
a lot of energy costs.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging bidi-
rectional power stage which provides a higher output volt-
age at lower output  current or a higher output current 
at lower output voltage, always limited to the max. rat-
ed output power. The same applies for sink mode opera-
tion. The power set value is adjustable with these models. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be cov-
ered by the use of just one unit.

DC output/input
DC voltages between 0...60 V and 0 ...2000 V, current ratings between 0...40 A and 0...1000 A are available, 
all along with a power rating of 0...30kW for all standard models, while the US 208 V models are rated with 
0...15 kW. The DC terminal is located on the rear panel.

Source-sink operation
One salient feature of these devices is the coalescence of an electronic load, also called sink, and a pow-
er supply, also called source, into one unit. It means, the device cannot only arbitrarily operate as sink or 
source, the switchover between these two operating modes occurs without interruption and time loss. 
This is also called two-quadrants operation.

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these devices is that the AC input while connected to the grid is also used 
as output for the recovery of the supplied DC energy during load operation, which is converted with an ef-
ficiency of up to 95.5%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower costs and can avoid expensive cooling 
systems, such as they are required for conventional electronic loads which only convert energy into heat. 
Principle view.

ENERGY

AC/DC
EUTs

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 64 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. This allows for a total power of up to 1920 kilowatts.
The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels of the units 
or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit is possibly by 
manual or remote control (any interface).
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Analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and re-
sistance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To 
monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 
V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for con-
trolling and monitoring the device status.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of input & output voltage / current / power are clearly represented on the 5" 
graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all functions 
of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance can be adjusted using the rotary knobs or entered di-
rectly via a numeric pad. 
To prevent unintentional operations, all operation controls can be locked.

Display with touch 
panel Knobs for comfortable 

value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also for 
logging

Multilingual screen

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies
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Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PCs, called EA 
Power Control, which allows for the remote control of multiple identical or 
even different types of devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual 
values, a direct input mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware 
update feature and the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. 
Further features which can be unlocked by a purchasable license: 
�� Graphical visualization of the actual values
�� Multi Control - an app to control up to 20 units at once, including Sequenc-

ing and Logging

There is furthermore an optionally available, USB dongle licensed battery sim-
ulation software for Windows PCs, the EA Battery Simulator. In combination 
with one or multiple EA-PSBE 10000 devices and within their ratings it can 
simulate standard lead-acid (AGM) and lithium-ion batteries in series or par-
allel connection for a wide variety of battery related tests. The user can adjust 
typical battery parameters for the test profile. Once the test has started, it 
runs automatically. The combination of a power supply and this software cov-
ers a wide range of battery voltages and also charging/discharging currents 
and helps to eliminate the requirement for multiple different test equipments 
and softwares.

Water-cooling
While standard water-cooling systems use an air flow-through engaged by fans in order to cool internal 
electronic components like an auxiliary power supply, this series premiers a new water-cooling system 
where no additional heat is exhausted anymore. All internal heat is dissipated into the water. This can help 
to cut down on additional, expensive exhaust systems for cabinets or rooms. Also, this option will be avail-
able for all voltage classes.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet or EtherCAT. The 

interface slot is located on the rear panel, making it easy for the user to plug in a new interface or to re-
place an existing one
�� Water-cooling
�� Grid protection & supervision module EA-ENS2 (only for 400 V supply)
�� EA-PSB 10000 Slave (optional, suitable slave modules for cost saving master-slave systems)

Product views

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSBE 10000   30 kW

Master-slave

LAN
USB

Analog

DC terminalDigital Share bus AC connector
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Technical Data Series EA-PSBE 10000 4U

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases
Standard models: 380 / 400 / 480 V, ±10%, 3ph
US 208 V models: 208 V, ±10%, 3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.05% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤1.5 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% (source mode) Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Slew rate (sink) 10-90% ≤1 ms

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.3% of rated value

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, PF, OCP, SF

Insulation

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see tables

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display / control panel Graphics color display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in
1x USB and 1x Ethernet (100 MBit) for communication, galvanically isolated
1x USB type A for USB stick (data recording etc.)

- Slot
1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (CAN, CANopen, RS232, ModBus TCP, Profinet, Profibus, 
EtherCAT)

Analog interface Built-in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

- Accuracy U / I / P 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with master-slave bus, up to 64 units

Standards
EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 50160:2011-02 Grid class 2
EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Air (temperature-controlled fans), optional: water

Operation temperature 0...50 °C (32...133 °F)

Storage temperature -20...70 °C (-4...158 °F)

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 19" x 4U x 670 mm (26.4")

(1  Enclosure only, not overall

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSBE 10000   30 kW

Technical Data PSBE 10060-1000 4U PSBE 10080-1000 4U PSBE 10200-420 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

- Ripple (source mode) (1 ≤480 mVPP / ≤37 mVRMS ≤480 mVPP / ≤37 mVRMS ≤450 mVPP / ≤60 mVRMS

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±500 V DC ±500 V DC ±725 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +600 V DC +600 V DC +1000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...1000 A 0...1000 A 0...420 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency (5 Up to 94% Up to 94% Up to 94.2%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 30000840 30000841 30000842

Ordering number (WC) (3 30000860 30000861 30000862

Ordering number (US208V) 30008840 30008841 30008842

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 30008860 30008861 30008862

Technical Data PSBE 10360-240 4U PSBE 10500-180 4U PSBE 10750-120 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

- Ripple (source mode) (1 ≤480 mVPP / ≤83 mVRMS ≤525 mVPP / ≤105 mVRMS ≤1200 mVPP / ≤300 mVRMS

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...240 A 0...180 A 0...120 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency (5 Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 30000843 30000844 30000845

Ordering number (WC) (3 30000863 30000864 30000865

Ordering number (US208V) 30008843 30008844 30008845

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 30008863 30008864 30008865

Technical Data PSBE 11000-80 4U PSBE 11500-60 4U PSBE 12000-40 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...1000 V 0...1500 V 0...2000 V

- Ripple (source mode) (1 ≤2400 mVPP / ≤450 mVRMS ≤3600 mVPP / ≤600 mVRMS ≤3600 mVPP / ≤600 mVRMS

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency (5 Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 30000846 30000847 30000848

Ordering number (WC) (3 30000866 30000867 30000868

Ordering number (US208V) 30008846 30008847 30008848

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 30008866 30008867 30008868
(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the standard version, models with option(s) may vary
(3  WC = water-cooling
(4  US 208 V models
(5  Both directions, i. e. source and sink mode
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

General
The microprocessor-controlled, bidirectional power supplies of series EA-PSB 9000 3U incorporate two de-
vices in one: a power supply (source) and an electronic load (sink) with energy recovery. Based on these two 
features the devices offer the functionality of two-quadrants operation as standard. The internal electron-
ic load achieves a high voltage dynamics by discharging the unavoidable capacitance on the DC terminal. For 
a connected source, the devices are full electronic loads with energy recovery feature, such as the devices 
from series EA-ELR 9000.
In source operation mode the device becomes a flexible, autoranging power supply like those of series EA-
PSI 9000. It incorporates the advantages of both device types into one and at the same time it eliminates 
the disadvantages of separate units regarding weight, space requirement, costs and effort to implement 
them into custom test software.

�� For 208 V or wide range 342...528 V AC supply
�� Bidirectional device - power supply and electronic load in one
�� Energy recovery with high efficiency
�� Power ratings: 2.5 kW, 5 kW, 7.5 kW, 10 kW or 15 kW, expandable up to 480 kW 
�� Voltage ratings: 60 V up to 1500 V
�� Current ratings: 20 A up to 360 A
�� Flexible, power regulated DC<->AC stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Intuitive TFT touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated analog interface and USB port
�� Integrated function generator
�� Battery test, MPP tracking simulation
�� Optional, digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSB 9000 3U   2.5 kW - 15 kW

EA-PSB 91500-30 3U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFABOption: IEEE WC
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EA-PSB 9000 3U   2.5 kW - 15 kW

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction (PFC) circuit and are designed for operation 
on a two- or three-phase supply with typical ratings between 380 V and 480 V AC for the wide range (WR)
models, or 208 V ±10% for the 208 V models. During load operation, the device regenerates the consumed 
DC energy and feeds it back into the local power network. This helps saving a lot of energy costs.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging bi-
directional power stage which provides a higher output 
voltage at lower output  current or a higher output cur-
rent at lower output voltage, always limited to the max. 
rated output power. The same applies for sink mode oper-
ation. The power set value is adjustable with these mod-
els. Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be 
covered by the use of just one unit.

DC output/input
DC voltages between 0...60 V and 0...1500 V, current ratings between 0...20 A and 0...360 A and power rat-
ings of 0...5 kW, 0...10 kW or 0...15 kW (standard models with wide range AC), respectively 0...2.5 kW, 0...5 
kW or 0...7.5 kW (208 V models) are available. The DC terminal is located on the rear panel.

Source-sink operation
One salient feature of these devices is the coalescence of an electronic load, also called sink, and a pow-
er supply, also called source, into one unit. It means, the device cannot only arbitrarily operate as sink or 
source, the switchover between these two operating modes occurs without interruption and time loss. 
This is also called two-quadrants operation.

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these devices is that the AC input while connected to the grid is also used 
as output for the recovery of the supplied DC energy during load operation, which is converted with an ef-
ficiency of up to 95%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower costs and can avoid expensive cooling 
systems, such as they are required for conventional electronic loads which only convert energy into heat. 
Principle view.

ENERGY

AC/DC
EUTs

Operation of these energy recovering devices, in terms of electricity generation, is not intended. Grid pro-
tection devices which can supervise the feedback of energy into the public grid are available on the market 
for optional installation and are installed to achieve additional safety of persons and equipment, especially 
when running the so-called isolated operation. 
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Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the voltage or the current. The generator can be 
completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or by remote con-
trol via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of input & output voltage / current / power are clearly represented on the 
graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all functions 
of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance can be adjusted using the rotary knobs or entered di-
rectly via a numeric pad. 
To prevent unintentional operations, all operation controls can be locked.

Display with touch 
panel

Knobs for comfortable 
value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also for 
logging

Multilingual screen

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies
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Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this gen-
erator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of function runs, separated into up to 
99 sequence points. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequence 
points can be loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it 
easy to change between different test sequences.

t

A

There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate functions such as IU, which are defined 
by the user in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick. For photovoltaics related tests, a 
standard PV curve can be generated and run from user-adjustable key parameters, including an extended 
version according to the european norm EN 50530. 

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 32 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels 
of the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit 
is possibly by manual or remote control (any interface).

Analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and re-
sistance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To 
monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 
V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for con-
trolling and monitoring the device status.

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PCs, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. Further features 
which can be unlocked by a purchasable license: 
�� Graphical visualization of the actual values
�� Support for full remote configuration and control of the function gener-

ator 
�� Multi Control - an app to control up to 20 units at once, including Sequenc-

ing and Function Generator
�� Function generator control with PV, PV EN 50530, Sandia and SAS

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. The interface slot is located on the rear panel (standard models only), making it easy for the user to 
plug in a new interface or to replace an existing one. The interface will be automatically detected by the 
device and requires no or only little configuration. See page 150.
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default slot for retrofittable in-

terface modules
�� Water-cooling (upon request, also see page 156)
�� Grid protection & supervision module EA-ENS2 (only for 400 V supply, also see page 157)

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 9000 3U   2.5 kW - 15 kW
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Technical Data Series EA-PSB 9000 3U

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases
Wide range models: 342...528 V, 2ph/3ph
208V models: 187...228 V, 2ph/3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤1.5 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% (source mode) Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Slew rate (sink) 10-90% ≤1 ms

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, PF, OCP (2

Insulation

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see tables

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display / control panel Graphics color display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication, 1x GPIB (optional with option 3W)

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (not with option 3W)

Analog interface Built-in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with master-slave bus, up to 32 units

Standards
EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 50160:2011-02 Grid class 2
EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans (optional: water)

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 19" x 3U x 670 mm (26.4")

(1  Enclosure only, not overall
(2  See page 163

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 9000 3U   2.5 kW - 15 kW

Technical Data PSB 9060-120 3U PSB 9080-120 3U PSB 9200-70 3U PSB 9360-40 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V

- Ripple (source) (1 ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤55 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ±725 V DC ±725 V DC

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ±1000 V DC ±1000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...120 A 0...120 A 0...70 A 0...40 A

Rated power (WR model) 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W

Rated power (208 V model) 0...2500 W 0...2500 W 0...2500 W 0...2500 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb)

Ordering nr. (WR model) 30000319 30000301 30000302 30000303

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 30008319 30008301 30008302 30008303

Technical Data PSB 9500-30 3U PSB 9750-20 3U PSB 9060-240 3U PSB 9080-240 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...60 V 0...80 V

- Ripple (source) (1 ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±400 V DC ±400 V DC

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±1800 V DC ±1800 V DC ±400 V DC ±400 V DC

Rated current & range 0...30 A 0...20 A 0...240 A 0...240 A

Rated power (WR model) 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W

Rated power (208 V model) 0...2500 W 0...2500 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (WR model) 30000304 30000305 30000320 30000306

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 30008304 30008305 30008320 30008306

Technical Data PSB 9200-140 3U PSB 9360-80 3U PSB 9500-60 3U PSB 9750-40 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...200 V 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

- Ripple (source) (1 ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤55 mVRMS ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±725 V DC ±725 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±1000 V DC ±1000 V DC ±1800 V DC ±1800 V DC

Rated current & range 0...140 A 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A

Rated power (WR model) 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W

Rated power (208 V model) 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (WR model) 30000307 30000308 30000309 30000310

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 30008307 30008308 30008309 30008310

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the base version, models with option(s) may vary
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 9000 3U   2.5 kW - 15 kW

Technical Data PSB 9060-360 3U PSB 9080-360 3U PSB 9200-210 3U PSB 9360-120 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V

- Ripple (source) (1 ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤55 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ±725 V DC ±725 V DC

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ±1000 V DC ±1000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...360 A 0...360 A 0...210 A 0...120 A

Rated power (WR model) 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Rated power (208 V model) 0...7500 W 0...7500 W 0...7500 W 0...7500 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb) ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb) ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb) ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb)

Ordering nr. (WR model) 30000321 30000312 30000313 30000314

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 30008321 30008312 30008313 30008314

Technical Data PSB 9500-90 3U PSB 9750-60 3U PSB 91000-40 3U PSB 91500-30 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...1000 V 0...1500 V

- Ripple (source) (1 ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤1600 mVPP / ≤300 mVRMS ≤2400 mVPP / ≤400 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±1800 V DC ±1800 V DC ±1800 V DC ±1800 V DC

Rated current & range 0...90 A 0...60 A 0...40 A 0...30 A

Rated power (WR model) 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Rated power (208 V model) 0...7500 W 0...7500 W 0...7500 W 0...7500 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb) ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb) ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb) ≈ 32 kg (70.5 lb)

Ordering nr. (WR model) 30000315 30000316 30000317 30000318

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 30008315 30008316 30008317 30008318

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the base version, models with option(s) may vary

Product views

Slot for digital interfaces

Connectors for master-slave

Terminals for Share bus & sensing

DC output

USB and analog interface (galvanically isolated)

AC input with inline filter

Rear view of the base models 
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Slave power supply modules for series EA-PSB 9000 3U

EA-PSB 9000 3U Slave   15 kW

EA-PSB 9500-90 3U Slave

General
The so-called “slave modules” of series EA-PSB 9000 3U Slave are available for quick and cost saving power 
extension of the 15 kW models (AC wide range) from series EA-PSB 9000 3U. The slave modules require a 
supply voltage between 342 V and 528 V AC, such as the standard models from EA-PSB 9000 series.
Their purpose is to run in parallel connection and master-slave operation of up to 32 units in total, in order 
to achieve DC power supply systems with power ratings of up to 480 kW. All technical specifications are 
identical to EA-PSB 9000 3U series, except for the available connectors.

Handling and configuration
The usual control panel has been reduced to the absolute necessary. For manual handling, status indica-
tion and configuration it offers a few LEDs, a pushbutton and an USB port. The devices are configured with 
software through the front USB port, for example with EA Power Control (see page 152).

Master-slave system
Configuring a master-slave system is very quick and easy. The slave modules and the master unit are in-
stalled together, for example in a 19” cabinet. Then they are connected to the AC supply and paralleled on 
their DC outputs (cables or copper bars), plus also linked via master-slave bus and Share bus. The only thing 
to do on the master is to enable master-slave and the system will self-configure to the number of powered 
units and represent itself to the user or a control software accordingly.Model Power Voltage Current Weight Suitable for Dimensions (WxHxD) Ordering nr.

EA-PSB 9060-360 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...60 V 0...360 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 9060-
360

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090321

EA-PSB 9080-360 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...80 V 0...360 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 9080-
360

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090312

EA-PSB 9200-210 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...200 V 0...210 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 9200-
210

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090313

EA-PSB 9360-120 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...360 V 0...120 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 9360-
120

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090314

EA-PSB 9500-90 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...500 V 0...90 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 9500-
90

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090315

EA-PSB 9750-60 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...750 V 0...60 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 9750-
60

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090316

EA-PSB 91000-40 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...1000 
V

0...40 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 91000-
30

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090317

EA-PSB 91500-30 3U 
Slave

0...15000 
W

0...1500 
V

0...30 A
≈ 30 kg (66.1 
lb)

EA-PSB 91500-
30

19” mm x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

30090318
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Programmable bidirectional DC Power supplies

General
The series EA-PSB 9000 15U/24U extends the bidirectional power supply series EA-PSB 9000 3U with high 
power models in standard 19” cabinets. There is a choice of 35 different configurations in 5 power ratings.
A cabinet system is considered as one big power supply device with extended power, manual handling and 
remote control being as usual, while also offering the same features like the single models of EA-PSB 9000 
3U series.
There are two base cabinets, one with 15 U of height for 30 kW and 45 kW and one with 24 U of height for 
60 kW, 75 kW and 90 kW. The cabinet itself has lockable rear and front doors, as well as four casters which 
can be fixed. The system will be shipped completely configured and will be ready to use right after instal-
lation on location.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging bidirectional 
power stage which provides a higher output voltage at lower out-
put  current or a higher output current at lower output voltage, al-
ways limited to the max. rated output power. The same applies for 
sink mode operation. The power set value is adjustable with these 
models. Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be cov-
ered by the use of just one unit.

�� For wide range 342...528 V AC supply
�� Power ratings between 30 kW and 90 kW
�� Voltage ratings: 80 V, 200 V, 360 V, 500 V, 750 V, 1000 V and 1500 V
�� Currents of up to 3060 A
�� Pre-configured, pre-wired, ready to be installed
�� Includes power supplies of series EA-PSB 9000 3U and EA-PSB 9000 3U Slave with:
�� Function generator
�� USB and analog interface built in
�� Slot for optional interface modules for Profinet, Profibus, CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, EtherCAT, Mod-

Bus TCP
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� Multilingual color TFT touch panel

EA-PSB 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

EA-PSB 9000 15U EA-PSB 9000 24U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

USB IFAB WCOption: IEEE
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EA-PSB 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Programmable bidirectional DC Power supplies

DC output/input
DC voltages between 0...80 V and 0...1500 V, current ratings between 0...60 A and 0...3060 A and power rat-
ings of 0...30 kW, 0...45 kW, 0...60 kW, 0...75 kW or 0...90 kW are available. The output terminal is located 
on the rear panel.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of input & output voltage / current / power are clearly represented on the 
graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all functions 
of the device with just a finger tip. Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional operations, all operation 
controls can be locked.
The screen is multilingual and can be switched between English, Russian, Chinese or German.

Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the voltage or the current. The generator can be 
completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or by remote con-
trol via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. The interface slot is located on the rear panel (standard models only), making it easy for the user to 
plug in a new interface or to replace an existing one. The interface will be automatically detected by the 
device and requires no or only little configuration. See page 150.
�� Water-cooling (upon request, also see page 156)
�� Emergency stop system with stop switch, door contacts and screw terminals for external breaker con-

tacts

Rear view 24U 90 kW

DC bus terminal

AC input terminal
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Programmable bidirectional DC Power supplies

EA-PSB 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Technical Data Series EA-PSB 9000 15U & EA-PSB 9000 24U

AC: Supply

- Voltage 342...528 V, 3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% (source mode) Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

- No load discharge time on DC off 100% U to ≤60 V: less than 10 s

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rating

- Load regulation 0-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, OCP, PF (1

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model (see model table)

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel Graphics color display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Series operation No

Parallel operation No

Standards
EN 61010-1, EN 50160:2011-02 Grid class 2
EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans (optional: water)

Ambient temperature 0...40 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D)
15U models: 60 cm x 95 cm x 100 cm (23.6” x 37.4” x 39.4”)
24U models: 60 cm x 135 cm x 100 cm (23.6” x 53.1” x 39.4”)

(1  See page 163
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Model Voltage Current Power
Insulation DC <> PE

Height Ordering number
DC - DC +

PSB 9080-720 15U 0...80 V 0...720 A 0...30 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 15U inquire

PSB 9200-420 15U 0...200 V 0...420 A 0...30 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSB 9360-240 15U 0...360 V 0...240 A 0...30 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSB 9500-180 15U 0...500 V 0...180 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 9750-120 15U 0...750 V 0...120 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 91000-80 15U 0...1000 V 0...80 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 91500-60 15U 0...1500 V 0...60 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 9080-1080 15U 0...80 V 0...1080 A 0...45 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 15U inquire

PSB 9200-630 15U 0...200 V 0...630 A 0...45 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSB 9360-360 15U 0...360 V 0...360 A 0...45 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSB 9500-270 15U 0...500 V 0...270 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 9750-180 15U 0...750 V 0...180 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 91000-120 15U 0...1000 V 0...120 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 91500-90 15U 0...1500 V 0...90 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSB 9080-1440 24U 0...80 V 0...1440 A 0...60 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 24U inquire

PSB 9200-840 24U 0...200 V 0...840 A 0...60 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSB 9360-480 24U 0...360 V 0...480 A 0...60 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSB 9500-360 24U 0...500 V 0...360 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 9750-240 24U 0...750 V 0...240 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 91000-160 24U 0...1000 V 0...160 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 91500-120 24U 0...1500 V 0...120 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 9080-1800 24U 0...80 V 0...1800 A 0...75 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 24U inquire

PSB 9200-1050 24U 0...200 V 0...1050 A 0...75 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSB 9360-600 24U 0...360 V 0...600 A 0...75 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSB 9500-450 24U 0...500 V 0...450 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 9750-300 24U 0...750 V 0...300 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 91000-200 24U 0...1000 V 0...200 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 91500-150 24U 0...1500 V 0...150 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 9080-2160 24U 0...80 V 0...2160 A 0...90 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 24U inquire

PSB 9200-1260 24U 0...200 V 0...1260 A 0...90 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSB 9360-720 24U 0...360 V 0...720 A 0...90 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSB 9500-540 24U 0...500 V 0...540 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 9750-360 24U 0...750 V 0...360 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 91000-240 24U 0...1000 V 0...240 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSB 91500-180 24U 0...1500 V 0...180 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

Programmable bidirectional DC Power supplies

EA-PSB 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supply

General
The microprocessor controlled high efficiency laboratory power supply series EA-PSBE 9000 3U incorpo-
rates two devices in one: a power supply (source) and an electronic load (sink) with energy recovery. Based 
on these two features every model offers the functionality of two-quadrants operation as standard. The 
internal electronic load achieves a high voltage dynamics by discharging the unavoidable capacitance on the 
DC terminal. For a connected source, the device is a full electronic load with energy recovery feature, such 
as the devices from series EA-ELR 9000.

In source operation mode the device becomes a flexible, auto-ranging power supply like those of series EA-
PSE 9000. It incorporates the advantages of both device types into one and at the same time it eliminates 
the disadvantages of separate units regarding weight, space requirement, costs and effort to implement 
them into custom test software.

�� AC wide range input 360-528 V
�� Bidirectional - power supply and load in one
�� Energy recovery with high efficiency
�� Voltage ratings: from 60 V up to 1500 V
�� 60 V models according to SELV
�� Current ratings: from 20 A up to 360 A
�� Power ratings: 5 kW, 10 kW or 15 kW, expandable up to 480 kW
�� Flexible, power regulated DC<->AC stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Control panel with pushbuttons and color TFT for actual values, set values, status and alarms
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated, analog interface integrated
�� USB port integrated
�� Optional, digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus support
�� LabView support by VI package

EA-PSBE 9000 3U   5 - 15KW

EA-PSBE 9500-90

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP 19“

USB Option: IFABMS
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EA-PSBE 9000 3U   5 - 15KW

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

AC input/output
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit and are designed for a usage on 
worldwide three-phase supplies with typical ratings of 380 V, 400 V or 480 V. During load operation, the 
device regenerates the consumed DC energy and feeds it back into the local power network. This help sav-
ing a lot of energy costs.

Power
The devices are equipped with a flexible auto-ranging 
output stage which provides a higher output voltage at 
lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the max. nominal out-
put power. Therefore, a wide range of applications can al-
ready be covered by the use of just one unit.

DC output & extensibility
There is a choice of DC output voltages between 60 V and 1500 V, of output currents between 20 A and 
360 A and of power ratings of 5 kW, 10 kW or 15 kW. The DC terminal is located in the rear panel. All models 
can be combined with further units of same rating into various configurations such as 19” cabinets of up to 
47U of height, in order to build parallel systems with up to 480 kW total power.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). 
As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off 
and a status signal will be generated on the display and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an over-
temperature protection, which will shut off the DC output if the device overheats.

Display and controls
All important information is clearly visualized on a color TFT display.
With this, information about the actual output values and set values of 
voltage and current, the actual control state (CV, CC, CP) and other status-
es, as well as alarms and settings of the setup menu are clearly displayed.
In order to ease adjusting of values by the rotary knobs, pushing them can 
switch between decimal positions of a value. All these features contribute 
to an operator friendliness. 
With a panel lock feature, the whole panel can be locked in order to pro-
tect the equipment and the loads from unintentional misuse.

Analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current and power from 
0...100% through control voltages of 0...10 V or 0...5 V.
To monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs with 
voltage ranges of 0...10 V or 0...5 V. Also, several status inputs and outputs 
are available.

Digital interfaces
By standard, there is a built-in USB port on the rear which can be added with optionally obtainable, ex-
changeable and retrofittable interface modules from IF-AB series. This choice of interfaces makes it possi-
ble to find the optimal connection of the device to common industrial automation systems. A built-in mas-
ter-slave bus provides the option to parallel up to 32 units to a bigger system with higher power and totals 
formation.
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Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS 232, Ethernet, Profinet, Profibus, CAN, CANopen, EtherCAT and Mod-

Bus TCP

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSBE 9000 3U   5 - 15KW

Product views

Slot for digital interfaces

Connectors for master-slave

Terminals for Share bus & sensing

DC terminal

USB and analog interface (galvanically isolated)

AC input with inline filter

Model Voltage Current Power
Insulation

Weight Ordering number
DC- to PE DC+ to PE

PSBE 9060-120 0...60 V 0...120 A 0...5000 W ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ≈ 18 kg upon request

PSBE 9080-120 0...80 V 0...120 A 0...5000 W ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ≈ 18 kg 30000331

PSBE 9200-70 0...200 V 0...70 A 0...5000 W ±725 V DC ±1000 V DC ≈ 18 kg upon request

PSBE 9360-40 0...360 V 0...40 A 0...5000 W ±725 V DC ±1000 V DC ≈ 18 kg upon request

PSBE 9500-30 0...500 V 0...30 A 0...5000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 18 kg 30000333

PSBE 9750-20 0...750 V 0...20 A 0...5000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 18 kg 30000332

PSBE 9060-240 0...60 V 0...240 A 0...10000 W ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ≈ 25 kg upon request

PSBE 9080-240 0...80 V 0...240 A 0...10000 W ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ≈ 25 kg upon request

PSBE 9200-140 0...200 V 0...140 A 0...10000 W ±725 V DC ±1000 V DC ≈ 25 kg upon request

PSBE 9360-80 0...360 V 0...80 A 0...10000 W ±725 V DC ±1000 V DC ≈ 25 kg upon request

PSBE 9500-60 0...500 V 0...60 A 0...10000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 25 kg upon request

PSBE 9750-40 0...750 V 0...40 A 0...10000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 25 kg 30000334

PSBE 9060-360 0...60 V 0...360 A 0...15000 W ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000324

PSBE 9080-360 0...80 V 0...360 A 0...15000 W ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000325

PSBE 9200-210 0...200 V 0...210 A 0...15000 W ±725 V DC ±1000 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000329

PSBE 9360-120 0...360 V 0...120 A 0...15000 W ±725 V DC ±1000 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000330

PSBE 9500-90 0...500 V 0...90 A 0...15000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000322

PSBE 9750-60 0...750 V 0...60 A 0...15000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000328

PSBE 91000-40 0...1000 V 0...40 A 0...15000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000323

PSBE 91500-30 0...1500 V 0...30 A 0...15000 W ±1500 V DC ±1800 V DC ≈ 32 kg 30000327
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSBE 9000 3U   5 - 15KW

Technical Data  Series PSBE 9000 3U

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases / Frequency 360...528 V, 3ph, 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy <0.1%

- Load regulation 0-100% <0.05%

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC <0.02%

- Regulation 10-100% load <2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% UMax Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy <0.2%

- Load regulation 0-100% ΔUDC <0.15%

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC <0.05%

DC: Power

- Accuracy <1%

Overvoltage category 2

Protection Overtemperature, overvoltage, overcurrent, overpower, power fail 

Pollution degree 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel Color display, knobs and pushbuttons

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (standard models only)

Analog interface Built in, 15-pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Accuracy U / I / P 0...10 V: <0.2% 0...5 V: <0.4%

- Inputs U, I, P, remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

Parallel operation Yes, with master-slave, up to 32 units

Standards
EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 50160:2011-02 grid class 2
EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 class B

Cooling Temperature controlled fans

Operation temperature 0...50 °C (32...122 °F)

Storage temperature -20...70 °C (-4...158 °F)

Humidity <80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude <2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) 19" x 3U x 670 mm (26.4")
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

General
The microprocessor-controlled laboratory power supplies of series EA-PSI 9000 2U offer a user-friendly, 
interactive handling concept, along with a remarkable set of standard features, which can facilitate oper-
ating them. Configuration of output parameters, supervision features and other settings, as well as the 
replaceable digital interface  modules is smart and comfortable. The implemented supervision features for 
all output parameters can help to reduce test equipment and make it almost unnecessary to install exter-
nal supervision hardware and software.
The clear control panel with its two knobs, one pushbutton, two LEDs and the touch panel with color TFT 
display for all important values and status enable the user to handle the device easily with a few touches 
of a finger.
For the integration into semi-automatic and remotely controlled test and automation systems, the devices 
offer a set of interfaces (analog and digital) on their rear side.

�� For wide range 90...264 V AC supply
�� High efficiency up to 93%
�� Output power ratings: 1000 W up to 3000 W
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 750 V
�� Output currents: 4 A up to 120 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Intuitive TFT touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Remote sensing
�� Galvanically isolated analog interface and USB port
�� Integrated function generator
�� Photovoltaics array simulation according to EN 50530
�� Internal resistance simulation and regulation
�� 40 V models compliant to SELV (EN 60950)
�� Discharge circuit (Uout < 60 V in ≤ 10 s)
�� Optional, digital interface modules or alternatively installed GPIB port
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSI 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

EA-PSI 9080-120 2U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ IEEEUSBMS IFABOption:
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EA-PSI 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

AC supply
All units are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit and models up 
to 1.5 kW are suitable for a worldwide usage on a mains supply from 90 VAC up to 264 VAC. With the 1.5 kW 
models, the output power is automatically reduced to 1 kW when the supply voltage is <150 VAC and with 
the 3 kW models it’s reduced to 2.5 kW at <205 VAC.

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...750 V, output currents between 0...4 A and 0...120 A and out-
put powers between 0...1000 W and 0...3000 W are available. Current, voltage and power can thus be ad-
justed continuously between 0% and 100%, no matter if manually or remotely controlled (analog or digital). 
The output terminal is located on the rear panel of the devices.

Discharge circuit
Models with a nominal output voltage of 200 V or higher include a discharge circuit for the output capaci-
ties. For no load or low load situations, it ensures that the dangerous output voltage can sink to under 60 
V DC after the DC output has been switched off. This value is considered as limit for voltages dangerous to 
human safety.

Built-in analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and re-
sistance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To 
monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 
V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for con-
trolling and monitoring the device status.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for 
any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off and a status signal will be generated on the display 
and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an overtemperature protection, which will shut off the DC out-
put if the device overheats.

Remote sensing
The standard sensing input can be connected directly to the load in order to compensate for voltage drops 
along the  power cables, up to a certain level. Once the sensing input is connected to the load, the power 
supply will adjust the output voltage automatically to ensure the accurate required voltage is available at 
the load. 

Display and control panel

Display with touch 
panel

Knobs for comfortable 
value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also 
for logging
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Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output power are clearly represented on 
the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance (internal resistance simulation) can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad.  To prevent unintentional operations, all operation 
controls can be locked.

Multilingual screen

Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

GermanEnglish Chinese Russian

Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the output voltage or the output current. The gen-
erator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or 
by remote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

EA-PSI 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences. 
There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate other functions, such as UI or IU, which are 
defined by the user in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick. For photovoltaics related 
tests, a PV curve can be generated and used from user-adjustable key parameters. It also supports the eu-
ropean standard EN 50530. 

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 32 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels 
of the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit 
is possibly by manual or remote control (any interface).

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PC, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. Also see page 152.
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

Options
�� Isolated digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT 

or Ethernet. The interface slot is located on the rear panel (standard models only), making it easy for the 
user to plug in a new interface or to replace an existing one. The interface will be automatically detected 
by the device and requires no or only little configuration. Also see page 150.
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default slot for retrofittable in-

terface modules

Digital interface modules

Model Voltage Current Power Efficiency Ripple U (2 Ripple I  (2 Ordering number (3

PSI 9040-40 2U 0...40 V 0...40 A 0...1000 W ≤92% 114 mVPP / 8 3.7 mARMS 06230319

PSI 9080-40 2U 0...80 V 0...40 A 0...1000 W ≤92% 114 mVPP / 8 3.7 mARMS 06230304

PSI 9200-15 2U 0...200 V 0...15 A 0...1000 W ≤93% 164 mVPP / 34 2.2 mARMS 06230305

PSI 9360-10 2U 0...360 V 0...10 A 0...1000 W ≤93% 210 mVPP / 59 1.6 mARMS 06230306

PSI 9500-06 2U 0...500 V 0...6 A 0...1000 W ≤93% 190 mVPP / 48 0.5 mARMS 06230307

PSI 9750-04 2U 0...750 V 0...4 A 0...1000 W ≤93% 212 mVPP / 60 0.3 mARMS 06230308

PSI 9040-60 2U 0...40 V 0...60 A 0...1500 W ≤92% 114 mVPP / 8 5.6 mARMS 06230320

PSI 9080-60 2U 0...80 V 0...60 A 0...1500 W ≤92% 114 mVPP / 8 5.6 mARMS 06230309

PSI 9200-25 2U 0...200 V 0...25 A 0...1500 W ≤93% 164 mVPP / 34 3.3 mARMS 06230310

PSI 9360-15 2U 0...360 V 0...15 A 0...1500 W ≤93% 210 mVPP / 59 2.4 mARMS 06230311

PSI 9500-10 2U 0...500 V 0...10 A 0...1500 W ≤93% 190 mVPP / 48 0.7 mARMS 06230312

PSI 9750-06 2U 0...750 V 0...6 A 0...1500 W ≤93% 212 mVPP / 60 0.5 mARMS 06230313

PSI 9040-120 2U 0...40 V 0...120 A 0...3000 W ≤92% 114 mVPP / 8 11 mARMS 06230321

PSI 9080-120 2U 0...80 V 0...120 A 0...3000 W ≤92% 114 mVPP / 8 11 mARMS 06230314

PSI 9200-50 2U 0...200 V 0...50 A 0...3000 W ≤93% 164 mVPP / 34 6.5 mARMS 06230315

PSI 9360-30 2U 0...360 V 0...30 A 0...3000 W ≤93% 210 mVPP / 59 5 mARMS 06230316

PSI 9500-20 2U 0...500 V 0...20 A 0...3000 W ≤93% 190 mVPP / 48 1.5 mARMS 06230317

PSI 9750-12 2U 0...750 V 0...12 A 0...3000 W ≤93% 212 mVPP / 60 0.9 mARMS 06230318

(1  Programmable resolution disregarding device errors
(2  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(3  Ordering number of the standard version, models with option(s) installed have different ordering numbers
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

Technical Data Series PSI 9000 2U

AC: Supply

- Voltage
90...264 V, 1ph+N or 2ph (1000 W - 1500 W models)
180...264 V, 1ph+N or 2ph (3000 W models)

- Frequency / Power factor 45...66 Hz / >0.99

- Derating
1500 W models: ≤150 V AC derates to Pout max of 1000 W
3000 W models: ≤ 207 V AC to Pout max 2500 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Protection OTP, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (1

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Negative: max. 400 V DC / positive: max. 400 V DC + output voltage

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display / control panel Graphics display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication, 1x GPIB (optional with option 3W)

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (standard models only)

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with true master-slave, up to 32 units (via Share bus) 

Standards EN 60950:2006 + A11:2009 + A1:2010 + A12:2011 + AC:2011 + A2:2013, EN 61326-1:2013-07

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Mechanics 1000 W / 1500 W 3000 W

- Weight (2 12 kg (25.6 lb) 15 kg (33.1 lb)

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (3 19“ x 2U x 463 mm (18.2”) 19“ x 2U x 463 mm (18.2”)

(1  See page 163
(2  Standard version, models with options may vary
(3  Enclosure of the standard version and not overall size, versions with options may vary

EA-PSI 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

Product views

Slot for digital interface module

Galvanically isolated analog interface

Connector for remote sensing and 
Share bus

Master-slave 
bus DC output

Rear view of base model

Front view

Rear view with option 3W

Side view of base model
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

General
The microprocessor-controlled high efficiency laboratory power supplies of series EA-PSI 9000 3U offer 
multiple functions and features in their standard version. User-friendly, interactive menu navigation makes 
the use of this equipment remarkably easy and most effective.
User and process profiles can be edited, saved and archived so that the reproducibility of a test or other ap-
plication is improved. In order to achieve even higher output power, cabinets with up to 150 kW and up to 
42U size can be configured to suit the user‘s requirements.

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit. There is a choice of three different 
AC supply input ranges. The standard models run with 400 V (L-L, ±15%), while there are also models for 
208 V (L-L, ±10%) for the US or Japan market. The third choice are wide range (WR) models with 342...528 V, 
which cover the typical worldwide grid voltages 380 V, 400 V and 480 V.

�� For 208 V, 400 V or wide range 342...528 V AC supply
�� High efficiency up to 95.5%
�� Output power ratings: 3.3 kW, 5 kW, 6.6 kW, 10 kW or 15 kW, expandable up to 480 kW 
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 1500 V
�� Output currents: 20 A up to 510 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Intuitive TFT touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated analog interface and USB port
�� Integrated function generator with photovoltaics array simulation, including EN 50530
�� Internal resistance simulation and regulation
�� 40 V and 60 V models compliant to SELV
�� Discharge circuit (Uout < 60 V in ≤ 10 s)
�� Optional, digital interface modules or alternatively installed GPIB port
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSI 9000 3U + WR   3.3 kW - 15 kW

EA-PSI 9200-210 3U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ IEEEUSBMS IFAB WCOption:
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EA-PSI 9000 3U +WR   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...1500 V, output currents between 0...20 A and 0...510 A and 
several output power ratings between 0...3.3 kW and 0...15 kW are available. The DC output terminal is lo-
cated on the rear panel.

Discharge circuit
Models with a nominal output voltage of 200 V or higher include a discharge circuit for the output capaci-
ties. For no load or low load situations, it ensures that the dangerous output voltage can sink to under 60 
V DC after the DC output has been switched off. This value is considered as limit for voltages dangerous to 
human safety.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). 
As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off 
and a status signal will be generated on the display and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an over-
temperature protection, which will shut off the DC output if the device overheats.

Analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and re-
sistance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To 
monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 
V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for con-
trolling and monitoring the device status.

Display and control panel

Display with touch 
panel

Knobs for comfortable 
value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also 
for logging

Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output power are clearly represented on 
the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance (internal resistance simulation) can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional operations, all operation 
controls can be locked.

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 32 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels of 
the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit is 
possibly by manual or remote control (any interface). 
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Function generator
All models in this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the output voltage or the output current. The gen-
erator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or 
by remote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences.
There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate other functions, such as UI or IU, which are 
defined by the user in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick. For photovoltaics related 
tests, a PV curve can be generated and used from user-adjustable key parameters. It also supports the eu-
ropean standard EN 50530. 

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PC, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. Also see page 150.
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default slot for retrofittable in-

terface modules
�� High Speed ramping (upon request, also see page 155)
�� Water-cooling (upon request, also see page 156)

Product views

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 3U +WR   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Rear view of 208 V model (without options)

Slot for digital interfaces

Connectors for master-slave

Terminals for Share bus & sensing

DC output

USB and analog interface (galvanically isolated)

AC input with inline filter
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 3U +WR   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Technical Data Series PSI 9000 3U / PSI 9000 WR

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases
208 V models: 188...229 V, 2ph/3ph
400 Vmodels: 340...460 V, 2ph/3ph
Wide range models: 342...528 V, 2ph/3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

- No load discharge time on DC off 100% U to ≤60 V: less than 10 s

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rating

- Load regulation 0-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (2

Insulation 1

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see tables

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel Graphics display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication, 1x GPIB (optional with option 3W)

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (standard models only)

Analog interface Built-in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with true master-slave, up to 32 units 

Standards EN 61010-2:2010, EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, IEC 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans (optional: water)

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) (1

208 V models: 19” x 3U x 683 mm (26.9”)
400 V models: 19” x 3U x 609 mm (24”)
Wide range models: 19” x 3U x 669 mm (26.3”)

(1  Enclosure only, not overall
(2  See page 163
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

Technical Data PSI 9040-170 3U PSI 9060-170 3U PSI 9080-170 3U PSI 9200-70 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...40 V 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V 
400 V model: ±400 V
Other models: ±725 V

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V 
400 V model: ±600 V 
Other models: ±1000 V

Rated current & range 0...170 A 0...170 A 0...170 A 0...70 A

Current ripple (1 ≤80 mARMS ≤80 mARMS ≤80 mARMS ≤22 mARMS

Rated power & range 0...3300 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb)

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230350 not available 06230351 06230352

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available not available 06238351 06238352

Ordering nr. (WR model) not available 06270350 06270351 06270352

Technical Data PSI 9360-40 3U PSI 9500-30 3U PSI 9750-20 3U PSI 9040-340 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...40 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤550 mVPP / ≤65 mVRMS ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE)
400 V model: ±400 V 
Other models: ±725 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

±400 V 

Insulation (DC+ to PE)
400 V model: ±600 V 
Other models: ±1000 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

±400 V 

Rated current & range 0...40 A 0...30 A 0...20 A 0...340 A

Current ripple (1 ≤18 mARMS ≤16 mARMS ≤16 mARMS ≤160 mARMS

Rated power & range 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...6600 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 95.5% ≈ 94% ≈ 93%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230353 06230354 06230355 06230356

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 06238353 06238354 06238355 not available

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270353 06270354 06270355 not available

Technical Data PSI 9040-510 3U PSI 9060-340 3U PSI 9080-340 3U PSI 9200-140 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...40 V 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V
400 V model: ±400 V
Other models: ±725 V

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V
400 V model: ±600 V
Other models: ±1000 V

Rated current & range 0...510 A 0...340 A 0...340 A 0...140 A

Current ripple (1 ≤240 mARMS ≤160 mARMS ≤160 mARMS ≤44 mARMS

Rated power & range 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06250363 not available 06230357 06230358

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available not available 06238357 06238358

Ordering nr. (WR model) not available 06270356 06270357 06270358

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the base version, models with option(s) may vary

EA-PSI 9000 3U +WR   3.3 kW - 15 kW
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 3U +WR   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Technical Data PSI 9360-80 3U PSI 9500-60 3U PSI 9750-40 3U PSI 91000-30 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...1000 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤550 mVPP / ≤65 mVRMS ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤1600 mVPP / ≤350 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE)
400 V model: ±400 V 
Other models: ±725 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

Insulation (DC+ to PE)
400 V model: ±600 V 
Other models: ±1000 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1500 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

Rated current & range 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A 0...30 A

Current ripple (1 ≤35 mARMS ≤32 mARMS ≤32 mARMS ≤22 mARMS

Rated power & range 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 95% ≈ 94% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230359 06230360 06230361 06230362

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available 06238360 06238361 06238362

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270359 06270360 06270361 06270362

Technical Data PSI 9060-510 3U PSI 9080-510 3U PSI 9200-210 3U PSI 9360-120 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS ≤550 mVPP / ≤65 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±725 V 
400 V model: ±400 V 
Other models: ±725 V 

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±1000 V 
400 V model: ±600 V 
Other models: ±1000 V 

Rated current & range 0...510 A 0...510 A 0...210 A 0...210 A

Current ripple (1 ≤240 mARMS ≤240 mARMS ≤66 mARMS ≤50 mARMS

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 95% ≈ 93%

Weight (2 ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb)

Ordering nr. (400 V model) not available 06230364 06230365 06230366

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available 06238364 06238365 not available

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270363 06270364 06270365 06270366

Technical Data PSI 9500-90 3U PSI 9750-60 3U PSI 91000-40 3U PSI 91500-30 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...1000 V 0...1500 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤2000 mVPP / ≤300 mVRMS ≤2400 mVPP / ≤400 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE)
400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

Insulation (DC+ to PE)
400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1500 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1800 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

Rated current & range 0...90 A 0...60 A 0...40 A 0...30 A

Current ripple (1 ≤48 mARMS ≤48 mARMS ≤22 mARMS ≤26 mARMS

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 94% ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb)

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06238367 06238368 not available 06238369

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 06238367 06238368 not available 06238369

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270367 06270368 06270370 06270369

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the base version, models with option(s) may vary
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Slave power supply modules for series EA-PSI 9000 3U

EA-PSI 9000 3U/WR SLAVE   15 kW

General
Series EA-PSI 9000 3U Slave features 15 kW “slave modules”, matching the corresponding models of series 
EA-PSI 9000 3U. Their purpose is to extend the power and quickly build systems from 30 kW up to 480 kW 
power rating. They are designed to run in parallel connection and master-slave operation of up to 32 units in 
total. All technical specification are identical to EA-PSI 9000 3U series, except for the available interfaces.
The selection of the proper Slave model for a “master” model is supposed to match the AC supply range. It 
means, for example, that a PSI 9080-510 3U Slave is the correct extension for corresponding master model 
PSI 9080-510 3U.

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit. There is a choice of three different 
AC supply input ranges. The standard models run with 400 V (L-L, ±15%), while there are also models for 
208 V (L-L, ±10%), for the US and Japan market. The third choice are wide range (WR) models with 342...528 
V, which cover typical worldwide grid voltages of 380 V, 400 V and 480 V. 

EA-PSI 9500-00 WR 3U Slave

�� For 208 V, 400 V or wide range 342...528 V AC supply
�� High efficiency up to 95.5%
�� Output power ratings: 15 kW, expandable up to 480 kW 
�� Output voltages: 80 V up to 1500 V
�� Output currents: 60 A up to 510 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated USB port
�� Integrated function generator
�� Photovoltaics array simulation, including EN 50530
�� Internal resistance simulation and regulation
�� Discharge circuit (Uout < 60 V in ≤ 10 s)
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP 19“

USBMS WCOption:
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Master-slave system
The Slave models are intended to be used in a master-slave system. The master unit is usually a matching 
15 kW model from EA-PSI 9000 3U series. It would then feature a display for setup, control and monitoring 
of values from the entire system.
Configuring this system is easily done by installing the slave units in parallel to the master unit, preferably 
into a rack or cabinet. They are connected to the AC supply and paralleled on their DC outputs (cables or cop-
per bars), plus also linked via master-slave bus and Share bus. See the figure below.
The only thing to do on the master is to enable master-slave and the system will self-configure to the cur-
rent number of powered units and represent itself to the user or a control software accordingly.

Technical specifications
Most technical specifications of the Slave models are identical to the corresponding model from series EA-
PSI 9000 3U. Hence they are not listed here. The tables below only show the most important values.

Technical Data PSI 9080-510 3U Slave PSI 9200-210 3U Slave PSI 9360-120 3U Slave PSI 9500-90 3U Slave

Rated voltage & range 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V 0...500 V

Rated current & range 0...510 A 0..210 A 0...120 A 0...90 A

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Suitable for PSI 9080-510 3U PSI 9200-210 3U PSI 9360-120 3U PSI 9500-90 3U

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06290364 06290365 06290366 06290367

Ordering nr. (208 V model) inquire inquire inquire 06298367

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06280364 06280365 06280366 06280367

Technical Data PSI 9750-60 3U Slave PSI 91000-40 3U Slave PSI 91500-30 3U Slave

Rated voltage & range 0...750 V 0...1000 V 0...1500 V

Rated current & range 0...60 A 0..40 A 0...30 A

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Suitable for PSI 9750-60 3U PSI 91000-40 3U PSI 91500-30 3U

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06290368 not available 06290368

Ordering nr. (208 V model) inquire not available inquire

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06280368 06280370 06280369

Slave power supply modules for series EA-PSI 9000 3U

EA-PSI 9000 3U/WR SLAVE   15 kW
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

General
The series EA-PSI 9000 15U/24U extends the power supply series EA-PSI 9000 3U with high power models 
in standard 19” cabinets. There is a choice of 35 different configurations in 5 power ratings.
A cabinet system is considered as one big power supply device with extended power, manual handling and 
remote control being as usual, while also offering the same features like the single models of EA-PSI 9000 
3U series.
There are two base cabinets, one with 15 U of height for 30 kW and 45 kW and one with 24 U of height for 
60 kW, 75 kW and 90 kW. The cabinet itself has lockable rear and front doors, as well as four casters which 
can be fixed. The system will be shipped completely configured and will be ready to use right after instal-
lation on location.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

�� Wide AC supply voltage range for operation on 380 V, 400 V and 480 V grids
�� Output power ratings between 30 kW and 90 kW
�� Output voltages: 80 V, 200 V, 360 V, 500 V, 750 V, 1000 V and 1500 V
�� Currents of up to 3060 A
�� Pre-configured, pre-wired, ready to be installed
�� Includes power supplies of series EA-PSI 9000 WR and EA-PSI 9000 WR Slave with:
�� Function generator
�� USB and analog interface built in
�� Slot for optional interface modules for Profinet, Profibus, CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, EtherCAT, 

ModBus TCP
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� Multilingual color TFT touch panel

EA-PSI 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

EA-PSI 9000 15U EA-PSI 9000 24U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

USB IFAB WCOption: IEEE
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EA-PSI 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...80 V and 0...1500 V, output currents between 0...60 A and 0...3060 A and 
output power ratings of 0...30 kW, 0...45 kW, 0...60 kW, 0...75 kW or 0...90 kW are available. The output ter-
minal is located on the rear panel.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output power are clearly represented on 
the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance (internal resistance simulation) can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional operations, all operation 
controls can be locked.
The screen is multilingual and can be switched between English, Russian, Chinese or German.

Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the output voltage or the output current. The gen-
erator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or 
by remote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. The interface slot is located on the rear panel (standard models only), making it easy for the user to 
plug in a new interface or to replace an existing one. The interface will be automatically detected by the 
device and requires no or only little configuration. See page 150.
�� Water-cooling (upon request, also see page 156)
�� Emergency stop system with stop switch, door contacts and screw terminals for external breaker con-

tacts

Rear view 24U 90 kW

DC bus terminal

AC input terminal
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Technical Data Series EA-PSI 9000 15U & EA-PSI 9000 24U

AC: Supply

- Voltage 342...528 V, 3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

- No load discharge time on DC off 100% U to ≤60 V: less than 10 s

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rating

- Load regulation 0-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, OCP, PF (1

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see model table

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel Graphics display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Series operation No

Parallel operation No

Standards EN 61010-2:2010, EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, IEC 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans (optional: water)

Ambient temperature 0...40 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D)
15U models: 60 cm x 95 cm x 100 cm (23.6” x 37.4” x 39.4”)
24U models: 60 cm x 135 cm x 100 cm (23.6” x 53.1” x 39.4”)

(1  See page 163
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Model Voltage Current Power
Insulation DC <> PE

Height Ordering number
DC - DC +

PSI 9080-1020 15U 0...80 V 0...1020 A 0...30 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 15U inquire

PSI 9200-420 15U 0...200 V 0...420 A 0...30 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSI 9360-240 15U 0...360 V 0...240 A 0...30 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSI 9500-180 15U 0...500 V 0...180 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 9750-120 15U 0...750 V 0...120 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 91000-80 15U 0...1000 V 0...80 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 91500-60 15U 0...1500 V 0...60 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 9080-1530 15U 0...80 V 0...1530 A 0...45 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 15U inquire

PSI 9200-630 15U 0...200 V 0...630 A 0...45 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSI 9360-360 15U 0...360 V 0...360 A 0...45 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 15U inquire

PSI 9500-270 15U 0...500 V 0...270 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 9750-180 15U 0...750 V 0...180 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 91000-120 15U 0...1000 V 0...120 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 91500-90 15U 0...1500 V 0...90 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 15U inquire

PSI 9080-2040 24U 0...80 V 0...2040 A 0...60 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 24U inquire

PSI 9200-840 24U 0...200 V 0...840 A 0...60 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSI 9360-480 24U 0...360 V 0...480 A 0...60 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSI 9500-360 24U 0...500 V 0...360 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 9750-240 24U 0...750 V 0...240 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 91000-160 24U 0...1000 V 0...160 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 91500-120 24U 0...1500 V 0...120 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 9080-2550 24U 0...80 V 0...2550 A 0...75 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 24U inquire

PSI 9200-1050 24U 0...200 V 0...1050 A 0...75 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSI 9360-600 24U 0...360 V 0...600 A 0...75 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSI 9500-450 24U 0...500 V 0...450 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 9750-300 24U 0...750 V 0...300 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 91000-200 24U 0...1000 V 0...200 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 91500-150 24U 0...1500 V 0...150 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 9080-3060 24U 0...80 V 0...3060 A 0...90 kW ± 400 V ± 400 V 24U inquire

PSI 9200-1260 24U 0...200 V 0...1260 A 0...90 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSI 9360-720 24U 0...360 V 0...720 A 0...90 kW ± 725 V ± 1000 V 24U inquire

PSI 9500-540 24U 0...500 V 0...540 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 9750-360 24U 0...750 V 0...360 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 91000-240 24U 0...1000 V 0...240 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire

PSI 91500-180 24U 0...1500 V 0...180 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V ± 1800 V 24U inquire
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

General
The new high efficiency laboratory power supplies of series EA-PSI 10000 are a power extension of series 
EA-PSI 9000 3U, offering twice the power in a space of just 1 extra unit of height. This saves a space of 2U 
or one third compared to EA-PSI 9000 3U and 30 kW of power.
The also extended master-slave bus now allows for parallel operation of up to 64 units in a system that can 
provide up to 1920 kilowatts of total power.

All models offer multiple functions and features in their standard version. User-friendly, interactive menu 
navigation makes the use of this equipment remarkably easy and most effective.
User and process profiles can be edited, saved and archived so that the reproducibility of a test or other ap-
plication is improved. In order to achieve even higher output power, cabinets from 15U up to 47U size can 
be configured to suit the user‘s requirements.

�� Wide range 342...528 V AC supply for operation on 380 V, 400 V or 480 V grids
�� US 208 V models available
�� High efficiency up to 95.5%
�� Output power rating: 30 kW per device, expandable up to 1920 kW 
�� Output voltages: 60 V up to 2000 V
�� Output currents: 40 A up to 1000 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� 5" TFT touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (USB, Ethernet, analog)
�� Integrated function generator with photovoltaics array simulation, including EN 50530
�� Internal resistance simulation and regulation
�� 60 V models compliant to SELV
�� Discharge circuit (Uout < 60 V in ≤ 10 s)
�� Optional, digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSI 10000   30 kW

EA-PSI 10750-120

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFAB WCOption:LAN
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EA-PSI 10000   30 kW

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit and offer a wide range AC input that 
runs with 342...528 V three-phase, covering the typical worldwide grid voltages 380 V, 400 V and 480 V. 
Regions where only 208 V three-phase is available are covered by the US 208 V models.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

DC output
DC voltages between 0...60 V and 0 ...2000 V, current ratings between 0...40 A and 0...1000 A are available, 
all along with a power rating of 0...30kW for all standard models while the US 208 V models are rated with 
0...15 kW. The DC output terminal is located on the rear panel.

Discharge circuit
Models with a nominal output voltage of 200 V or higher include a discharge circuit for the output capaci-
ties. For no load or low load situations, it ensures that the dangerous output voltage can sink to under 60 
V DC after the DC output has been switched off. This value is considered as limit for voltages dangerous to 
human safety.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). 
As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off 
and a status signal will be generated on the display and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an over-
temperature protection, which will shut off the DC output if the device overheats.

Analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and resis-
tance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To mon-
itor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 V...10 V 
or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for controlling and 
monitoring the device status.

Display and control panel

Display with touch 
panel Knobs for comfortable 

value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also for 
logging

Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output power are clearly represented on 
the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance (internal resistance simulation) can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional operations, all operation 
controls can be locked.
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Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 64 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels of 
the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit is 
possibly by manual or remote control (any interface). 

Function generator
All models in this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the output voltage or the output current. The gen-
erator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or 
by remote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle  Rectangle    Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary

Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences.
There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate other functions, such IU, which are defined 
by the user in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick. For photovoltaics related tests, a 
PV curve can be generated and used from user-adjustable key parameters. It also supports the european 
standard EN 50530. 

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 10000   30 kW

German

English

Chinese Russian

Multilingual screen
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 10000   30 kW

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PCs, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. 
Further features which can be unlocked by a purchasable license: 
�� Graphical visualization of the actual values
�� Full function generator configuration and control with function like standard 

PV, PV EN 50530, Sandia and SAS
�� Multi Control - an app to control up to 20 units at once, including Sequenc-

ing and Function Generator
 
Water-cooling
While standard water-cooling systems use an air flow-through engaged by fans in order to cool internal 
electronic components like an auxiliary power supply, this series premiers a new water-cooling system 
where no additional heat is exhausted anymore. All internal heat is dissipated into the water. This can help 
to cut down on additional, expensive exhaust systems for cabinets or rooms. Furthermore, this option will 
be available for all voltage classes.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet or EtherCAT
�� Water-cooling

Product views

Digital share bus

Galvanically isolated analog interface

Digital interfaces (USB, LAN, master-slave)

Remote sensing

DC output AC input with filter
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 10000   30 kW

Technical Data Series PSI 10000 4U

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases
Standard models: 380 / 400 / 480 V, ±10%, 3ph
US 208 V models: 208 V, ±10%, 3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.05% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

- No load discharge time on DC off 100% U to ≤60 V: less than 10 s

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rating

- Load regulation 0-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.3% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF, SF

Insulation 1

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see tables

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel 5" Graphics display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in
1x USB  and 1x Ethernet (100 MBit) for communication, galvanically isolated
1x USB type A for data recording etc.

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules

Analog interface Built-in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with true master-slave, up to 64 units 

Standards
EN 61010-2:2010
EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, IEC 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Air (temperature-controlled fans), optional: water

Operation temperature 0...50 °C (32...133 °F)

Storage temperature -20...70 °C (-4...158 °F)

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 19” x 4U x 670 mm (26.3”)

(1  Enclosure only, not overall
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 10000   30 kW

Technical Data PSI 10060-1000 4U PSI 10080-1000 4U PSI 10200-420 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤480 mVPP / ≤37 mVRMS ≤480 mVPP / ≤37 mVRMS ≤450 mVPP / ≤60 mVRMS

Insulation

- DC- to PE ±500 V DC ±500 V DC ±725 V DC

- DC+ to PE +600 V DC +600 V DC +1000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...1000 A 0...1000 A 0...420 A

Rated power & range 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency Up to 94% Up to 94% Up to 94.2%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 06230800 06230801 06230802

Ordering number (WC) (3 06250800 06250801 06250802

Ordering number (US208V) 06238800 06238801 06238802

Ordering number (US208V + WC) 06258800 06258801 06258802

Technical Data PSI 10360-240 4U PSI 10500-180 4U PSI 10750-120 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤480 mVPP / ≤83 mVRMS ≤525 mVPP / ≤105 mVRMS ≤1200 mVPP / ≤300 mVRMS

Insulation

- DC- to PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- DC+ to PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...240 A 0...180 A 0...120 A

Rated power & range 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 06230803 06230804 06230805

Ordering number (WC) (3 06250803 06250804 06250805

Ordering number (US208V) 06238803 06238804 06238805

Ordering number (US208V + WC) 06258803 06258804 06258805

Technical Data PSI 11000-80 4U PSI 11500-60 4U PSI 12000-40 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...1000 V 0...1500 V 0...2000 V

Voltage ripple (1 ≤2400 mVPP / ≤450 mVRMS ≤3600 mVPP / ≤600 mVRMS ≤3600 mVPP / ≤600 mVRMS

Insulation

- DC- to PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- DC+ to PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A

Rated power & range 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (4)

Efficiency Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (2 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 06230806 06230807 06230808

Ordering number (WC) (3 06250806 06250807 06250808

Ordering number (US208V) 06238806 06238807 06238808

Ordering number (US208V + WC) 06258806 06258807 06258808

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the base version, models with option(s) may vary
(3  Ordering number of the base version, models with option(s) may vary
(4  US 208 V version
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

General
The microprocessor-controlled high efficiency laboratory power supplies of series EA-PSE 9000 3U merge 
some of important features of the devices from series EA-PSI 9000 3U and EA-PS 9000 3U. All technical 
specifications regarding AC supply and DC output, as well as all models are identical to those two series. 
The difference of the EA-PSE 9000 series devices compared to those of EA-PS 9000 3U is the bigger num-
ber of available digital interfaces, which even allow for the connection to field buses. On the other hand, 
the number of available extra features compared to series EA-PSI 9000 3U and manual handling have been 
reduced intentionally. This makes the PSE devices ideals for systems which are only used in remote control.

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit. There is a choice of three differ-
ent AC supply input ranges. The standard models run with 400 V (L-L, ±15%), while there are also mod-
els for 208 V (L-L, ±10%), for the US and Japan market. The third choice are wide range (WR) models with 
342...528 V, which cover typical worldwide grid voltages of 380 V, 400 V and 480 V.

�� For 208 V, 400 V or wide range 342...528 V AC supply
�� High efficiency up to 95.5%
�� Output power ratings: 5 kW, 10 kW or 15 kW, expandable up to 480 kW 
�� Output voltages: 60 V up to 1500 V
�� Output currents: 20 A up to 510 A
�� Autoranging output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Control panel with pushbuttons and blue LCD for actual values, set values, status and alarms
�� Galvanically isolated, analog interface
�� Temperature-controlled fans for cooling
�� Discharge circuit (Uout < 60 V in ≤ 10 s)
�� USB port and master-slave integrated
�� Optional, digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set

EA-PSE 9000 3U + WR   5 kW - 15 kW

EA-PSE 9500-90 3U

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP 19“

USB IFAB WCOption:
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EA-PSE 9000 3U + WR   5 kW - 15 kW

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

Technical specifications
For the remaining technical specifications of the below listed models please refer to the identical models of 
series EA-PS 9000 3U (starting on page 74) or EA-PSI 9000 3U (starting on page 46).

Technical Data PSE 9080-170 PSE 9200-70 PSE 9360-40 PSE 9500-30 PSE 9750-20

Rated voltage & range 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

Rated current & range 0...170 A 0...70 A 0...40 A 0...30 A 0...20 A

Rated power & range 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 06238701 06238702 06238703 06238704 06238705

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230701 06230702 06230703 06230704 06230705

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270701 06270702 06270703 06270704 06270705

Technical Data PSE 9080-340 PSE 9200-140 PSE 9360-80 PSE 9500-60 PSE 9750-40

Rated voltage & range 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

Rated current & range 0...340 A 0...140 A 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A

Rated power & range 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 06238708 06238709 not available 06238711 06238712

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230708 06230709 06230710 06230711 06230712

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270708 06270709 06270710 06270711 06270712

Technical Data PSE 9080-510 PSE 9200-210 PSE 9360-120 PSE 9500-90 PSE 9750-60

Rated voltage & range 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

Rated current & range 0...510 A 0...210 A 0...120 A 0...90 A 0...60 A

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...16000 W

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 06238714 06238715 not available 06238717 06238718

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230714 06230715 06230716 06230717 06230718

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270714 06270715 06270716 06270717 06270718

Technical Data PSE 91000-40 PSE 91500-30

Rated voltage & range 0...1000 V 0...1500 V

Rated current & range 0...40 A 0...30 A

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 06238720 not available

Ordering nr. (400 V model) not available 06230719

Ordering nr. (WR model) 06270720 06270719

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 32 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels 
of the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit 
is possible by manual or remote control (any interface). 

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. The interface slot is located on the rear panel, making it easy for the user to plug in a new interface 
or to replace an existing one. See page 150.
�� Water-cooling (only for models up to 200 V)
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 100...264 V (1500W models), with active PFC
�� High efficiency: up to 95%
�� Output power ratings: 1500 W or 3000 W
�� Output voltages: 80 V up to 750 V
�� Output currents: 6 A up to 100 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Control panel with pushbuttons and blue LCD for actual values, set values, status and alarms
�� Remote sensing
�� Share bus for support of parallel connection
�� Galvanically isolated analog and digital (USB, Ethernet) interfaces
�� Very low height of only 1U
�� Temperature-controlled fans for cooling
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PS 9000 1U   1500 W & 3000 W

EA-PS 9080-100 1U

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP 19“

USB LAN

General
The microprocessor-controlled laboratory power supplies of series EA-PS 9000 1U offer many functions 
and features in their standard version, making the use of this equipment remarkably easy and most effec-
tive. All this comes in a flat design with only 44 mm (1.75”) of height.
The clearly arranged control panel features two rotary knobs, six pushbuttons and two LEDs. Together 
with an illuminated, blue LCD display for all values and status it simplifies the use of the device.

AC supply
All units are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit and models up to 1.5 kW are even suit-
able for a worldwide operation on a supply from 100 VAC up to 264 VAC. 
Both power classes reduce the output power automatically when the input supply is low, so the 1.5 kW 
models can still provide 1 kW power with an input supply of 100...150 VAC and the 3 kW models can still pro-
vide 2.5 kW at 180...207 VAC.
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EA-PS 9000 1U   1500 W & 3000 W

Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...80 V and 0...750 V, output currents between 0...6 A and 0...100 A and out-
put power ratings of 0...1500 W or 0...3000 W are available. Current, voltage and power can thus be adjust-
ed continuously between 0% and 100%, no matter if manually or remotely controlled (analog or digital).The 
DC output is located on the rear panel of the devices.

Power
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for 
any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off and a status signal will be generated on the display 
and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an overtemperature protection, which will shut off the DC out-
put if the device overheats.

Display and controls
All important information is clearly visualised on a dot matrix display.
With this, information about the actual output values and set values 
of voltage and current, the actual control state (CV, CC, CP) and other 
statuses, as well as alarms and settings of the setup menu are clear-
ly displayed. In order to ease adjusting of values by the rotary knobs, 
pushing them can switch between decimal positions of a value. All 
these features contribute to an operator friendliness.  With a panel 
lock feature, the whole panel can be locked in order to protect the 
equipment and the loads from unintentional misuse.

Digital interfaces
All models feature two galvanically isolated, digital interfaces by default. These are 1x USB and 1x Ether-
net. Both can be used to control and monitor the devices with SCPI language commands or ModBus RTU/
TCP protocol. Remote control of a device can be done either by the included software EA Power Control 
(see page 152) or by a custom application, which is supported by a programming documentation, as well 
as LabView Virtual Instruments (VIs).

Model Voltage Current Power Efficiency Ripple U max. (2 Ripple I max. (2
Programming (1 Ordering 

numberU (typ.) I (typ.)

PS 9080-50 1U 0...80 V 0...50 A
0...1500 
W

≤91%
100 mVPP / 5.2 
mVRMS

4 mARMS 3 mV 2 mA 06230400

PS 9200-25 1U 0...200 V 0...25 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
293 mVPP / 51 
mVRMS

8 mARMS 8 mV 1 mA 06230401

PS 9360-15 1U 0...360 V 0...15 A
0...1500 
W

≤94%
195 mVPP / 33 
mVRMS

1.6 mARMS 14 mV
0.6 
mA

06230402

PS 9500-10 1U 0...500 V 0...10 A
0...1500 
W

≤94%
293 mVPP / 63 
mVRMS

1.4 mARMS 20 mV
0.4 
mA

06230403

PS 9750-06 1U 0...750 V 0...6 A
0...1500 
W

≤95%
260 mVPP / 40 
mVRMS

0.6 mARMS 30 mV
0.25 
mA

06230404

PS 9080-100 
1U

0...80 V 0...100 A
0...3000 
W

≤92%
76 mVPP / 4.2 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 3 mV 4 mA 06230405

PS 9200-50 1U 0...200 V 0...50 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
234 mVPP / 40 
mVRMS

10 mARMS 8 mV 2 mA 06230406

PS 9360-30 1U 0...360 V 0...30 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
156 mVPP / 26 
mVRMS

1.9 mARMS 14 mV
1.5 
mA

06230407

PS 9500-20 1U 0...500 V 0...20 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
234 mVPP / 50 
mVRMS

1.9 mARMS 20 mV
0.8 
mA

06230408

PS 9750-12 1U 0...750 V 0...12 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
260 mVPP / 40 
mVRMS

0.7 mARMS 30 mV
0.5 
mA

06230409

(1  Programmable resolution without device error
(2  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 1U   1500 W & 3000 W

Technical Data Series EA-PS 9000 1U

AC: Supply
1500 W models: 100...264 V, 1ph+N or 2ph, 45...65 Hz, PF = 0.99
3000 W models: 180...264 V, 1ph+N or 2ph, 45...65 Hz, PF = 0.99

- Derating
1500 W models: ≤ 150 V AC to Pout max = 1000 W
3000 W models: ≤ 207 V AC to Pout max = 2500 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2.2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% (CV) Max. 15 ms

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OTP, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (1

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Negative: max. 400 V DC, positive: max. 400 V DC + output voltage

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Accuracy U / I / P 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

- Inputs U, I, P, remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

Parallel operation Possible, via Share Bus operation or via analog interface

- Master-Slave No

Standards EN 60950:2006 + A11:2009 + A1:2010 + A12:2011 + AC:2011 + A2:2013, EN 61326-1:2013-07

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Mechanics 1500 W 3000 W

- Weight (2 ≈ 10.5 kg (23.1 lb) ≈ 11 kg (24.2 lb)

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (3 19“ x 1U x 500 mm (19.7”) 19“ x 1U x 500 mm (19.7”)

(1  See page 163
(2  Standard version, models with options may vary
(3  Enclosure of the standard version and not overall size, versions with options may vary
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 1U   1500 W & 3000 W

Galvanically isolated analog interface

Digital interfaces (USB, Ethernet)

Connector for remote sensing and Share bus

DC output

Side view

Front view

Rear view

Side view, with DC cover

Product views
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� High efficiency: up to 93%
�� Output power ratings: 1000 W up to 3000 W
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 750 V
�� Output currents: 4 A up to 120 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Control panel with pushbuttons and color TFT for actual values, set values, status and alarms
�� Galvanically isolated analog interface and USB port
�� 40 V models according to SELV (EN 60950)
�� Discharge circuit (Uout < 60 V in ≤ 10 s)
�� Ethernet port integrated, alternatively GPIB
�� EMC according to EN 55022 Class B
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PS 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

EA-PS 9500-20 2U

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP 19“

USB LAN IEEE

General
The microprocessor-controlled laboratory power supplies of series EA-PS 9000 2U offer many functions 
and features in their standard version, making the use of this equipment remarkably easy and most effec-
tive.
The clearly arranged control panel features two rotary knobs, six pushbuttons and two LEDs. Together 
with a color TFT display for all values and status it simplifies the use of the device.

AC supply
All units are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit (PFC) and models up to 1.5 kW are even 
suitable for a worldwide operation on a supply from 90 VAC up to 264 VAC. With the 1.5 kW models, the out-
put power is automatically reduced to 1 kW if the supply voltage is <150 VAC and with the 3 kW models is 
reduced to 2.5 kW at <205 VAC.

Option:
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EA-PS 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

Power
All models are equipped with a flexible auto-ranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...750 V, output currents between 0...4 A and 0...120 A and out-
put power ratings between 0...1000 W and 0...3000 W are available. 
Current, voltage and power can thus be adjusted continuously between 0% and 100%, no matter if man-
ually or remotely controlled (analog or digital). The DC output is located on the rear panel of the devices.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). 
As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off 
and a status signal will be generated on the display and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an over-
temperature protection, which will shut off the DC output if the device overheats.

Display and controls
All important information is clearly visualised on a color TFT display.
With this, information about the actual output values and set values of volt-
age and current, the actual control state (CV, CC, CP) and other statuses, as 
well as alarms and settings of the setup menu are clearly displayed.
In order to ease adjusting of values by the rotary knobs, pushing them can 
switch between decimal positions of a value. All these features contribute to 
an operator friendliness. 
With a panel lock feature, the whole panel can be locked in order to protect 
the equipment and the loads from unintentional misuse.

Digital interfaces
All models features two galvanically isolated, digital interfaces by default (standard: 1x USB & 1x Ethernet, 
with option 3W: 1x USB & 1x GPIB), which are located on the rear side. USB and Ethernet can be used to 
control and monitor the devices either with SCPI language commands or ModBus RTU/TCP protocol, while 
with GPIB only SCPI is supported.

Software and programming
For remote control from a Windows PC there is a software EA Pow-
er Control (see page 152) included with the device. It can be used 
with multiple different or identical models of series EA-PS 9000 2U 
to monitor and control the units. The software furthermore includes 
a firmware update tool, as well as a feature to record data and to 
control the units by a semi-automatic table processing.
For even more sophisticated, customer specific applications there is 
a complete programming documentation and also LabView VIs for 
direct implementation available.
All models of series EA-PS 9000 2U support the common command 
language SCPI and the ModBus RTU protocol via Ethernet and USB. 
Models with option 3W can only use SCPI via the GPIB port.

Remote sensing
Remote sensing can be done via a dedicated input which  is directly connected to the load equipment, in 
order to compensate voltage drops along the load cables. The power supply detects automatically wheth-
er the sensing input is connected and will stabilise the voltage directly at the load. The connection for the 
remote sensing is located on the rear of the device.

Options
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default Ethernet port
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

Model Voltage Current Power Efficiency Ripple U max. Ripple I max.
Programming (1 Ordering 

number (3U (typ.) I (typ.)

PS 9040-40 2U 0...40 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
114 mVPP / 8 
mVRMS

3.7 mARMS ≈ 1.5 mV ≈ 1.5 mA 06230219

PS 9080-40 2U 0...80 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
114 mVPP / 8 
mVRMS

3.7 mARMS ≈ 3 mV ≈ 1.5 mA 06230204

PS 9200-15 2U 0...200 V 0...15 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
164 mVPP / 34 
mVRMS

2.2 mARMS ≈ 7.6 mV ≈ 0.6 mA 06230205

PS 9360-10 2U 0...360 V 0...10 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
210 mVPP / 59 
mVRMS

1.6 mARMS ≈ 13.7 mV ≈ 0.4 mA 06230206

PS 9500-06 2U 0...500 V 0...6 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
190 mVPP / 48 
mVRMS

0.5 mARMS ≈ 19 mV ≈ 0.23 mA 06230207

PS 9750-04 2U 0...750 V 0...4 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
212 mVPP / 60 
mVRMS

0.3 mARMS ≈ 28.6 mV ≈ 0.15 mA 06230208

PS 9040-60 2U 0...40 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
114 mVPP / 8 
mVRMS

5.6 mARMS ≈ 1.5 mV ≈ 2.3 mA 06230220

PS 9080-60 2U 0...80 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
114 mVPP / 8 
mVRMS

5.6 mARMS ≈ 3 mV ≈ 2.3 mA 06230209

PS 9200-25 2U 0...200 V 0...25 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
164 mVPP / 34 
mVRMS

3.3 mARMS ≈ 7.6 mV ≈ 1 mA 06230210

PS 9360-15 2U 0...360 V 0...15 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
210 mVPP / 59 
mVRMS

2.4 mARMS ≈ 13.7 mV ≈ 0.6 mA 06230211

PS 9500-10 2U 0...500 V 0...10 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
190 mVPP / 48 
mVRMS

0.7 mARMS ≈ 19 mV ≈ 0.4 mA 06230212

PS 9750-06 2U 0...750 V 0...6 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
212 mVPP / 60 
mVRMS

0.5 mARMS ≈ 28.6 mV ≈ 0.23 mA 06230213

PS 9040-120 
2U

0...40 V 0...120 A
0...3000 
W

≤92%
114 mVPP / 8 
mVRMS

11 mARMS ≈ 3 mV ≈ 4.6 mA 06230221

PS 9080-120 
2U

0...80 V 0...120 A
0...3000 
W

≤92%
114 mVPP / 8 
mVRMS

11 mARMS ≈ 1.5 mV ≈ 4.6 mA 06230214

PS 9200-50 2U 0...200 V 0...50 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
164 mVPP / 34 
mVRMS

6.5 mARMS ≈ 7.6 mV ≈ 1.9 mA 06230215

PS 9360-30 2U 0...360 V 0...30 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
210 mVPP / 59 
mVRMS

5 mARMS ≈ 13.7 mV ≈ 1.2 mA 06230216

PS 9500-20 2U 0...500 V 0...20 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
190 mVPP / 48 
mVRMS

1.5 mARMS ≈ 19 mV ≈ 0.8 mA 06230217

PS 9750-12 2U 0...750 V 0...12 A
0...3000 
W

≤93%
212 mVPP / 60 
mVRMS

0.9 mARMS ≈ 28.6 mV ≈ 0.5 mA 06230218

(1  Programmable resolution disregarding device errors
(2  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(3  Ordering number of the standard version, models with option 3W installed have different ordering numbers

Product views

Galvanically isolated analog interface

Digital interfaces (USB, LAN)

Connector for remote sensing and Share bus DC output

Rear view of base model

Rear view of model with option 3W
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Programmable laboratory DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 2U   1000 W - 3000 W

Technical Data Series PS 9000 2U

AC: Supply

- Voltage
90...264 V, 1ph+N or 2ph (1000 W - 1500 W models)
180...264 V, 1ph+N or 2ph (3000 W models)

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

- Derating
1500 W models: ≤ 150 V AC to Pout max 1000 W
3000 W models: ≤ 207 V AC to Pout max 2500 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OTP, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (1

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Negative: max. 400 V DC, positive: max. 400 V DC + output voltage

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel Color display, knobs and pushbuttons

Digital interfaces

- Built-in
1x USB type B for communication, 1x Ethernet
Optional: 1x GPIB (with option 3W)

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Possible, via Share Bus operation or via analog interface

- Master-Slave No

Standards EN 60950:2006 + A11:2009 + A1:2010 + A12:2011 + AC:2011 + A2:2013, EN 61326-1:2013-07

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan(s)

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Mechanics 1000 W / 1500 W 3000 W

- Weight (2 12 kg (26.4 lb) 15 kg (33.1 lb)

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (3 19“ x 2U x 463 mm (18.2”) 19“ x 2U x 463 mm (18.2”)

(1  See page 163
(2  Standard version, models with options may vary
(3  Enclosure of the standard version and not overall size, versions with options may vary
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

�� For 208 V or 400 V AC supply
�� High efficiency of up to 95.5%
�� Output power ratings: 3.3 kW, 5 kW, 6.6 kW, 10 kW or 15 kW 
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 1500 V
�� Output currents: 20 A up to 510 A
�� Auto-ranging output stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Control panel with pushbuttons and color TFT for actual values, set values, status and alarms
�� Galvanically isolated, analog interface
�� Temperature-controlled fans for cooling
�� Discharge circuit (Uout < 60 V in ≤ 10 s)
�� USB and Ethernet port integrated or alternatively installed GPIB port
�� EMC TÜV approved for EN 61010 Class B
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows 

EA-PS 9000 3U   3.3 kW - 15 kW

EA-PS 9500-90 3U

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP 19“

USB LAN IEEE WC

General
The microprocessor-controlled high efficiency laboratory power supplies of series EA-PS 9000 3U offer 
many functions and features in their standard version, making the use of this equipment remarkably easy 
and most effective.
The clearly arranged control panel features two rotary knobs, six pushbuttons and two LEDs. Together 
with a color TFT display for all values and status it simplifies the use of the devices.

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction circuit. There is a choice of two different AC 
supply input ranges. The standard models run with 400 V (L-L, ±15%), while there are also models for 208 V 
(L-L, ±10%)available  for the US and Japan market. 

Option:
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EA-PS 9000 3U   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

Power
The devices are equipped with a flexible auto-ranging output stage which provides 
a higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the rated power. Therefore, a wide range of appli-
cations can already be covered by the use of just one unit.

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...1500 V, output currents between 0...20 
A and 0...510 A and several output power ratings between 0...3.3 kW and 0...15 kW are available. The output 
terminal is located in the rear panel.

Discharge circuit
Models with a nominal output voltage of 200 V or higher include a discharge circuit for the output capaci-
ties. For no load or low load situations, it ensures that the dangerous output voltage can sink to under 60 
V DC after the DC output has been switched off. This value is considered as limit for voltages dangerous to 
human safety.

Display and controls
All important information is clearly visualized on a color TFT display.
With this, information about the actual output values and set values of voltage 
and current, the actual control state (CV, CC, CP) and other statuses, as well as 
alarms and settings of the setup menu are clearly displayed.
In order to ease adjusting of values by the rotary knobs, pushing them can 
switch between decimal positions of a value. All these features contribute to 
an operator friendliness. 
With a panel lock feature, the whole panel can be locked in order to protect the 
equipment and the loads from unintentional misuse.

Digital and analog interfaces
All models features two galvanically isolated, digital interfaces by default 
(1x USB & 1x Ethernet), which are located on the rear side. With option 3W 
there will be a GPIB port instead of Ethernet. All three digital interfaces can 
be used to control and monitor the devices either with SCPI language com-
mands or ModBus RTU/TCP protocol (not via GPIB). 
There is furthermore a galvanically isolated analog interface port, also on the 
rear of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current and power 
from 0...100% through control voltages of 0...10 V or 0...5 V. To monitor the 
output voltage and current, there are analog outputs for voltage ranges of 
0...10 V or 0...5 V. Also, several status inputs and outputs are available.

Remote sensing
The standard sensing input can be connected directly to the load in order to compensate voltage drops 
along the power cables. If the sensing input is connected to the load, the power supply will adjust the out-
put voltage automatically to ensure the required voltage is available at the load. 

Options
�� High speed ramping (upon request, also see page 155)
�� Water-cooling (upon request, also see page 156)
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default Ethernet port
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 3U   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Product views

Connector for remote 
sensing and Share bus

Galvanically isolated analog interface

Digital interfaces 
(USB, LAN) DC output AC input with inline filter

Front view

Rear view (standard version)

Rear view (with option 3W)
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 3U   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Technical Data Series PS 9000 3U

AC: Supply

- Voltage
208V models: 188...229 V, 2ph/3ph
400 V models: 340...460 V, 2ph/3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

- No load discharge time on DC 
off

100% U to ≤60 V: less than 10 s

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OTP, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (1

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see tables

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel Color display, knobs and pushbuttons

Digital interfaces

- Built-in
1x USB type B for communication, 1x Ethernet
Optional: 1x GPIB (with option 3W)

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Accuracy U / I / P 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

- Inputs U, I, P, remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

Parallel operation Possible

- Master-Slave No

Standards
IEC 61010-1:2010
EMC TÜV approved according to IEC 61000-6-2:2005 and IEC 61000-6-3:2006 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans (optional: water)

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) (2

208 V models: 19” x 3U x 683 mm (26.9”)
400 V models: 19” x 3U x 609 mm (24”)
WR models: 19” x 3U x 669 mm (26.3”)

(1  See page 163
(2  Enclosure of the standard version and not overall size, versions with options may vary
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Technical Data PS 9040-170 3U PS 9060-170 3U PS 9080-170 3U PS 9200-70 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...40 V 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

- Ripple (1 ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS

Insulation (DC-  to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V
400 V model: ±400 V
Other models: ±725 V

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V
400 V model: ±600 V
Other models: ±1000 V

Rated current & range 0...170 A 0...170 A 0...170 A 0...70 A

Rated power & range 0...3300 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb)

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available not available 06238251 06238252

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230250 not available 06230251 06230252

Technical Data PS 9360-40 3U PS 9500-30 3U PS 9750-20 3U PS 9040-340 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...40 V

- Ripple (1 ≤550 mVPP / ≤65 mVRMS ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS

Insulation (DC-  to PE)
400 V model: ±400 V
Other models: ±725 V

400 V model: ±725 V
Other models: ±1500 V

400 V model: ±725 V
Other models: ±1500 V

±400 V

Insulation (DC+ to PE)
400 V model: ±600 V
Other models: ±1000 V

400 V model: ±1000 V
Other models: ±1800 V

400 V model: ±1000 V
Other models: ±1800 V

±400 V

Rated current & range 0...40 A 0...30 A 0...20 A 0...340 A

Rated power & range 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...5000 W 0...6600 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 95.5% ≈ 94% ≈ 93%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available 06238254 06238255 not available

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230253 06230254 06230255 06230256

Technical Data PS 9040-510 3U PS 9060-340 3U PS 9080-340 3U PS 9200-140 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...40 V 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

- Ripple (1 ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS

Insulation (DC-  to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V
400 V model: ±400 V
Other models: ±725 V

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V ±400 V ±400 V
400 V model: ±600 V
Other models: ±1000 V

Rated current & range 0...510 A 0...340 A 0...340 A 0...140 A

Rated power & range 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available not available 06238257 06238258

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230264 not available 06230257 06230258

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the standard version, models with options may vary

Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 3U   3.3 kW - 15 kW
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Programmable high efficiency DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 3U   3.3 kW - 15 kW

Technical Data PS 9360-80 3U PS 9500-60 3U PS 9750-40 3U PS 91000-30 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...1000 V

- Ripple (1 ≤550 mVPP / ≤65 mVRMS ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤1600 mVPP / ≤350 mVRMS

Insulation (DC-  to PE)
400 V model: ±400 V 
Other models: ±725 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

Insulation (DC+ to PE)
400 V model: ±600 V 
Other models: ±1000 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1500 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

Rated current & range 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A 0...30 A

Rated power & range 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W 0...10000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 95% ≈ 94% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb) ≈ 25 kg (55.1 lb)

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available 06238260 06238261 06238262

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230259 06230260 06230261 06230262

Technical Data PS 9060-510 3U PS 9080-510 3U PS 9200-210 3U PS 9360-120 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V

- Ripple (1 ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤25 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS ≤550 mVPP / ≤65 mVRMS

Insulation (DC-  to PE) ±400 V ±400 V 
400 V model: ±400 V 
Other models: ±725 V 

400 V model: ±400 V 
Other models: ±725 V 

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V ±400 V 
400 V model: ±600 V 
Other models: ±1000 V 

400 V model: ±600 V 
Other models: ±1000 V 

Rated current & range 0...510 A 0...510 A 0...210 A 0...120 A

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Efficiency ≈ 93% ≈ 93% ≈ 95% ≈ 93%

Weight (2 ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb)

Ordering nr. (208 V model) not available 06238264 06238265 not available

Ordering nr. (400 V model) not available 06230264 06230265 06230266

Technical Data PS 9500-90 3U PS 9750-60 3U PS 91500-30 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...500 V 0...750 V 0...1500 V

- Ripple (1 ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS ≤2400 mVPP / ≤400 mVRMS

Insulation (DC-  to PE)
400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±725 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1500 V 

Insulation (DC+ to PE)
400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1000 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

400 V model: ±1500 V 
Other models: ±1800 V 

Rated current & range 0...90 A 0...60 A 0...30 A

Rated power & range 0...15000 W 0...15000 W 0...15000 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 94% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb) ≈ 31 kg (68.3 lb)

Ordering nr. (208 V model) 06238267 06238268 06238269

Ordering nr. (400 V model) 06230267 06230268 06230269

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the standard version, models with options may vary
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 3000 C   160 W - 640 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� Output power ratings: 160 W up to 640 W
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 200 V
�� Output currents: 2 A up to 40 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Various protections (OVP, OCP, OPP, OT)
�� Color display for values, status and notifications
�� Carrying handle
�� Remote sensing
�� Optional, galvanically isolated interfaces
�� USB
�� USB + Analog
�� USB + Ethernet

�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSI 9080-60 DT

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP

USB LAN

General
This series EA-PS 3000 C offers the user compact desktop power supply devices for a manifold of applica-
tions where it requires small voltages, currents and powers. The small enclosure dimensions, the intuitive 
control panel with the color display and the frontally accessible DC output facilitate setup, connection and 
handling on place. 
Besides standard features of power supplies these devices offer some additional functions to simplify han-
dling and to save time. Apart from set value adjustment with knobs, the user can also quickly configure sev-
eral protection thresholds and call user profiles.

AC supply
The equipment uses an active Power Factor Correction (short: PFC), enabling worldwide use on a mains in-
put from 90 VAC up to 264 VAC.

Option:
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 3000 C   160 W - 640 W

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...200 V, output currents between 0...2 A and 0...40 A and output 
power ratings between 0...160 W and 0...640 W are available. Current, voltage and power can thus be ad-
justed continuously between 0% and 100%, no matter if manually or remotely controlled (analog or digital). 
The output terminals are located on the front side of the devices.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for 
any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off and a status signal will be generated on the display 
and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an overtemperature protection, which will shut off the DC out-
put if the device overheats.

Handling (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a color display, two rotary knobs and six pushbuttons. The large display 
shows all relevant set values and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also done with the hu-
man-machine interface. The display is multilingual (German, English, Russian, Chinese).

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are three types of interface cards optionally available which can be quickly and 
easily installed by user on location
When using the digital interfaces (USB, Ethernet), Windows users can profit from the free software “EA 
Power Control”. It offers a feature called “Sequencing”, where the device is controlled through a semi-au-
tomatic table in CSV format. This table represents a simple test procedure and can be created and edited 
in MS Excel or other CSV editors and then be imported into the software tool. This software also allows for 
the control of up to 20 units at once with an optional feature called “Multi Control” (licensed, not free of 
charge). See page 152 for more information.

Software and programming
For remote control from a Windows PC there is a software EA Power Control 
(see page 152) included with the device. It can be used with multiple dif-
ferent or identical models of this series in order to monitor and control the 
units. The software furthermore includes a feature to record data and to 
control the units by a semi-automatic table processing.
For even more sophisticated, customer specific applications there is a com-
plete programming documentation and also LabView VIs for direct imple-
mentation available.
All models of series EA-PS 3000 C support the common command language SCPI and the ModBus RTU pro-
tocol via Ethernet and USB. 

Options
�� Interface card (digital or digital/analog), plug ‘n play, retrofittable
�� USB (IF-KE5 USB, ordering nr. 33100232)
�� USB + Ethernet (IF-KE5 USB/LAN, ordering nr. 33100233)
�� USB + Analog (IF-KE5 USB/Analog, ordering nr. 33100234)

USB USB+Analog USB+Ethernet
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 3000 C   160 W - 640 W

Rear view with installed interface USB + Ethernet (optional)

Side view (160/320 W models)

Front view with tilt stand in vertical position

Product views
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 3000 C   160 W - 640 W

Technical Data Series EA-PS 3000 C

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Frequency 90...264 V, 45...66 Hz

- Power factor correction (PFC) >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2ms

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Protection class 1

Display / control panel Color display, knobs and pushbuttons

Digital interfaces (optional)

- Available models
IF-KE5 USB (33100232): 1x USB Typ B 
IF-KE5 USB/LAN (33100233): 1x USB Typ B + 1x Ethernet (RJ45)

Analog interface (optional) 15 pole D-Sub, galvanically isolated

- Available models IF-KE5 USB/ANALOG (33100234): 1x Analog + 1x USB Typ B

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Standards EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 61000-6-4:2011-09, EN 61000-6-2:2011-06 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Model Power Voltage Current Ripple U (1 Weight Dimensions (W x H x D) (2 Ordering 
number

EA-PS 3040-
10 C

0...160 
W

0...40 V 0...10 A
30 mVPP / 3 
mVRMS

≈ 4 kg (8.8 
lb)

308 mm x 103 mm x 323 mm (12.1” x 
4” x 12.7”)

35320208

EA-PS 3080-
05 C

0...160 
W

0...80 V 0...5 A
35 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

≈ 4 kg (8.8 
lb)

308 mm x 103 mm x 323 mm (12.1” x 
4” x 12.7”)

35320209

EA-PS 3200-
02 C

0...160 
W

0...200 
V

0...2 A
70 mVPP  /  13 
mVRMS

≈ 4 kg (8.8 
lb)

308 mm x 103 mm x 323 mm (12.1” x 
4” x 12.7”)

35320210

EA-PS 3040-
20 C

0...320 
W

0...40 V 0...20 A
30 mVPP / 3 
mVRMS

≈ 4 kg (8.8 
lb)

308 mm x 103 mm x 323 mm (12.1” x 
4” x 12.7”)

35320211

EA-PS 3080-
10 C

0...320 
W

0...80 V 0...10 A
35 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

≈ 4 kg (8.8 
lb)

308 mm x 103 mm x 323 mm (12.1” x 
4” x 12.7”)

35320212
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� High efficiency: up to 92%
�� Output power ratings: 320 W up to 1500 W
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 500 V
�� Output currents: 4 A up to 60 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Supervisions and protections (OVP, OCP, OPP, OT)
�� Intuitive touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� USB port as standard, Ethernet & analog optional (all interfaces galvanically isolated)
�� Integrated function generator
�� Internal resistance simulation and regulation
�� 40 V models compliant to SELV (EN 60950)
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSI 9080-60 T

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP USB

LAN

General
The microprocessor-controlled laboratory power supplies of series EA-PSI 9000 T offer a user-friendly, in-
teractive handling concept, along with a extensive set of standard features, which can facilitate operating 
them. Configuration of output parameters, supervision features and other settings is smart and comfort-
able. The implemented supervision features for all output parameters can help to reduce test equipment 
and make it almost unnecessary to install external supervision hardware and software.
The clear control panel with its two knobs, one pushbutton, three LEDs and the touch panel with color dis-
play for all important values and status enable the user to handle the device easily with a few touches of a 
finger.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

Option:
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W

AC supply
The equipment uses an active Power Factor Correction (short: PFC), enabling worldwide use on a mains 
input from 90 VAC up to 264 VAC. Models with 1.5 kW will reduce their output power to 1 kW below input 
voltages of 150 VAC.

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...500 V, output currents between 0...4 A and 0...60 A and output 
power ratings between 0...320 W and 0...1500 W are available. Current, voltage and power can thus be ad-
justed continuously between 0% and 100%, no matter if manually or remotely controlled (analog or digital). 
There is furthermore the resistance mode which offers simulation of an internal in-line resistor. The output 
terminals are located on the front side of the devices. 

Optional analog interface
A galvanically isolated analog interface can be installed optionally and subsequently, located on the rear of 
the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and resistance from 0...100% through con-
trol voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To monitor the output voltage and current there are analog outputs 
with 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for controlling and monitoring the 
device status.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and out-
put power are clearly represented on the graphic display. The color TFT 
screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip. Set values of voltage, current, 
power or the simulated, internal resistance can be adjusted using the ro-
tary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional 
operations, all operation controls can be locked. The screen language can 
furthermore be selected between English, Russian, Chinese and German.

Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function genera-
tor which can generate typical functions, as displayed in the figure be-
low, and apply them to either the output voltage or the output current. 
The generator can be completely configured and controlled by using the 
touch panel on the front of the device, or by remote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.
Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. These can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences.

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PC, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. Optionally unlocked 
with a license code, the app “Multi Control” can monitor and control up to 20 
units at once and in one windows. The sequencing feature and data logging 
are here available as well.

Options
�� Retrofittable interface module with USB, Ethernet and analog port (IF-

KE4, ordering nr. 33100231)
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Technical Data Series EA-PSI 9000 T

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V, 1ph+N

- Frequency 45...65 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

- Derating Only models with 1500 W:  ≤ 150 V AC supply reduces output power down to 1000 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (2

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure Negative: max. 400 V DC, positive: max. 400 V DC + output voltage

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Analog interface (optional) 15 pole D-Sub, galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Possible

Standards EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Mechanics

- Weight
320 W - 640 W: ≈ 7 kg (15.4 lb)
1000 W - 1500 W: ≈ 8 kg (17.6 lb)

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 320 W - 640 W: 92 x 239 x 352 mm (3.6” x 9.4” x 13.9”)
1000 W - 1500 W: 92 x 239 x 412 mm (3.6” x 9.4” x 16.2”)

(1  Body only
(2  See page 163

Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W

Model Voltage Current Power Efficiency Ripple U (2 Ripple I
Programming (1

Ordering 
number U (typ.) I (typ.)

P 
(typ.)

PSI 9040-
20 T

0...40 V 0...20 A
0...320 
W

≤88%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS
1.5 
mV

0.8 
mA

0.012 
W

06200540

PSI 9080-
10 T

0...80 V 0...10 A
0...320 
W

≤89%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS
3.1 
mV

0.4 
mA

0.012 
W

06200541

PSI 9200-
04 T

0...200 
V

0...4 A
0...320 
W

≤89%
50 mVPP / 6 
mVRMS

1.5 mARMS
7.6 
mV

0.2 
mA

0.012 
W

06200542

PSI 9040-
40 T

0...40 V 0...40 A
0...640 
W

≤89%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS
1.5 
mV

1.5 
mA

0.024 
W

06200543

PSI 9080-
20 T

0...80 V 0...20 A
0...640 
W

≤91%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS
3.1 
mV

0.8 
mA

0.024 
W

06200544

PSI 9200-
10 T

0...200 
V

0...10 A
0...640 
W

≤92%
50 mVPP / 6 
mVRMS

1.5 mARMS
7.6 
mV

0.4 
mA

0.024 
W

06200545

PSI 9040-
40 T

0...40 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS
1.5 
mV

1.5 
mA

0.038 
W

06200546

PSI 9080-
40 T

0...80 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS
3.1 
mV

1.5 
mA

0.038 
W

06200547

PSI 9200-
15 T

0...200 
V

0...15 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
150 mVPP / 23 
mVRMS

1.8 mARMS
7.6 
mV

0.6 
mA

0.038 
W

06200548

PSI 9500-
06 T

0...500 
V

0...6 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
155 mVPP / 33 
mVRMS

8 mARMS
19.1 
mV

0.2 
mA

0.038 
W

06200549

PSI 9040-
60 T

0...40 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS
1.5 
mV

2.3 
mA

0.057 
W

06200550

PSI 9080-
60 T

0...80 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS
3.1 
mV

2.3 
mA

0.057 
W

06200551

PSI 9200-
25 T

0...200 
V

0...25 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
150 mVPP / 23 
mVRMS

1.8 mARMS
7.6 
mV

1 mA
0.057 
W

06200552

PSI 9500-
10 T

0...500 
V

0...10 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
155 mVPP / 33 
mVRMS

8 mARMS
19.1 
mV

0.2 
mA

0.057 
W

06200553

(1  Programmable resolution disregarding device errors
(2  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz

Product views

Rear view (1000 W / 1500 W)
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 DT   320 W - 1500 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� High efficiency of up to 92%
�� Output power ratings: 320 W up to 1500 W
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 750 V
�� Output currents: 4 A up to 60 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Supervisions and protections (OVP, OCP, OPP, OT)
�� Intuitive touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (analog, USB , Ethernet)
�� Integrated function generator
�� Low ripple
�� Desktop enclosure with carrying handle and tilt stand
�� 40 V models compliant to SELV
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSI 9080-60 DT

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

USB LAN

General
The microprocessor-controlled laboratory power supplies of series EA-PSI 9000 DT offer a user-friendly, in-
teractive handling concept, along with a extensive set of standard features, which can facilitate operating 
them. Configuration of output parameters, supervision features and other settings is smart and comfort-
able. The implemented supervision features for all output parameters can help to reduce test equipment 
and make it almost unnecessary to install external supervision hardware and software.

The clear control panel with its two knobs, one pushbutton, two LEDs and the touch panel with color dis-
play for all important values and status enable the user to handle the device easily with a few touches of a 
finger. For the integration into semi-automatic and remotely controlled test and automation systems, the 
devices offer a set of interfaces (analog and digital) on their rear side.
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AC supply
The equipment uses an active Power Factor Correction (short: PFC), enabling worldwide use on a mains 
input from 90 VAC up to 264 VAC. Models with 1.5 kW will reduce their output power to 1 kW below input 
voltages of 150 VAC.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...750 V, output currents between 0...4 A and 0...60 A and output 
power ratings between 0...320 W and 0...1500 W are available. Current, voltage and power can thus be ad-
justed continuously between 0% and 100%, no matter if manually or remotely controlled (analog or digital). 
The output terminals are located on the front side of the devices.  
Compared to other power supply series, the PSI 9000 DT feature a built-in, additional output filter to 
achieve much lower ripple, i. e. low noise on the DC output voltage.

Discharge circuit
Models with a nominal output voltage of 200 V or higher include a discharge circuit for the output capaci-
ties. For no load or low load situations, it ensures that the dangerous output voltage can sink to under 60 
V DC after the DC output has been switched off. This value is considered as limit for voltages dangerous to 
human safety.

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). 
As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off 
and a status signal will be generated on the display and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an over-
temperature protection, which will shut off the DC output if the device overheats.

Built-in analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear of the device. It offers analog 
inputs to set voltage, current, power and resistance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 
0 V...5 V. To monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. 
Also, several inputs and outputs are available for controlling and monitoring the device status.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output power are clearly represented on 
the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance (internal resistance simulation) can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional operations, all operation 
controls can be locked. The screen language can furthermore be selected between English, Russian, Chi-
nese and German.

Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 DT   320 W - 1500 W

Display with touch panel

Knobs for comfortable 
value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also for 
logging
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 DT   320 W - 1500 W

Model Voltage Current Power Ripple U (2 Ripple I
Programming (1 Ordering 

number U (typ.) I (typ.) P (typ.)

PSI 9040-20 
DT

0...40 V 0...20 A
0...320 
W

≤88%
8 mVPP / 0.8 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 1.5 mV 0.8 mA 0.012 W 06200500

PSI 9080-10 
DT

0...80 V 0...10 A
0...320 
W

≤89%
8 mVPP / 0.8 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 3.1 mV 0.4 mA 0.012 W 06200501

PSI 9200-04 
DT

0...200 
V

0...4 A
0...320 
W

≤89%
20  mVPP / 2.5 
mVRMS

1.5 mARMS 7.6 mV 0.2 mA 0.012 W 06200502

PSI 9040-40 
DT

0...40 V 0...40 A
0...640 
W

≤89%
8 mVPP / 0.8 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 1.5 mV 1.5 mA 0.024 W 06200503

PSI 9080-20 
DT

0...80 V 0...20 A
0...640 
W

≤91%
8 mVPP / 0.8 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 3.1 mV 0.8 mA 0.024 W 06200504

PSI 9200-10 
DT

0...200 
V

0...10 A
0...640 
W

≤92%
20  mVPP / 2.5 
mVRMS

1.5 mARMS 7.6 mV 0.4 mA 0.024 W 06200505

PSI 9040-40 
DT

0...40 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
10 mVPP / 1.5 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 1.5 mV 1.5 mA 0.038 W 06200517

PSI 9080-40 
DT

0...80 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
10 mVPP / 1.5 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 3.1 mV 1.5 mA 0.038 W 06200506

PSI 9200-15 
DT

0...200 
V

0...15 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
60 mVPP / 9 
mVRMS

1.8 mARMS 7.6 mV 0.6 mA 0.038 W 06200507

PSI 9360-10 
DT

0...360 
V

0...10 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
58 mVPP / 11 
mVRMS

2 mARMS 13.7 mV 0.4 mA 0.038 W 06200508

PSI 9500-06 
DT

0...500 
V

0...6 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
62 mVPP / 13 
mVRMS

8 mARMS 19.1 mV 0.2 mA 0.038 W 06200509

PSI 9750-04 
DT

0...750 
V

0...4 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
94 mVPP / 16 
mVRMS

10 mARMS 28.6 mV 0.2 mA 0.038 W 06200510

PSI 9040-60 
DT

0...40 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
10 mVPP / 1.5 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 1.5 mV 2.3 mA 0.057 W 06200516

PSI 9080-60 
DT

0...80 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
10 mVPP / 1.5 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 3.1 mV 2.3 mA 0.057 W 06200511

PSI 9200-25 
DT

0...200 
V

0...25 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
60 mVPP / 9 
mVRMS

1.8 mARMS 7.6 mV 1 mA 0.057 W 06200512

PSI 9360-15 
DT

0...360 
V

0...15 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
58 mVPP / 11 
mVRMS

2 mARMS 13.7 mV 0.6 mA 0.057 W 06200513

PSI 9500-10 
DT

0...500 
V

0...10 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
62 mVPP / 13 
mVRMS

8 mARMS 19.1 mV 0.2 mA 0.057 W 06200514

PSI 9750-06 
DT

0...750 
V

0...6 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
94 mVPP / 16 
mVRMS

10 mARMS 28.6 mV 0.2 mA 0.057 W 06200515

(1  Programmable resolution disregarding device errors
(2  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz

Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the output voltage or the output current. The gen-
erator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or 
by remote control via one of the digital interfaces.

The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.
Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. These can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences.

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PC, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”.
Optionally unlockable with a license code, the app “Multi Control” can mon-
itor and control up to 20 units at once and in one windows. The sequencing 
feature and data logging are here available as well.

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle  Rectangle    Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PSI 9000 DT   320 W - 1500 W

Technical Data Series EA-PSI 9000 DT

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V, 1ph+N

- Frequency 45...65 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

- Derating Only models with 1500 W: ≤ 150 V AC to Pout max 1000 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (2

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure Negative: max. 400 V DC, positive: max. 400 V DC + output voltage

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Digital interfaces 1x USB type B (for communication), 1x USB type A (for storage device), 1x Ethernet

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Standards EN 60950:2006 + A11:2009 + A1:2010 + A12:2011 + AC:2011 + A2:2013, EN 61326-1:2013-07

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Mechanics

- Weight
320 W - 650 W: ≈ 7.5 kg (16.5 lb)
1000 W - 1500 W: ≈ 8.2 kg (18.1 lb)

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 320 W - 650 W: 308 x 103 x 355 mm (12.1” x 4” x 14”)
1000 W - 1500 W: 308 x 103 x 415 mm (12.1” x 4” x 16.3”)

(1  Body only
(2  See page 163
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� High efficiency: up to 92%
�� Output power ratings: 320 W up to 1500 W
�� Output voltages: 40 V up to 500 V
�� Output currents: 4 A up to 60 A
�� Flexible, power regulated output stage
�� Supervisions and protections (OVP, OCP, OPP, OT)
�� Intuitive touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� USB port as standard, Ethernet & analog ports optional (all interfaces galvanically isolated)
�� 40 V models compliant to SELV (EN 60950)
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PS 9080-60 T

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP USB

LAN

General
The microprocessor-controlled laboratory power supplies of series EA-PS 9000 T offer a user-friendly, in-
teractive handling concept, along with a extensive set of standard features, which can facilitate operating 
them. Configuration of output parameters, supervision features and other settings is smart and comfort-
able. The implemented supervision features for all output parameters can help to reduce test equipment 
and make it almost unnecessary to install external supervision hardware and software.
The clear control panel with its two knobs, one pushbutton, three LEDs and the touch panel with color dis-
play for all important values and status enable the user to handle the device easily with a few touches of a 
finger tip.

AC supply
The equipment uses an active Power Bactor Correction (short: PFC), enabling worldwide use on a mains in-
put from 90 VAC up to 264 VAC. Models with 1.5 kW will reduce their output power to 1 kW below input volt-
ages of 150 VAC.

Option:
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W

Auto-ranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible auto-ranging output stage which provides a 
higher output voltage at lower output current, or a higher output current at lower 
output voltage, always limited to the adjustable power set value or the rated power. 
Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of just one 
unit.

DC output
DC output voltages between 0...40 V and 0...500 V, output currents between 0...4 A and 0...60 A and output 
power ratings between 0...320 W and 0...1500 W are available.
Current, voltage and power can thus be adjusted continuously between 0% and 100%, no matter if man-
ually or remotely controlled (analog or digital). The output terminals are located on the front side of the 
devices.  

Protective features
For protection of the equipment connected, it's possible to set an overvoltage protection threshold (OVP), 
as well as one for overcurrent (OCP) and overpower (OPP). 
As soon as one of these thresholds is reached for any reason, the DC output will be immediately shut off 
and a status signal will be generated on the display and via the interfaces. There is furthermore an over-
temperature protection, which will shut off the DC output on case the device overheats.

Optional analog interface
A galvanically isolated analog interface can be installed optionally and subsequently, located on the rear of 
the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current and power from 0...100% through control voltages 
of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To monitor the output voltage and current there are analog outputs with 0 V...10 V 
or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for controlling and monitoring the device status.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output 
power are clearly represented on the graphic display. The color TFT screen 
is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all functions of the 
device with just a finger tip. Set values of voltage, current or power can be 
adjusted using the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To 
prevent unintentional operations, all operation controls can be locked. The 
screen language can furthermore be selected between English, Russian, Chi-
nese and German.

Presetting of output values
To set output values without a direct impact on the output condition, the 
set values are also shown on the display, positioned below the actual values. 
With this, the user can preset required values for voltage, current and pow-
er. It's either done by using the rotary knobs or by direct input on the touch 
panel. The five user profiles furthermore enable the user to switch easily be-
tween often used set values, just by activating a different user profile.

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PC, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. 
Optionally unlocked with a license code, the app “Multi Control” can monitor 
and control up to 20 units at once and in one windows. The sequencing fea-
ture and data logging are here available as well.

Options
�� Retrofittable interface module with USB, Ethernet and analog ports (IF-

KE4, ordering nr. 33100231)
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W

Technical Data Series EA-PS 9000 T

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V, 1ph+N

- Frequency 45...65 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

- Derating Only models with 1500 W: ≤150 V AC to Pout max 1000 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Rise time 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (2

Insulation

- Input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- Input to output 2500 V DC

- Output to enclosure Negative: max. 400 V DC, positive: max. 400 V DC + output voltage

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Analog interface (optional) 15 pole D-Sub, galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, remote control on-off, DC output on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Possible

Standards EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Mechanics

- Weight
320 W - 640 W: ≈ 7 kg (15.4 lb)
1000 W - 1500 W: ≈ 8 kg (17.6 lb)

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 320 W - 640 W: 92 x 239 x 352 mm (3.6” x 9.4” x 13.8”)
1000 W - 1500 W: 92 x 239 x 412 mm (3.6” x 9.4” x 16.2”)

(1  Body only
(2  See page 163
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Programmable desktop DC Power supplies

EA-PS 9000 T   320 W - 1500 W

Product views

Rear view (1000 W / 1500 W)

Model Voltage Current Power Efficiency Ripple U (2 Ripple I
Programming (1 Ordering 

number U (typ.) I (typ.) P (typ.)

PS 9040-20 T 0...40 V 0...20 A
0...320 
W

≤88%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 1.5 mV 0.8 mA
0.012 
W

06200440

PS 9080-10 T 0...80 V 0...10 A
0...320 
W

≤89%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 3.1 mV 0.4 mA
0.012 
W

06200441

PS 9200-04 T 0...200 V 0...4 A
0...320 
W

≤89%
50 mVPP / 6 
mVRMS

1.5 mARMS 7.6 mV 0.2 mA
0.012 
W

06200442

PS 9040-40 T 0...40 V 0...40 A
0...640 
W

≤89%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 1.5 mV 1.5 mA
0.024 
W

06200443

PS 9080-20 T 0...80 V 0...20 A
0...640 
W

≤91%
20 mVPP / 2 
mVRMS

1 mARMS 3.1 mV 0.8 mA
0.024 
W

06200444

PS 9200-10 T 0...200 V 0...10 A
0...640 
W

≤92%
50 mVPP / 6 
mVRMS

1.5 mARMS 7.6 mV 0.4 mA
0.024 
W

06200445

PS 9040-40 T 0...40 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 1.5 mV 1.5 mA
0.038 
W

06200446

PS 9080-40 T 0...80 V 0...40 A
0...1000 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 3.1 mV 1.5 mA
0.038 
W

06200447

PS 9200-15 T 0...200 V 0...15 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
150 mVPP / 23 
mVRMS

1.8 mARMS 7.6 mV 0.6 mA
0.038 
W

06200448

PS 9500-06 T 0...500 V 0...6 A
0...1000 
W

≤93%
155 mVPP / 33 
mVRMS

8 mARMS
19.1 
mV

0.2 mA
0.038 
W

06200449

PS 9040-60 T 0...40 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 1.5 mV 2.3 mA
0.057 
W

06200450

PS 9080-60 T 0...80 V 0...60 A
0...1500 
W

≤92%
25 mVPP / 4 
mVRMS

6 mARMS 3.1 mV 2.3 mA
0.057 
W

06200451

PS 9200-25 T 0...200 V 0...25 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
155 mVPP / 33 
mVRMS

8 mARMS 7.6 mV 1 mA
0.057 
W

06200452

PS 9500-10 T 0...500 V 0...10 A
0...1500 
W

≤93%
62 mVPP / 13 
mVRMS

0.6 mARMS
19.1 
mV

0.2 mA
0.057 
W

06200453

(1  Programmable resolution disregarding device errors
(2  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
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General
This 2017 released series of compact electronic DC loads called EA-EL 3000 B is the second generation of 
small desktop loads with a DC power capability of 400 W. It offers useful voltage and current ratings for a 
multitude of applications and daily use in laboratories, schools or workshops.

All models support the four regulation modes constant voltage (CV), constant current (CC), constant pow-
er (CP) and constant resistance (CR). The core of the control circuit is a fast microprocessor which provides 
interesting features, such as a software based function generator with common functions like rectangle, 
triangle or ramp. The color display, together with a keyboard and two rotary knobs provides the user an in-
tuitive kind of manual operation and better overview.

Response times during device control via analog or digital interface have been improved by an ARM proces-
sor controlled hardware, compared to older electronic load series.

Programmable Electronic DC loads

EA-EL 3000 B   400 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� Input power rating:400 W 
�� Input voltages: 80 V up to 500 V
�� Input currents: 10 A up to 60 A
�� Multilingual color display
�� User profiles, function generator
�� Adjustable protections: OVP, OCP, OPP
�� Operation modes: CV, CC, CP, CR
�� Carrying handle with tilt stand
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows
�� Optional, pluggable and retrofittable interfaces
�� USB
�� USB + Ethernet
�� USB + Analog

EA-EL 3500-10 B

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

USB LANOption:
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Digital interfaces, such as USB and Ethernet, are available as optional accessory, as well as an analog one. 
All interfaces are galvanically isolated.
Remote control and implementation into custom applications for every purpose is simplified by the com-
mon protocols SCPI and ModBus RTU, as well as by ready-to-use LabView components.

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The voltage range portfolio offers models with 0...80 V DC, 0...200 V DC and 0...500 V DC. Input currents 
with 0...10 A, 0...25 A or 0...60 A per unit are available. The series offers a power class with 400 W steady 
power.

Handling (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a color display, two rotary knobs 
and six pushbuttons. The large display shows all relevant set 
values and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also 
done with the human-machine interface, as well the configu-
ration of functions (square, triangle and others) etc.
The display is multilingual (German, English, Russian, Chinese).

Function generator
All models of this series include a function generator which can generate typical functions, as displayed 
in the figures below, and apply them to either the input voltage or the input current. The generator can be 
completely configured and controlled by using the knobs and buttons on the front of the device, or by re-
mote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time or amplitude, 
for full configuration ability. 

1 3 42

Triangle  Rectangle   Trapezoid     Ramp

Battery test
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance 
discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. It counts values for elapsed testing time and consumed 
capacity (Ah) and energy (Wh).
Data recorded by the PC during tests with EA Power Control can be exported as Excel table in CSV format 
and analyzed later in MS Excel or similar tools and even visualized as a discharge diagram.
For more detailed setup, there is an adjustable threshold to stop the battery test on low battery voltage, 
as well an adjustable test period.

MPP tracking
For photovoltaics related tests there is another function included as standard. Four modes allow for simu-
lation of the typical characteristics of solar inverters being connected to solar modules or panels. The func-
tion is used to determine typical operation parameters, such as the so-called Maximum Power Point and 
the related values UMPP, IMPP and PMPP. One of the modes even offers particular analysis with different irradi-
ation values in form of a table with 100 points.

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are three types of interface cards optionally avail-
able which can be quickly and easily installed by user on location:
Using the digital interface (USB, Ethernet), Windows users can profit from 
the free software “EA Power Control”. It offers a feature called “Sequenc-
ing”, where the device is controlled through a semi-automatic table in CSV 
format. This table represents a simple test procedure and can be created 
and edited in MS Excel or other CSV editors and then imported into the soft-
ware tool.
This software also allows for the control of up to 20 units at once with an optional feature called “Multi 
Control” (licensed, not free of charge).

Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 3000 B   400 W
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 3000 B   400 W

Rear view without interface installed

Product views

Options
�� Interface cards with USB, Ethernet or analog port, all plug ‘n play and retrofittable
�� USB (IF-KE5 USB, ordering nr. 33100232)
�� USB + Ethernet (IF-KE5 USB/LAN, ordering nr. 33100233)
�� USB + Analog (IF-KE5 USB/Analog, ordering nr. 33100234)

USB USB+Analog USB+Ethernet

Front view with tilt stand in vertical position
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 3000 B   400 W

Technical Data Series EA-EL 3000 B

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power consumption max. 40 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC  ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Display / control panel TFT display, key strip, rotary knobs

Digital interfaces (optional)

- Available  models
IF-KE5 USB: 1x USB Typ B 
IF-KE5 USBLAN: 1x USB Typ B + 1x Ethernet (RJ45)

Analog interface (optional) 1x Analog (D-Sub 15) + 1x USB Typ B

- Available models IF-KE5 USBANALOG: 1x Analog (D-Sub 15) + 1x USB Typ B

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Mechanics

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 308 x 103 x325 mm (12.1” x 4” x 12.8”)

- Weight 4 kg (8.8 lb)
(1  Body only

Model Steady Power Voltage Current Resistance UMin for IMax 
(1 Ordering number

EA-EL 3080-60 B 0...400 W 0...80 V 0...60 A 0.12...40 Ω ≈ 2.6 V 35320205

EA-EL 3200-25 B 0...400 W 0...200 V 0..25 A 1...340 Ω ≈ 1.9 V 35320206

EA-EL 3500-10 B 0...400 W 0...500 V 0...10 A 6...2000 Ω ≈ 4.7 V 35320207

(1  Minimum DC input voltage to supply for the load to achieve the max. input current

Side view (160/320 W models)
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Programmable Electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 T   400 W - 600 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� Input power ratings: 400 W, 500 W, 600 W
�� Input voltages: 80 V, 200 V, 500 V
�� Input currents: 8 A, 18 A, 45 A
�� Multilingual color touch panel
�� Function generator
�� Adjustable protections: OVP, OCP, OPP
�� Operation modes: CV, CC, CP, CR
�� USB port as standard
�� Ethernet & analog interface optional
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-EL 9080-45 T

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP USB

LAN

General
This series of compact electronic DC loads, called EA-EL 9000 T, offers three tower models for the daily ap-
plication in research laboratories and also schools or similar educational facilities. The low power ratings 
allow for a multitude of test applications while being cost effective and space saving.
All models support the four regulation modes constant voltage (CV), constant current (CC), constant pow-
er (CP) and constant resistance (CR). The core of the control circuit is a fast microprocessor which provides 
interesting features, such as a software based function generator with common functions like sine wave, 
rectangle or triangle, but also an arbitrary function.

The color TFT touch panel offers an intuitive kind of manual operation, like it's prolific with smart phones 
or tablet computers.

Response times during remote control of the devices via analog or digital interface have been improved by 
an ARM processor controlled hardware, compared to older electronic load series.
An USB port is standard with this series, Ethernet and analog interfaces can be optionally retrofitted by the 
user. All interfaces are galvanically isolated.

Option:
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Power ratings, voltages, currents
Available are models with inputs voltages of 0...80 V, 0...200 V or 0...500 V and input currents of 0...8 A, 
0...18 A or  0...45 A. The series offers three power classes with 400 W, 500 W or 600 W steady power.

Display and handling
Set values and actual values of input voltage, current and power are clear-
ly represented on the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensi-
tive and can be intuitively used to control all functions of the device with 
just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent uninten-
tional operations, all operation controls can be locked.

Multi-language control panel

�� English
�� Russian
�� Chinese 
�� German

Function generator
All models of this series include a function generator which can generate typical functions, as displayed 
in the figures below, and apply them to either the input voltage or the input current. The generator can be 
completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or by remote con-
trol via one of the digital interfaces.

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle   Rectangle     Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary

The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability. 
Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. These can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences. 

Battery test & MPP tracking
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance 
discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. It counts values for elapsed testing time and consumed 
capacity (Ah) and energy (Wh).
Data recorded by the PC during tests with EA Power Control can be exported as Excel table in CSV format and 
analyzed later in MS Excel or similar tools and even visualized as a discharge diagram. For more detailed set-
up, there is also an adjustable threshold to stop the battery test on low battery voltage, as well an adjustable 
maximum test period.
For photovoltaics related tests there is another function included as standard: MPP tracking. Four modes 
allow for simulation of the typical characteristics of solar inverters being connected to solar modules or 
panels. The function is used to determine typical operation parameters, such as the so-called Maximum 
Power Point and the related values UMPP, IMPP and PMPP. One of the modes even offers particular analysis with 
different irradiation values in form of a table with 100 points.

Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 T   400 W - 600 W
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Product views

Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 T   400 W - 600 W

Power derating
The devices of the EA-EL 9000 T series are equipped with thermal derating in order to avoid overheating when 
operating in the maximum power range. The lower the ambient temperature and the better the cooling, the 
higher the power that the load can take. The nominal intake power before the derating starts is defined at 
25°C ambient temperature.

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there is by default an USB interface port available on the rear of the devices. As an op-
tion, a 3-way system can installed by the user simply by plugging an electronic board, which hold an USB, an 
Ethernet and an analog interface. Another USB port, located on the front side, is intended for USB sticks in 
order to load and save functions and user profiles.
Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Power Control”. It offers a feature called “Sequenc-
ing”, where the device is controlled through a semi-automatic table in CSV format. This table represents 
a simple test procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or other CSV editors and then imported 
into the software tool.
This software also allows for the control of up to 20 units at once with an optional feature called “Multi 
Control” (licensed, not free of charge). See page 152 for more information.

Options
�� Retrofittable interface module with USB, Ethernet and analog port (IF-

KE4, ordering nr. 33100231)
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 T   400 W - 600 W

Technical Data Series EA-EL 9000 T

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power consumption max. 40 W

DC input: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC input: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.1% of rated value

- Rise time 10-90% ≤50 μs

DC input: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.5% of rated value 

DC input: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Display / control panel Graphics display with TFT touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Equipped as standard 1x USB type B (for communication) / 1x USB type A (for storage device)

- Optionally available 1x Ethernet (not separate, always in combination with USB and analog interface)

Analog interface (optional) 15 pole D-Sub, galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Output U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Terminals on front

- Load input Plug & screw terminal

- Remote sensing Clamp terminal

- Digital interface USB (type A)

Terminals on rear

- Analog interface Optional: Sub-D connector 15 pole

- Digital interfaces Built-in: USB (type B), optional: Ethernet

Mechanics

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 92 x 239 x 352 mm (3.6” x 9.4” x 13.8”)

- Weight ≈ 7 kg (15.4 lb)

(1  Body only

Model Power Power @ 40°C Voltage Current Resistance UMin for IMax (1 Ordering number 

EL 9080-45 T
0...600 
W

0...550 W 0...80 V 0...45 A 0.12...40 Ω ≈ 2.2 V 33210511

EL 9200-18 T
0...500 
W

0...500 W 0...200 V 0...18 A 1...340 Ω ≈ 2 V 33210512

EL 9500-08T
0...400 
W

0...400 W 0...500 V 0...8 A 6...2000 Ω ≈ 6.5 V 33210513

(1  Minimum DC input voltage to supply for the load to achieve the max. input current
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General
This series of compact electronic DC loads, called EA-EL 9000 DT, extends series EA-EL 9000 T by 10 models in 
a desktop enclosure to round up the portfolio of electronic loads. It offers useful voltage, current and power 
ratings for a multitude of applications for daily use in laboratories, schools or workshops.
All models support the four regulation modes constant voltage (CV), constant current (CC), constant pow-
er (CP) and constant resistance (CR). The core of the control circuit is a fast microprocessor which provides 
interesting features, such as a software based function generator with common functions like sine wave, 
rectangle or triangle, but also an arbitrary function.
The color TFT touch panel offers an intuitive kind of manual operation, like it's prolific with smart phones 
or tablet computers.
Response times during the control of the devices via analog or digital interface have been improved by an 
ARM processor  controlled hardware, compared to older electronic load series.

Digital interfaces, such as USB and Ethernet are standard with this series, as well as an analog one. All in-
terfaces are galvanically isolated.
Remote control and implementation into custom applications for every purpose is simplified by the com-
mon protocols SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP, as well as by ready-to-use LabView components.

Programmable Electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 DT   400 W - 1200 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� Input power ratings: 400 W up to 1200 W
�� Input voltages: 80 V up to 750 V
�� Input currents: 5 A up to 60 A
�� Multilingual color touch panel
�� User profiles, function generator
�� Adjustable protections: OVP, OCP, OPP
�� Operation modes: CV, CC, CP, CR
�� Galvanically isolated Ethernet, analog and USB port as standard
�� Carrying handle with tilt stand
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-EL 9080-60 DT

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP USB

LAN
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 DT   400 W - 1200 W

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The voltage range portfolio goes from models with 0...80 V DC up to models with 0...750 V DC. Input cur-
rents with 0...5 A up to 0...60 A per unit are available. The series offers two power classes with 600 W or 
1200 W peak power.

Handling (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a TFT touch panel, two rotary knobs 
and a pushbutton. The large color display shows all relevant set values 
and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also done with the hu-
man-machine interface, as well the configuration of functions (square, 
triangle, sine) etc. The display is multilingual (German, English, Russian, 
Chinese).

Function generator
All models of this series include a function generator which can gener-
ate typical functions, as displayed in the figures below, and apply them to either the input voltage or the 
input current. The generator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the 
front of the device, or by remote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability. 
Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. These can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences.

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle   Rectangle     Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary

Battery test & MPP tracking
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance 
discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. It counts values for elapsed testing time and consumed 
capacity (Ah) and energy (Wh).
Data recorded by the PC during tests with EA Power Control can be exported as Excel table in CSV format 
and analyzed later in MS Excel or similar tools and even visualized as a discharge diagram. For more detailed 
setup, there is also an adjustable threshold to stop the battery test on low battery voltage, as well an ad-
justable maximum test period.
For photovoltaics related tests there is another function included as standard: MPP tracking. Four modes 
allow for simulation of the typical characteristics of solar inverters being connected to solar modules or 
panels. The function is used to determine typical operation parameters, such as the so-called Maximum 
Power Point and the related values UMPP, IMPP and PMPP. One of the modes even offers particular analysis with 
different irradiation values in form of a table with 100 points.

Power derating
The devices of the EA-EL 9000 DT series are equipped with thermal derating in order to avoid overheating 
when operating in the maximum power range. The lower the ambient temperature and the better the cool-
ing, the higher the power that the load can take. The nominal intake power before the derating starts is 
defined at 25°C ambient temperature.
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 DT   400 W - 1200 W

Product views

Rear view

Front view with tilt stand in vertical position

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are USB, Ethernet and analog ports available as 
standard on the rear of the devices. Another USB port, located on the front 
side, is intended for USB sticks in order to load and save functions and user 
profiles.
Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Power Control”. It of-
fers a feature called “Sequencing”, where the device is controlled through 
a semi-automatic table in CSV format. This table represents a simple test 
procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or other CSV editors 
and then imported into the software tool.
This software also allows for the control of up to 20 units at once with an optional feature called “Multi 
Control” (licensed, not free of charge). See page 152 for more information.

Options
�� Mounting frame (2U) for 19” systems
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 DT   400 W - 1200 W

Technical Data Series EA-EL 9000 DT

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power consumption max. 40 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.1% of rated value

- Rise time 10-90% ≤50 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.5% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Display / control panel Graphics display with TFT touch panel

Digital interfaces 1x USB type B (for communication) / 1x USB type A (for storage device) / 1x Ethernet

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Cooling Temperature-controlled fan(s)

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Mechanics

- Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 308 x 103 x 415 mm (12.1” x 4” x 16.3”)

- Weight 600 W: ≈ 6.5 kg (14.3 lb) 1200 W: ≈ 7.5 kg (16.5 lb)

(1  Body only

Model Power @ 25°C Power @ 40°C Voltage Current Resistance UMin for IMax 
(1 Ordering number

EA-EL 9080-45 
DT

0...600 W 0...500 W 0...80 V 0...45 A 0.09...30 Ω ≈ 2.2 V 33210501

EA-EL 9200-18 
DT

0...500 W 0...500 W 0...200 V 0...18 A 0.5...170 Ω ≈ 2 V 33210502

EA-EL 9360-10 
DT

0...450 W 0...450 W 0...360 V 0...10 A 1.6...540 Ω ≈ 2 V 33210503

EA-EL 9500-08 
DT

0...400 W 0...400 W 0...500 V 0...8 A 3...1000 Ω ≈ 6.5 V 33210504

EA-EL 9750-05 
DT

0...400 W 0...400 W 0...750 V 0...5 A 7...2200 Ω ≈ 5.5 V 33210505

EA-EL 9080-60 
DT

0...1200 W 0...800 W 0...80 V 0...60 A 0.09...30 Ω ≈ 2.2 V 33210506
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Programmable Electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B   1.2 kW - 14.4 kW

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V
�� Input power ratings: 1.2 kW up to 14.4 kW, expandable in cabinets up to 460 kW
�� Input voltages: 80 V up to 750 V
�� Input currents: up to 1020 A per unit
�� FPGA based digital control circuit
�� Multilingual color touch panel
�� Extensive function generator
�� Adjustable protections: OVP, OCP, OPP
�� Operation modes: CV, CC, CP, CR
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (analog and USB)
�� Master-slave bus for parallel connection
�� Slot for a wide selection of industrial interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and remote control software (Windows)

EA-EL 9080-510 B 3U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFAB IEEE

General
This series of compact electronic DC loads, called EA-EL 9000 B, succeeds the former series EA-EL 9000 A 
and offers useful voltage, current and power ratings for a multitude of applications. All models support the 
four common regulation modes constant voltage (CV), constant current (CC), constant power (CP) and con-
stant resistance (CR). 
An FPGA based digital control circuit provides interesting features, such as a function generator for arbi-
trary curves and a table based XY function for the simulation of nonlinear internal resistances. 

The ratio between power consumption and height of the devices has been significantly increased com-
pared to the former series EA-EL 9000 A. The models with 3U of height are capable of consuming DC power 
of up to 7.2 kW per unit and the 6U models even twice as much.
The front offers a large color TFT touch panel for an intuitive kind of manual operation, such as it's prolific 
nowadays with smart phones or tablet computers. In parallel operation of multiple devices, a master-slave 
bus is used to link multiple units to a bigger system where the actual values are totaled.

Option:
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B   1.2 kW - 14.4 kW

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The available voltage range portfolio goes from models with 0...80 V DC up to models with 0...750 V DC. 
Input currents up to 0...1020 A with only one unit are available. The series offers various power classes 
amongst the single models which can be extended up to 460 kW in cabinets (see from page 158) for a sig-
nificantly higher total current.

Construction
All models are built in 19“ wide rack enclosures with 3U or 6U of height and 460 mm (18.1”) of depth, which 
makes them ideal for use in 19“ cabinets of various sizes, for example 42U, and for the design of systems 
with very high power. It's furthermore possible to build cabinet systems with mixed equipment, i.e. elec-
tronic loads and power supplies, in order to achieve the source-sink principle with high power ratings.

Handling (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a TFT touch panel, two rotary knobs and a pushbutton. The large color dis-
play shows all relevant set values and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also done with the hu-
man-machine interface, as well the configuration of functions (square, triangle, sine) etc. The display is 
multilingual (German, English, Russian, Chinese).

Share bus, parallel connection and two-quadrants operation
The so-called „Share Bus“ is an analog connection at the rear of the devices and is used to balance current 
across multiple similar units in parallel connection, such as with loads of this series and series EA-ELR 9000. 
It can also be used to build a two-quadrants system in connection with power supplies of series EA-PSI 
9000 or EA-PS 9000. This system is dedicated for testing purposes using the source-sink principle.

Thermal derating
The devices of the EA-EL 9000 B series are equipped with thermal derating in order to avoid overheating 
when operating in the maximum power range. The lower the ambient temperature and the better the cool-
ing, the higher the power that the load can take. The nominal intake power before the derating starts is 
defined at 21°C ambient temperature.

Battery test & MPP tracking
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance 
discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. This show extra values for elapsed testing time and con-
sumed capacity (Ah). All the data can be recorded directly to USB stick.
For photovoltaics related tests there is another function included as standard: MPP tracking. Four modes 
allow for simulation of the typical characteristics of solar inverters being connected to solar modules or 
panels. The function is used to determine typical operation parameters, such as the so-called Maximum 
Power Point and the related values UMPP, IMPP and PMPP. One of the modes even offers particular analysis with 
different irradiation values in form of a table with 100 points.

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are by default two interface ports (1x analog, 1x USB) available on the rear of 
the devices, which can also be extended by optional, pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules 
(dedicated slot). For the implementation into the LabView IDE we offer ready-to-use components (VIs) to 
be used with the interface types USB, RS232, GPIB and Ethernet. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported 
by documentation about the communication protocol.
Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Power Control”. It of-
fers a feature called “Sequencing”, where the device is controlled through 
a semi-automatic table in CSV format. This table represents a simple test 
procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or other CSV editors 
and then imported into the software tool. See page 152 for more infor-
mation.

Options
�� Pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules for CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, Profibus, ProfiNet 

I/O, RS232, EtherCAT or ModBus TCP. Also see page 150.
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default slot for retrofittable in-

terface modules
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B   1.2 kW - 14.4 kW

Model Power max.
Power @ 
21°C

Power @ 
35°C

Voltage Current Resistance Weight
Ordering 
number (1

EA-EL 9080-
170 B

0...2400 W 1500 W 1200 W 0...80 V
0...170 
A

0.045...15 
Ω

≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

3U 33200260

EA-EL 9200-70 B 0...2000 W 1500 W 1200 W 0...200 V 0...70 A 0.25...85 Ω
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

3U 33200261

EA-EL 9360-40 B 0...1800 W 1500 W 1200 W 0...360 V 0...40 A 0.8...270 Ω 
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

3U 33200262

EA-EL 9500-30 B 0...1200 W 1200 W 1200 W 0...500 V 0...30 A 1.5...500 Ω
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

3U 33200263

EA-EL 9750-20 B 0...1200 W 1200 W 1200 W 0...750 V 0...20 A
3.5...1100 
Ω

≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

3U 33200264

EA-EL 9080-
340 B

0...4800 W 3000 W 2400 W 0...80 V
0...340 
A

0.023...7.5 
Ω

≈ 13 kg (28.8 
lb)

3U 33200265

EA-EL 9200-
140 B

0...4000 W 3000 W 2400 W 0...200 V
0...140 
A

0.13...43 Ω
≈ 13 kg (28.8 
lb)

3U 33200266

EA-EL 9360-80 B 0...3600 W 3000 W 2400 W 0...360 V 0...80 A 0.4...135 Ω
≈ 13 kg (28.8 
lb)

3U 33200267

EA-EL 9500-60 B 0...2400 W 2400 W 2400 W 0...500 V 0...60 A
0.75...250 
Ω

≈ 13 kg (28.8 
lb)

3U 33200268

EA-EL 9750-40 B 0...2400 W 2400 W 2400 W 0...750 V 0...40 A
1.75...550 
Ω

≈ 13 kg (28.8 
lb)

3U 33200269

EA-EL 9080-
510 B

0...7200 W 4500 W 3600 W 0...80 V
0...510 
A

0.015...5 Ω
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

3U 33200270

EA-EL 9200-
210 B

0...6000 W 4500 W 3600 W 0...200 V
0...210 
A

0.08...28 Ω
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

3U 33200271

EA-EL 9360-
120 B

0...5400 W 4500 W 3600 W 0...360 V
0...120 
A

0.27...90 Ω
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

3U 33200272

EA-EL 9500-90 B 0...3600 W 3600 W 3600 W 0...500 V 0...90 A 0.5...167 Ω
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

3U 33200273

EA-EL 9750-60 B 0...3600 W 3600 W 3600 W 0...750 V 0...60 A 1.2...360 Ω
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

3U 33200274

EA-EL 9080-
1020 B

0...14400 
W

9000 W 7200 W 0...80 V
0...1020 
A

≈ 33 kg (72.8 
lb)

6U 33200275

EA-EL 9200-
420 B

0...12000 
W

9000 W 7200 W 0...200 V
0...420 
A

0.04...14 Ω
≈ 33 kg (72.8 
lb)

6U 33200276

EA-EL 9360-
240 B

0...10800 
W

9000 W 7200 W 0...360 V
0...240 
A

0.14...45 Ω
≈ 33 kg (72.8 
lb)

6U 33200277

EA-EL 9500-
180 B

0...7200 W 7200 W 7200 W 0...500 V
0...180 
A

0.25...88 Ω
≈ 33 kg (72.8 
lb)

6U 33200278

EA-EL 9750-
120 B

0...7200 W 7200 W 7200 W 0...750 V
0...120 
A

0.6...180 Ω
≈ 33 kg (72.8 
lb)

6U 33200279

(1  Ordering number of the standard version, models with option 3W installed have different ordering numbers
(2  Minimum DC input voltage to supply for the load to achieve the max. input current

Technical Data Series EA-EL 9000 B

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Frequency 90...264 V, 45...66 Hz

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.1% of rated value

- Rise time 10-90% ≤50 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.5% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, PF, OCP (2

Display / control panel Graphics display with TFT touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built in 1x USB type B for communication

- Slot
1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (RS232, CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, EtherCAT, Profinet, Profi-
bus, ModBus TCP)

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Terminals on rear panel
DC input (screw terminal), Share Bus (plug connector, 2 pole), Sense (plug connector, 4 pole), 
analog interface (sub-d, 15 pole), module socket, master-slave (2x RJ45), USB

Dimensions (1 (W x H x D) 19“ x 3U x 464 mm (18.3”) 19“ x 6U x 464 mm (18.3”)

(1  Enclosure only
(2  See page 163
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Slave loads for series EA-EL 9000 B

EA-EL 9000 B SLAVE   7.2 kW

EA-EL 9080-510 B Slave

General
The so-called “slave modules” of series EA-EL 9000 B Slave are available for quick and cost saving pow-
er extension of select models from series EA-EL 9000 B. Their purpose is to run in parallel connection and 
master-slave operation of up to 32 units in total, in order to achieve electronic DC load systems with pow-
er ratings of up to 230 kW. All technical specifications are identical to EA-EL 9000 B series, except for the 
available connectors.

Handling and configuration
The extensive control panel, as usual with regular electronic load models, has been reduced to the absolute 
necessary. For manual handling, status indication and configuration it offers a few LEDs, a pushbutton and 
an USB port. The devices are configured with software through the front USB port, for example with EA 
Power Control (see page 152).

Master-slave system
Configuring a master-slave system is very quick and easy. The 
slave modules and the master unit are installed together, for 
example in a 19” cabinet. Then they are connected to the AC 
supply and paralleled on their DC inputs (cables or copper bars), 
plus also linked via master-slave bus and Share bus. The only 
thing to do on the master is to enable master-slave and the sys-
tem will self-configure to the number of powered units and rep-
resent itself to the user or a control software accordingly. The 
figure to the right depicts a master-slave system with one mas-
ter unit (upper) and two slave units.

Model Power max. Power @ 21°C Voltage Current Suitable for Weight
Ordering 
number

EA-EL 9080-510 B Slave 0...7200 W 4500 W 0...80 V 0...510 A
EA-EL 9080-
510 B

3U
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33290270

EA-EL 9200-210 B Slave 0...6000 W 4500 W 0...200 V 0...210 A
EA-EL 9200-
210 B

3U
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33290271

EA-EL 9360-120 B Slave 0...5400 W 4500 W 0...360 V 0...120 A
EA-EL 9360-
120 B

3U
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33290272

EA-EL 9500-90 B Slave 0...3600 W 3600 W 0...500 V 0...90 A
EA-EL 9500-
90 B

3U
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33290273

EA-EL 9750-60 B Slave 0...3600 W 3600 W 0...750 V 0...60 A
EA-EL 9750-
60 B

3U
≈ 17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33290274
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Programmable Electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B HP   600 W - 2400 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� Input power ratings: 600 W up to 2400 W
�� Input voltages: 80 V up to 750 V
�� Input currents: up to 170 A per unit
�� FPGA based digital control circuit
�� Multilingual color touch panel
�� User profiles, function generator
�� Adjustable protections: OVP, OCP, OPP
�� Operation modes: CV, CC, CP, CR
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (analog and USB)
�� Master-slave bus for parallel connection
�� Slot for a wide selection of digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and remote control software (Windows)

EA-EL 9080-170 B HP

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFAB

General
The electronic DC loads of series EA-EL 9000 B HP replace the former series EA-EL 9000 HP and reduce the 
required unit height from former minimum 3U to now only 2U. It means that the steady power of 7200 W 
of a former EA-EL 9000 HP device can nowadays already be achieved in 6U of height where it required 9U 
before. The result is a space saving of 33% which allows for achieving even more power in a 19” cabinet.

All models support the four common regulation modes constant voltage (CV), constant current (CC), con-
stant power (CP) and constant resistance (CR). The FPGA based digital control circuit provides interesting 
features, such as a function generator with a table based function for the simulation of nonlinear internal 
resistances.

The large color TFT touch panel offers an intuitive kind of manual operation, such as it's prolific nowadays 
with smart phones or tablet computers. Response times for the control via analog or digital interfaces have 
been improved by the FPGA controlled hardware.
In parallel operation of multiple devices, a master-slave bus is used to link the units to a bigger system 
where the actual values are totaled and the set values distributed.

Option:
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B HP   600 W - 2400 W

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The available voltage range portfolio offers five different voltage from 0...80 V DC up to 0...750 V DC. Input 
currents up to 170 A with only one unit are available. The series offers two power classes for every volt-
age class, for example 0...1200 W or 0...2400 W steady power at normal ambient temperatures with, for 
instance, an 80 V model.

Construction
All models are built in 19“ wide rack enclosures with 2U of height and 460 mm (18.1”) of depth, which makes 
them ideal for use in 19“ cabinets of various sizes, for example 42U, and for the design of systems with very 
high power. It's furthermore possible to build cabinet systems with mixed equipment, i.e. electronic loads 
and power supplies, in order to achieve the source-sink principle with high power ratings.

Handling (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a TFT touch panel, two rotary knobs 
and a pushbutton. The large color display shows all relevant set values 
and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also done with the hu-
man-machine interface, as well the configuration of functions (square, 
triangle, sine) etc. 
The display is multilingual (German, English, Russian, Chinese).

Function generator and table control
A special feature is the comfortable, FPGA based, digital function and 
arbitrary generator. It enables controlling and running user-customizable load profiles and can generate 
sine, square, saw tooth and ramp functions in arbitrary order.
With a freely programmable digital value table of 3276 effective points, which is embedded in the control 
circuit, the devices can reproduce non-linear internal resistances, such as those of batteries or LED chains.

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle   Rectangle     Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary

Battery test & MPP tracking
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance 
discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. This show extra values for elapsed testing time and 
consumed capacity (Ah). Data recorded by the PC during tests with, for example, EA Power Control can be 
exported as Excel table in CSV format and analyzed later in MS Excel or similar tools and even visualized as 
a discharge diagram. For more detailed setup, there is also an adjustable threshold to stop the battery test 
on low battery voltage, as well an adjustable maximum test period.
For photovoltaics related tests there is another function included as standard: MPP tracking. Four modes 
allow for simulation of the typical characteristics of solar inverters being connected to solar modules or 
panels. The function is used to determine typical operation parameters, such as the so-called Maximum 
Power Point and the related values UMPP, IMPP and PMPP. One of the modes even offers particular analysis with 
different irradiation values in form of a table with 100 points.

Share bus, parallel connection and two-quadrants operation
The so-called „Share Bus“ is an analog connection at the rear of the devices and is used to balance current 
across multiple similar units in parallel connection, such as with loads of this series and series EA-EL 9000 
B. It can also be used to build a two-quadrants system in connection with power supplies of series EA-PSI 
9000 or EA-PS 9000. Such a system is dedicated for testing purposes using the source-sink principle.

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are by default two interface ports (1x analog, 1x USB) available on the rear of 
the devices, which can also be extended by optional, pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules 
(dedicated slot). For the implementation into the LabView IDE we offer ready-to-use components (VIs) to 
be used with the interface types USB, RS232, GPIB and Ethernet. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported 
by documentation about the communication protocol.
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B HP   600 W - 2400 W

Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Power Control”. It of-
fers a feature called “Sequencing”, where the device is controlled through 
a semi-automatic table in CSV format. This table represents a simple test 
procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or other CSV editors 
and then imported into the software tool.
See page 152 for more information.

Thermal derating
The abbreviation “HP” in the 
series name stands for “High Power”. It defines the rated 
steady power at an higher ambient temperature of 30°C, 
compared to other electronic loads, for example from series 
EA-EL 9000 B. Despite of it, all models of this series will re-
duce the input power based in a thermal derating in order to 
avoid overheating.

Options
�� Pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules for CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, Profibus, ProfiNet 

I/O, RS232, EtherCAT or ModBus TCP. See page 150.

Product views

Rear view

Front view
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B HP   600 W - 2400 W

Technical Data Series EA-EL 9000 B HP

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power consumption Max.  80 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.1% of rated value

- Rise time 10-90% ≤50 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.5% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Display / control panel Graphics display with TFT touch panel

Digital interfaces 1x USB type B for communication

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Terminals on rear

- DC input Screw terminal

- Share Bus & Sense Plug connector 2 pole & 4 pole

- Analog interface Sub-D connector 15 pole

- Digital interfaces Module socket, master-slave, USB

Dimensions (1 (W x H x D) 19“ x 2U x 464 mm (18.3”)

(1  Enclosure only

Model Power
Power @ 
40°C

Voltage Current Resistance UMin for IMax 
(1 Weight

Ordering 
number

EA-EL 9080-85 B 
HP

0...1200 W 0...1000 W 0...80 V 0...85 A 0.08...30 Ω ≈ 2.2 V
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200700

EA-EL 9200-35 B 
HP

0...1000 W 0...1000 W 0...200 V 0...35 A
0.44...200 
Ω

≈ 2 V
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200701

EA-EL 9360-20 B 
HP

0...900 W 0...900 W 0...360 V 0...20 A 1.4...600 Ω ≈ 2 V
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200702

EA-EL 9500-15 B 
HP

0...600 W 0...600 W 0...500 V 0...15 A
2.5...1200 
Ω

≈ 6.5 V
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200703

EA-EL 9750-10 B 
HP

0...600 W 0...600 W 0...750 V 0...10 A 6...2500 Ω ≈ 5.5 V
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200704

EA-EL 9080-170 
B HP

0...2400 W 0...2000 W 0...80 V 0...170 A 0.04...15 Ω ≈ 2.2 V
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200705

EA-EL 9200-70 B 
HP

0...2000 W 0...2000 W 0...200 V 0...70 A
0.22...100 
Ω

≈ 2 V
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200706

EA-EL 9360-40 B 
HP

0...1800 W 0...1800 W 0...360 V 0...40 A 0.7...300 Ω ≈ 2 V
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200707

EA-EL 9500-30 B 
HP

0...1200 W 0...1200 W 0...500 V 0...30 A
1.25...600 
Ω

≈ 6.5 V
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200708

EA-EL 9750-20 B 
HP

0...1200 W 0...1200 W 0...750 V 0...20 A 3...1250 Ω ≈ 5.5 V
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200709

(1  Minimum DC input voltage to supply for the load to achieve the max. input current
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Programmable Electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B 2Q   600 W - 2400 W

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� Input power ratings: 600 W up to 2400 W
�� Input voltages: 80 V up to 750 V
�� Input currents: up to 170 A per unit
�� FPGA based digital control circuit
�� Control panel with status LEDs
�� Adjustable protections: OVP, OCP, OPP
�� Operation modes: CV, CC, CP, CR
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (analog and USB)
�� Master-slave bus for parallel connection
�� Slot for a wide selection of industrial interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and remote control software (Windows)

EA-EL 9500-30 B 2Q

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFAB

General
The series EA-EL 9000 B 2Q offers electronic loads which are primarily designed for the so-called “two-quad-
rants operation”, also called source-sink principle, which is a combination of a load and a power supply. In 
this system, the electronic loads care for an improved dynamics regarding output voltage changes of the 
power supplies.
By default the devices are configured to run with full power and current and minimal voltage, stand-alone 
or in master-slave. Other parameters can be configured via remote control, for example with the software 
EA Power Control (also see page 152).

Two-quadrants operation
There is a wide application spectrum for the two-quadrants operation (2Q, 2QO). For example, the regen-
erated energy of a decelerating motor could be consumed. This protects the motor as well as the source 
powering the motor against overvoltage. Another example is the end tests of various types of batteries or 
other kinds of energy storage devices or simulation of their characteristics. A battery can be charged and 
discharged with a system using 2Q. When running the loads in parallel to a power supply it can achieve very 
short voltage fall times. This is done by the loads discharging the typical output capacities of power sup-
plies, resulting in a dynamic voltage progression.

Option:
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B 2Q   600 W - 2400 W

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The available voltage range portfolio offers five different voltages from 0...80 V DC up to 0...750 V DC. In-
put currents up to 170 A with only one unit are available. These ratings are compatible to other series and 
enable flexible combinations of device from this series with power supplies from series EA-PS 9000 or EA-
PSI 9000.

Construction
All models are built in 19“ wide rack enclosures with 2U of height and approx. 460 mm (18.1”) depth, which 
makes them ideal for use in 19“ cabinets of various sizes (42U etc.) and for the design of systems with very 
high total power.  It’s furthermore possible to assemble cabinet systems with mixed equipment, i.e. elec-
tronic loads and power supplies, in order to achieve the source-sink principle with high power ratings. 

Control panel
The devices of this series are primarily controlled via the Share bus from a power supply. For special appli-
cations the optional available interfaces offer to set up all parameters.
The device status is indicated with several colored LEDs. The front USB port is used for quick access to all 
DC input related parameters, such as set values (current / power etc.), as well as protections (OCP, OPP etc.).

Share bus and parallel connection
The „Share Bus“ is an analog connection at the rear of the devices and is used to build a two-quadrants sys-
tem in connection with compatible power supplies of series EA-PSI 9000 or EA-PS 9000. Such a system is 
ideal for all testing purposes requiring the source-sink principle. This Share bus is furthermore used to bal-
ance the current across multiple identical load units in parallel connection to gain power uprating.

Thermal derating
Same as with series EA-EL 9000 B HP, where the abbreviation 
“HP” in the series name stands for “High Power”, this series 
achieves its rated power up to an ambient temperature of 
30°C. Above that point, all models of this series will reduce the 
input power based upon a thermal derating which depends on 
the ambient temperature.

Remote control & connectivity
Monitoring, control and configuration of these load devices can either be done using the built-in USB inter-
face or via one of various optional digital interfaces (see page 150). There is furthermore a standard ana-
log interface for control and monitoring. All interfaces are galvanically isolated from the DC input.
For the implementation into the LabView IDE we offer ready-to-use components (VIs) to be used with the 
interface types USB, RS23 and Ethernet. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported by documentation about 
the communication protocol.
Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Power Control”. It of-
fers a feature called “Sequencing”, where the device is controlled through 
a table in CSV format to achieve automatic test runs. This table represents 
simple to complex test procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel 
or other CSV editors and then imported into the software tool. This soft-
ware also allows for the control of up to 20 units at once with an optional 
feature called “Multi Control” (licensed, not free of charge). See page 152 
for more information.

Options
�� Pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules for CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, Profibus, ProfiNet 

I/O, RS232, EtherCAT or ModBus TCP. See page 150.
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Model Power Power @ 40°C Voltage Current Resistance Weight Ordering number

EA-EL 9080-85 
B 2Q

0...1200 W 0...1000 W 0...80 V 0...85 A 0.08...30 Ω
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200710

EA-EL 9200-35 
B 2Q

0...1000 W 0...1000 W 0...200 V 0...35 A 0.44...200 Ω
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200711

EA-EL 9360-20 
B 2Q

0...900 W 0...900 W 0...360 V 0...20 A 1.4...600 Ω 
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200712

EA-EL 9500-15 
B 2Q

0...600 W 0...600 W 0...500 V 0...15 A 2.5...1200 Ω
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200713

EA-EL 9750-10 
B 2Q

0...600 W 0...600 W 0...750 V 0...10 A 6...2500 Ω
≈ 9 kg (19.8 
lb)

33200714

EA-EL 9080-170 
B 2Q

0...2400 W 0...2000 W 0...80 V 0...170 A 0.04...15 Ω
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200715

EA-EL 9200-70 
B 2Q

0...2000 W 0...2000 W 0...200 V 0...70 A 0.22...100 Ω
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200716

EA-EL 9360-40 
B 2Q

0...1800 W 0...1800 W 0...360 V 0...40 A 0.7...300 Ω 
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200717

EA-EL 9500-30 
B 2Q

0...1200 W 0...1200 W 0...500 V 0...30 A 1.25...600 Ω
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200718

EA-EL 9750-20 
B 2Q

0...1200 W 0...1200 W 0...750 V 0...20 A 3...1250 Ω
≈ 13 kg (28.7 
lb)

33200719

Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B 2Q   600 W - 2400 W

Rear view

Side view

Front view

Product views
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Programmable electronic DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B 2Q   600 W - 2400 W

Technical Data Series EA-EL 9000 B 2Q

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V

- Frequency  45...66 Hz

- Power consumption max.  80 W

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.1% of rated value

- Rise time 10-90% ≤50 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.5% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Display / control panel Status LEDs and pushbutton

Digital interfaces 2x USB type B for communication

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

2Q operation (Share bus)
Compatible power supply series: EA-PSI 9000 2U, EA-PSI 9000 3U, EA-PS 9000 1U, EA-PS 
9000 2U, EA-PS 9000 3U, EA-PSI 9000 WR

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Terminals on rear

- DC input Screw terminal

- Share Bus & Sense Plug connector 2 pole & 4 pole

- Analog interface Sub-D connector 15 pole

- Digital interfaces
Module socket
Master-Slave (2x RJ45), USB

Dimensions (1 (W x H x D) 19“ x 2U x 464 mm (18.3”)

(1  Enclosure only
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Programmable high power electronic DC loads

General
This series EA-EL 9000 B 15U and EA-EL 9000 B 24U extend the electronic load series EA-EL 9000 B 3U 
with high power models in mobile 19” cabinets. There is a choice of 20 different configurations with vari-
ous power ratings. A cabinet system is considered as a single electronic load device with extended power, 
with manual handling and remote control being usual, while offering the same features like the standard 
models of EA-EL 9000 B 3U series.
There are two cabinet sizes with 15U or 24U, which are equipped with 3 to 6 load units, depending on the 
model. Some models even offer to further extend the available power by adding another load unit through 
retrofitting. The cabinets also feature lockable rear and front doors, as well as four casters which can be 
fixed. The system will be shipped completely configured and will be ready to use right after installation on 
location.

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The available voltage range portfolio goes from models with 0...80 V DC up to models with 0...750 V DC. 
Input currents up to 0...3060 A with only one cabinet are available. The series offers various power classes 
with 10.8 kW up to 27 kW steady power and 10.8 kW up to 43.2 kW peak power.

�� Wide AC supply voltage range: 90...264 V, with active PFC
�� Various power ratings
�� Voltages: 80 V, 200 V, 360 V, 500 V, 750 V
�� Currents: up to 3060 A
�� Preconfigured, prewired, ready to be installed
�� Based on electronic loads of series EA-EL 9000 B 3U with:
�� Function generator
�� USB and analog interface built in
�� Slot for optional interface modules Profinet, Profibus, CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, EtherCAT, Mod-

Bus TCP 
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and remote control software (Windows)
�� Color TFT touch panel

EA-EL 9000 B 15U/24U   10.8 kW - 43.2 kW

EA-EL 9000 B 15U EA-EL 9000 B 24U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

USB IFABOption:
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EA-EL 9000 B 15U/24U   10.8 kW - 43.2 kW

Programmable high efficiency DC loads

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output power are clearly represented on 
the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance can be adjusted using the rotary knobs or entered direct-
ly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional operations, all operation controls can be locked.

Multi-language screen

GermanEnglish Chinese Russian

Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the input voltage or the input current. The gener-
ator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or by 
remote control via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Remote control & connectivity
Monitoring, control and configuration of these load devices can either be done using the built-in USB inter-
face or via one of various optional digital interfaces (see page 150). There is furthermore a standard ana-
log interface for control and monitoring. All interfaces are galvanically isolated from the DC input.
For the implementation into the LabView IDE we offer ready-to-use components (VIs) to be used with the 
interface types USB, RS23 and Ethernet. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported by documentation about 
the communication protocol.

Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Pow-
er Control”. It offers a feature called “Sequencing”, where the 
device is controlled through a table in CSV format to achieve 
automatic test runs. This table represents simple to complex 
test procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or 
other CSV editors and then imported into the software tool. 
This software also allows for the control of up to 20 units at 
once with an optional feature called “Multi Control” (licensed, 
not free of charge). See page 152 for more information.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. See page 150.
�� Emergency stop system with stop switch, door contacts and screw terminals for external breaker con-

tacts

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle   Rectangle     Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary
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Programmable high efficiency DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B 15U/24U   10.8 kW - 43.2 kW

Rear view of 24U with 90 kW

DC bus terminal

Model PPEAK
PMAX @ 
21°C

PMAX @ 
35°C

Voltage Current Resistance Weight
Ordering 
number (1

EA-EL 9080-1530 
B 15U

21.6 kW
0...13.5 
kW

0...10.8 
kW

0...80 V
≈ 120 kg 
(264 lb)

15U 33240600

EA-EL 9200-630 
B 15U

18 kW
0...13.5 
kW

0...10.8 
kW

0...200 
V

0...630 
A

0.0266...85 Ω
≈ 120 kg 
(264 lb)

15U 33240601

EA-EL 9360-360 
B 15U

16.2 kW
0...13.5 
kW

0...10.8 
kW

0...360 
V

0...360 
A

0.09...30 Ω 
≈ 120 kg 
(264 lb)

15U 33240602

EA-EL 9500-270 
B 15U

10.8 kW
0...10.8 
kW

0...10.8 
kW

0...500 
V

0...270 
A

≈ 120 kg 
(264 lb)

15U 33240603

EA-EL 9750-180 
B 15U

10.8 kW
0...10.8 
kW

0...10.8 
kW

0...750 
V

0...180 
A

0.4...120 Ω
≈ 120 kg 
(264 lb)

15U 33240604

EA-EL 9080-2040 
B 24U

28.8 kW 0...18 kW
0...14.4 
kW

0...80 V
0.0038...1.25 
Ω

≈ 170 kg 
(375 lb)

24U 33240605

EA-EL 9200-840 
B 24U

24 kW 0...18 kW
0...14.4 
kW

0...200 
V

0...840 
A

0.02...7 Ω
≈ 170 kg 
(375 lb)

24U 33240606

EA-EL 9360-480 
B 24U

21.6 kW 0...18 kW
0...14.4 
kW

0...360 
V

0...480 
A

0.0675...22.5 
Ω

≈ 170 kg 
(375 lb)

24U 33240607

EA-EL 9500-360 B 
24U

14.4 kW
0...14.4 
kW

0...14.4 
kW

0...500 
V

0...360 
A

0.125...41.75 
Ω

≈ 170 kg 
(375 lb)

24U 33240608

EA-EL 9750-240 B 
24U

14.4 kW
0...14.4 
kW

0...14.4 
kW

0...750 
V

0...240 
A

0.3...90 Ω
≈ 170 kg 
(375 lb)

24U 33240609

EA-EL 9080-2550 B 
24U

36 kW
0...22.5 
kW

0...18 kW 0...80 V 0.003...1 Ω
≈ 187 kg 
(412 lb)

24U 33240610

EA-EL 9200-1050 B 
24U

30 kW
0...22.5 
kW

0...18 kW
0...200 
V

0.016...5.6 Ω
≈ 187 kg 
(412 lb)

24U 33240611

EA-EL 9360-600 B 
24U

27 kW
0...22.5 
kW

0...18 kW
0...360 
V

0...600 
A

0.054...18 Ω
≈ 187 kg 
(412 lb)

24U 33240612

EA-EL 9500-450 B 
24U

18 kW 0...18 kW 0...18 kW
0...500 
V

0...450 
A

0.1...33.4 Ω
≈ 187 kg 
(412 lb)

24U 33240613

EA-EL 9750-300 B 
24U

18 kW 0...18 kW 0...18 kW
0...750 
V

0...300 
A

0.24...72 Ω
≈ 187 kg 
(412 lb)

24U 33240614

EA-EL 9080-3060 B 
24U

43.2 kW 0...27 kW
0...21.6 
kW

0...80 V
≈ 204 kg 
(450 lb)

24U 33240615

EA-EL 9200-1260 B 
24U

36 kW 0...27 kW
0...21.6 
kW

0...200 
V

≈ 204 kg 
(450 lb)

24U 33240616

EA-EL 9360-720 B 
24U

32.4 kW 0...27 kW
0...21.6 
kW

0...360 
V

0...720 
A

0.045...15 Ω
≈ 204 kg 
(450 lb)

24U 33240617

EA-EL 9500-540 B 
24U

21.6 kW
0...21.6 
kW

0...21.6 
kW

0...500 
V

0...540 
A

≈ 204 kg 
(450 lb)

24U 33240618

EA-EL 9750-360 B 
24U

21.6 kW
0...21.6 
kW

0...21.6 
kW

0...750 
V

0...360 
A

0.2...60 Ω
≈ 204 kg 
(450 lb)

24U 33240619

(1  Ordering number of the standard version, models with options will be different
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Programmable high efficiency DC loads

EA-EL 9000 B 15U/24U   10.8 kW - 43.2 kW

Technical Data Series EA-EL 9000 B 15U & EA-EL 9000 B 24U

AC: Supply

- Voltage 90...264 V, 1ph+N

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power consumption Max. 390 W - max. 780 W (depending on model)

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.1% of rated value

- Slew rate 10-90% ≤50 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.5% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, PF, OCP (1

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display / control panel Graphics display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, Remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Series operation Not allowed

Parallel operation Not supported

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Terminals on rear

- DC input Screw terminal

- Analog interface Sub-D connector 15 pole

- Digital interfaces Module socket,  USB

Dimensions (W x H x D) 19“ x 15U x 688 mm (27.1”) 19“ x 24U x 688 mm (27.1")

(1  See page 163
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 5000   320 W - 3200 W

�� Multi-channel DC load
�� Energy recovery of the supplied DC energy into the local grid
�� 19” 6U rack for up to 10 separate load modules
�� Input power rating: 320 W per module
�� Input voltages: 80 V or 200 V
�� Input currents: 12 A or 25 A per module
�� Remote sensing
�� μController based digital control
�� Bilingual TFT touch panel (German/English)
�� Sequence generator
�� Battery test function
�� MPP tracking function
�� Ethernet/LAN interface built-in
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP* command set

EA-ELR 5000 Rack

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP LAN19“

General
This series EA-ELR 5000 was designed to configure a multi-channel electronic DC load. In a rack for 19” sys-
tems, up to ten DC load units with 320 W nominal power each can be installed. The modular units operate 
separately from each other, but require the rack as it contains the energy recovering DC-AC inverter. The 
modules are also extendable. Parallel connection on the DC inputs of the module is possible. The load mod-
ules come in two voltage variants, 80 V and 200 V, and incorporate the common regulation modes constant 
voltage (CV), constant current (CC) and constant power (CP).

The energy recovery function inverts the supplied DC energy into a synchronous sine current and feeds it 
back into the local grid. This reduces the usual heat dissipation to a minimum and saves energy costs at the 
same time. The color TFT touch panel offers an intuitive kind of manual operation.

Equipped with an Ethernet port by default, the load units can be easily integrated into a network of LAN 
devices with a standard LAN switch, which is also available as accessory (Netgear, 1U, 19”). External con-
trol is possible via an included Windows software or via custom applications created in LabView or other 
IDEs. The commonly known communication protocols SCPI and ModBus RTU are supported.
* Modbus TCP only from firmware 2.05
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 5000   320 W - 3200 W

Power ratings, voltages, currents
There are two load models available. One for max. 80 V DC input voltage and one for max. 200 V. Both mod-
els have a max. power of 320 W, while the 80 V model can take up to 25 A and the 200 V can take up to 12 
A or current. By installing up to 10 units of these load modules into a single rack it's possible to extend the 
power to a total of 3200 W.

Construction
The rack, which is used to hold the load modules is designed in 19“ width and 6U of height, while having an 
installation depth of 480 mm (18.9”). This makes it ideal for use in 19“ cabinets of various sizes.

Supply
The rack requires to be wired to a main connection with 208 V AC (±10%) and minimum 16 A fusing. The re-
covery feature requires to always have sufficient devices on the local power grid to consume the recuper-
ated energy. 

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these electronic loads is that the 
AC input, i.e. grid connection, is also used as output for the recov-
ery of the supplied DC energy, which will be converted with an effi-
ciency of up to 95%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower en-
ergy costs and avoids expensive cooling systems, such as required 
for conventional electronic loads which convert the DC input ener-
gy into heat. 
Operation of these recovering loads in terms of electricity gener-
ation is not intended. Grid protection devices which can supervise 
the feedback of energy into the public grid are available on the mar-
ket for optional installation and are installed to achieve additional 
safety of persons and equipment, especially when running the so-
called isolated operation. 

Operation (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a resistive touch panel, two rotary knobs and a 
pushbutton. The color display shows all relevant set values and actual values at a 
glance. The whole setup is also done with the human-machine interface, as well 
the configuration of the sequence generator.

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there is by default an Ethernet/LAN port available on the front of the modules. Via this 
configurable connection users can completely control all functions of the modules either via SCPI language, 
ModBus RTU or ModBus TCP protocol.
An USB port, also located on the front side, is intended for USB sticks in order to load and save sequences 
for the sequence generator or load/save curve for MPP tracking.
For the implementation into the LabView IDE we offer ready-to-use components (VIs) to be used with the 
Ethernet interface. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported by documentation about the communication 
protocol.

Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Pow-
er Control”. It offers a feature called “Sequencing”, where the 
device is controlled through a table in CSV format to achieve 
automatic test runs. This table represents simple to complex 
test procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or 
other CSV editors and then imported into the software tool. 
This software also allows for the control of up to 20 units at 
once with an optional feature called “Multi Control” (licensed, 
not free of charge). 
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Front view of a single load module with control 
panel

Front view of a partly equipped rack

Side view

Rear view

Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 5000   320 W - 3200 W

Sequence generator
A special feature is the digital sequence generator. It enables to control the load unit by 
semi-automatic sequence blocks (max. 100). Those blocks consist of programmable set val-
ues for voltage, current and power, plus a time value. The generator can apply a rectangular 
wave signal to any or all set values at once.

Options
�� Ethernet switch (in 1U of height), 16 ports, for 19” rack mount
�� Grid protection & supervision module EA-ENS2

Product views
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 5000   320 W - 3200 W

Technical Data EA-ELM 5080-25 (Load module) EA-ELM 5200-12 (Load module)

DC: Voltage

- Rated voltage & range 0...80 V 0...200 V

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Rated voltage & range 0...25 A 0...12 A

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.05% of rated value ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Rated voltage & range 0...320 W 0...320 W

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value ≤1% of rated value

Display / control panel Graphics display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in (front side) 1x USB type A for USB sticks, 1x Ethernet

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Terminals

- DC input Screw terminal

- Sense Screw terminal

- Other Ethernet, USB

Mechanics

- Weight 2.35 kg (5.2 lb)

- Dimensions (W x H x D) 81 x 132.5 x 310 mm (3.2” x 5.2” x 12.2”)

Ordering number 33220430 33220431

Technical Data EA-ELR 5000 Rack

AC: Supply

- Voltage 189...229 V AC (L-L)

- Frequency 45...65 Hz

- Efficiency ≥92%

Cooling

- Kind Temperature-controlled fans

- Operation temperature 0...50 °C

- Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Protection class 1

Degree of pollution 2

Terminals

- AC connection Screw terminal, 3 pole, 16 A, fused

Mechanics

- Load modules per rack Up to 10

- Weight of rack ≈ 12.3 kg (27.1 lb)

- Weight of fully equipped rack ≈ 35.8 kg (78.9 lb)

- Dimensions of rack (W x H x D) 19“ x 6U x 500 mm (19.7”)

Ordering number 33138336
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 9000   3.1 kW - 10.5 kW

�� For 208 V (L-L) or 230 V (L-N) AC supply
�� Energy recovery of the supplied DC energy into the local grid
�� Galvanically isolated DC input
�� Input power ratings: up to 10.5 kW per unit, expandable to 378 kW
�� Input voltages: up to 1500 V
�� Input currents: up to 510 A per unit
�� FPGA based digital control circuit
�� Multilingual TFT touch panel
�� User profiles, function generator
�� Galvanically isolated analog and USB interface
�� Extra USB port on the front for USB stick
�� Optional, digital, plug & play interfaces or alternatively installed GPIB port
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and remote control software (Windows)

EA-ELR 9200-210

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“

R

IEEEUSB IFABMS

General
Series EA-ELR 9000 offers electronic DC loads with energy recovery, along with a wide spectrum of voltage, 
current and power ratings for a multitude of applications. These devices incorporate the four common reg-
ulation modes constant voltage (CV), constant current (CC), constant power (CP) and constant resistance 
(CR). The FPGA based digital control circuit provides additional features, such as a function generator and 
a table based regulation for the simulation of non-linear internal resistances.

The energy recovery function converts the supplied DC energy into a synchronous sine current and feeds it 
back into the local grid, eliminating the usual heat dissipation to a minimum and saving energy costs at the 
same time. The large color TFT touch panel offers an intuitive kind of manual operation, compared to elec-
tronic load series of other manufacturers.
Response times during the control via analog or digital interfaces have been improved by the FPGA con-
trolled hardware.
In parallel operation of multiple devices, a master-slave bus is used to connect the units to a bigger system 
where the actual values are totaled.

Option:
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 9000   3.1 kW - 10.5 kW

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The available voltage range portfolio goes from models with 0...80 V DC up to models with 0...1500 V DC. 
Input currents up to 510 A with only one unit are available. The series offers three power classes with 3.1 
kW, 6.2 kW or 9.3 kW (208 V models for US and Japan market) respectively 3.5 kW, 7 kW or 10.5 kW (230 V 
models for EU and rest of the world) in only 3U for single devices, which can be extended up to 378 kW in 
cabinets for a significantly higher total current and power. 

Supply
The 208 V models are designed for the US and Japan market an run on 208 V (L-L) two- or three-phase sup-
ply, while the 230 V models for the EU market and other world regions require one to three phases with 
230 V (L-N).

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these electronic loads 
is that the AC input, i.e. grid connection, is also used 
as output for the recovery of the supplied DC ener-
gy, which will be converted with an efficiency of up 
to 95%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower 
energy costs and avoids expensive cooling systems, 
such as they are required for conventional electron-
ic loads which convert the DC input energy into heat. 
Principle view:
Operation of these recovering loads in terms of elec-
tricity generation is not intended. Grid protection de-
vices which can supervise the feedback of energy into 
the public grid are available on the market for option-
al installation and are installed to achieve addition-
al safety of persons and equipment, especially when 
running the so-called isolated operation. 

Independently if there is a grid protection and supervision device installed, series EA-ELR 9000 device fea-
ture a simple and non-redundant shut-off function that covers situations when the grid voltage, frequency 
or phase angle may shift or when a blackout occurs where the device is supposed to stop pushing energy 
into the grid.

Handling (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a Gorilla glass touch panel, two rotary 
knobs and a pushbutton. The large color display shows all relevant set 
values and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also done with 
the human-machine interface, as well the configuration of functions 
(square, triangle, sine) etc. The display is multilingual (German, English, 
Russian, Chinese).

Function generator and table control
A special feature is the comfortable, FPGA based, digital function and arbitrary generator. It enables to 
control and run user-customizable load profiles and can generate sine, square, saw tooth and ramp func-
tions in arbitrary order. With a freely programmable, digital value table of 3276 points, which is embedded 
in the control circuit, the devices can reproduce non-linear internal resistances, such as those of batteries 
or LED chains. For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or con-
stant resistance discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode.
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 9000   3.1 kW - 10.5 kW

Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences.
There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate other functions, such as IU and UI, being 
defined by the user in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick.

Share bus, parallel connection and two-quadrants operation
The so-called „Share bus“ is an analog connection at the rear of the devices and is used to balance current 
across multiple identical units in parallel connection, or even devices from other loads series such as EA-
ELR 9000 HP or EA-EL 9000 B, which have models with identical voltage and current ratings.
The Share bus can furthermore be used to build a two-quadrants system in connection with a power sup-
ply of series EA-PSI 9000, EA-PS 9000 or others. Such a system is dedicated for testing purposes using the 
source-sink principle.

Battery test
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance 
discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. This show extra values for elapsed testing time and con-
sumed capacity (Ah).
Data recorded by the PC during tests with, for example, EA Power Control can be exported as Excel table in 
CSV format and analyzed later in MS Excel or similar tools and even visualized as a discharge diagram.
For more detailed setup, there is also an adjustable threshold to stop the battery test on low battery voltage, 
as well an adjustable maximum test period.

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are by default two interface ports (1x analog, 1x USB) available on the rear of 
the devices, which can also be extended by optional, pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules 
(dedicated slot). Alternatively to the interface modules slot, all models can be equipped with a three-way 
interface (option 3W, see below), which then offers 1x GPIB/IEEE488, 1x USB and 1x Analog on the rear side 
of the device.
For the implementation into the LabView IDE we offer ready-to-use components (VIs) to be used with the 
interface types USB, RS232, GPIB and Ethernet. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported by documentation 
about the communication protocol.
Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Power Control”. It offers a feature called “Sequenc-
ing”, where the device is controlled through a semi-automatic table in CSV format. This table represents 
a simple test procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or other CSV editors and then imported 
into the software tool.
This software also allows for the control of up to 20 units at once with an optional feature called “Multi 
Control” (licensed, not free of charge). See page 152 for more information.
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 9000   3.1 kW - 10.5 kW

Product views

Front view

Rear view

Options
�� Pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules for CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, Profibus, ProfiNet, 

RS232, EtherCAT or ModBus TCP. See page 150.
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default slot for retrofittable in-

terface modules
�� Grid protection & supervision module EA-ENS2 (only compatible to the 230 V models, see page 157)

Digital interface modules
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 9000   3.1 kW - 10.5 kW

Technical Data Series EA-ELR 9000

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases
208 V models (US & Japan): 208 V (L-L), ±10%, 2ph-3ph
230 V models (EU and other regions): 230 V (L-N), -15%/+10%, 1ph-3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.3% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.4% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Slew rate 10-90% ≤300 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1.5% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Display / control panel Graphics display with touch panel

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (1

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication, optional: 1x GPIB (option 3W)

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (standard models only)

Analog interface Built-in,  galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Output U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with true master-slave, up to 32 units 

Standards
EN 60950:2006 + A11:2009 + A1:2010 + A12:2011 + AC:2011 + A2:2013
EN 61000-6-3:2011-09, EN 61000-6-4:2011-09 Radiation Class B
EN 50160:2011-02 Grid Class 2

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Terminals on rear

- DC input Screw terminal

- Share Bus & Sense Plug connector 2 pole & 4 pole

- Analog interface Sub-D connector 15 pole

- Digital interfaces Module socket 50 pole or GPIB 24pole, USB

Dimensions (W x H x D) 19“ x 3U x 609 mm (24”)

(1  See page 163
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 9000   3.1 kW - 10.5 kW

Model
Power

Voltage Current Weight
Ordering number

208 V 
model

230 V 
model

208 V model 230 V model

EA-ELR 9080-170 0...3.1 kW 0...3.5 kW 0...80 V 0...170 A
0.01...12 
Ω

≈ 92.5%
17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33208401 33200401

EA-ELR 9250-70 0...3.1 kW 0...3.5 kW 0...250 V 0...70 A
0.09...120 
Ω

≈ 93.5%
17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33208402 33200402

EA-ELR 9500-30 0...3.1 kW 0...3.5 kW 0...500 V 0...30 A
0.42...480 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33208403 33200403

EA-ELR 9750-22 0...3.1 kW 0...3.5 kW 0...750 V 0...22 A
0.8...1100 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
17 kg (37.5 
lb)

33208404 33200404

EA-ELR 9080-340 0...6.2 kW 0...7 kW 0...80 V 0...340 A
0.005...6 
Ω

≈ 92.5%
24 kg (52.9 
lb)

33208405 33200405

EA-ELR 9250-140 0...6.2 kW 0...7 kW 0...250 V 0...140 A
0.04...60 
Ω

≈ 93.5%
24 kg (52.9 
lb)

33208406 33200406

EA-ELR 9500-60 0...6.2 kW 0...7 kW 0...500 V 0...60 A
0.21...240 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
24 kg (52.9 
lb)

33208407 33200407

EA-ELR 9750-44 0...6.2 kW 0...7 kW 0...750 V 0...44 A
0.43...550 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
24 kg (52.9 
lb)

33208408 33200408

EA-ELR 91000-30 0...6.2 kW 0...7 kW 0...1000 V 0...30 A
0.83...950 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
24 kg (52.9 
lb)

33208409 33200409

EA-ELR 9080-510 0...9.3 kW 0...10.5 kW 0...80 V 0...510 A
0.003...4 
Ω

≈ 92.5%
31 kg (68.3 
lb)

33208410 33200410

EA-ELR 9250-210 0...9.3 kW 0...10.5 kW 0...250 V 0...210 A
0.03...40 
Ω

≈ 93.5%
31 kg (68.3 
lb)

33208411 33200411

EA-ELR 9500-90 0...9.3 kW 0...10.5 kW 0...500 V 0...90 A
0.14...160 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
31 kg (68.3 
lb)

33208412 33200412

EA-ELR 9750-66 0...9.3 kW 0...10.5 kW 0...750 V 0...66 A
0.29...360 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
31 kg (68.3 
lb)

33208413 33200413

EA-ELR 91500-30 0...9.3 kW 0...10.5 kW 0...1500 V 0...30 A
1.2...1450 
Ω

≈ 94.5%
31 kg (68.3 
lb)

33208414 33200414

(1  Or- dering num- b e r 
o f the stan- d a r d 
m o d - el, models w i t h 
option 3W installed h a v e 
differ- ent ordering n u m -
bers

Rear connectors of the standard models Rear connectors of models with option 3W

Further product views
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 9000 HP   5 kW - 15 kW

�� AC wide range input for 342...528 V
�� Energy recovery of the supplied DC energy into the local grid
�� Galvanically isolated DC input
�� Input power ratings up to 15 kW per unit, expandable to 480 kW
�� Input voltages up to 1500 V
�� Input currents up to 510 A per unit
�� FPGA based digital control circuit
�� Multilingual TFT touch panel
�� User profiles, function generator
�� Galvanically isolated analog and USB interface
�� Master-slave bus for parallel connection
�� Optional, digital, plug & play interfaces or alternatively installed GPIB port
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and remote control software (Windows)

EA-ELR 9200-210 HP

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“

R

IEEEUSB IFABMS WC

General
This series of electronic DC loads with energy recovery to mains, called EA-ELR 9000 HP, is an advancement 
of the series EA-ELR 9000. It offers a wider AC input range for the operation on industrial grids with 380 V, 
400 V or 480 V three-phase supply. 
Furthermore, all models offer a higher power rating and there is a new voltage class for 0...360 V. The insu-
lation of some high voltage models has also been improved.
The energy recovery function converts the supplied DC energy into a synchronous sine current and feeds it 
back into the local grid, eliminating the usual heat dissipation to a minimum and saving energy costs at the 
same time. The large color TFT touch panel offers a different and intuitive kind of manual operation, com-
pared to electronic load series of other manufacturers.

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The available voltage range portfolio goes from models with 0...80 V DC up to models with 0...1500 V DC. 
Input currents up to 510 A with only one unit are available. The series offers three power classes with 5 kW, 
10 kW or 15 kW in only 3U for single devices, which can be extended up to 480 kW in rack systems for a sig-
nificantly higher total current.

Option:
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Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 9000 HP   5 kW - 15 kW

Supply
All models require a 2-phase or 3-phase mains supply without N conductor, as typical in the industrial grids. 
The devices offer a wide range AC input with 342 - 528 V AC, covering common international grid ratings 
between 380 V and 480 V.

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these electronic loads is that the 
AC input, i.e. grid connection, is also used as output for the recov-
ery of the supplied DC energy, which will be converted with an ef-
ficiency of up to 95%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower 
energy costs and avoids expensive cooling systems, such as they 
are required for conventional electronic loads which convert the 
DC input energy into heat. 
Operation of these recovering loads in terms of power generation 
is not intended. Grid protection devices, which could supervise the 
feedback of energy into the public grid, are available on the mar-
ket for optional installation and are intended to achieve additional 
safety of persons and equipment, especially when running the so-
called isolated operation. 

Operation (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a Gorilla glass touch panel, two rotary 
knobs and a pushbutton. The large color display shows all relevant set 
values and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also done with 
the human-machine interface, as well the configuration of functions 
(square, triangle, sine) etc. The display is multilingual (German, English, 
Russian, Chinese).

Function generator and table control
A special feature is the comfortable, FPGA based, digital function and arbitrary generator. It enables to 
control and run user-customizable load profiles and can generate sine, square, saw tooth and ramp func-
tions in arbitrary order.
With a freely programmable, digital value table of 3276 points, which is embedded in the control circuit, the 
devices can reproduce non-linear internal resistances, such as those of batteries or LED chains. For purpos-
es of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance discharg-
ing, the devices offer a battery test mode. 

Battery test
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance 
discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. This show extra values for elapsed testing time and 
consumed capacity (Ah).
Data recorded by the PC during tests with, for example, EA Power Control can be exported as Excel table 
in CSV format and analyzed later in MS Excel or similar tools and even visualized as a discharge diagram.
For more detailed setup, there is also an adjustable threshold to stop the battery test on low battery voltage, 
as well an adjustable maximum test period.

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 32 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels 
of the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit is 
possibly by manual or remote control (any interface). Alternatively to the standard models, there are spe-
cific slave models available. See page 39.
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Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 9000 HP   5 kW - 15 kW

Share bus, parallel connection and two-quadrants operation
The so-called „Share bus“ is an analog connection at the rear of the devices and is used to balance current 
across multiple similar units in parallel connection, such as with loads of this series or series EA-PSB 9000, 
which has models with identical power ratings.
It can also be used to build a two-quadrants system in connection with a power supply of series EA-PSI 
9000, EA-PS 9000 and others. This system is dedicated for testing purposes using the source-sink princi-
ple.

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are by default two interface ports (1x analog, 1x USB) available on the rear of 
the devices, which can also be extended by optional, pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules 
(dedicated slot). 
Alternatively to the interface modules slot, all models can be equipped with a three-way interface (option 
3W, see below), which then offers 1x GPIB/IEEE488, 1x USB and 1x analog on the rear side of the device.
For the implementation into the LabView IDE we offer ready-to-use components (VIs) to be used with the 
interface types USB, RS232, GPIB or Ethernet. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported by documentation 
about the communication protocol.
Windows users can profit from the free software “EA Power Control”. It offers a feature called “Sequenc-
ing”, where the device is controlled through a semi-automatic table in CSV format. This table represents 
a simple test procedure and can be created and edited in MS Excel or other CSV editors and then imported 
into the software tool. This software also allows for the control of up to 20 units at once with an optional 
feature called “Multi Control” (licensed, not free of charge). See page 152 for more information.

        

Options
�� Pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules for CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, Profibus, ProfiNet, 

RS232, EtherCAT or ModBus TCP. See page 150.
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default slot for retrofittable in-

terface modules
�� Water-cooling (models up to 200 V rating, for others please inquire)
�� Grid protection & supervision module EA-ENS2 (only for 400 V supply, also see page 157)

Digital interface modules
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Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 9000 HP   5 kW - 15 kW

Model Power Voltage Current Resistance Efficiency Weight
Ordering number 
(1

EA-ELR 9080-170 HP 0...5 kW 0...80 V 0...170 A 0.02...25 Ω ≈ 92.5%
≈ 18 kg (39.7 
lb)

33200435

EA-ELR 9200-70 HP 0...5 kW 0...200 V 0...70 A 0.1...150 Ω ≈ 93.5%
≈ 18 kg (39.7 
lb)

33200436

EA-ELR 9360-40 HP 0...5 kW 0...360 V 0...40 A 0.3...520 Ω ≈ 93.5%
≈ 18 kg (39.7 
lb)

33200437

EA-ELR 9500-30 HP 0...5 kW 0...500 V 0...30 A 0.5...1000 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 18 kg (39.7 
lb)

33200438

EA-ELR 9750-20 HP 0...5 kW 0...750 V 0...20 A 1.2...2200 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 18 kg (39.7 
lb)

33200439

EA-ELR 9080-340 HP 0...10 kW 0...80 V 0...340 A 0.01...13 Ω ≈ 92.5%
≈ 25 kg (55.1 
lb)

33200440

EA-ELR 9200-140 HP 0...10 kW 0...200 V 0...140 A 0.05...75 Ω ≈ 93.5%
≈ 25 kg (55.1 
lb)

33200441

EA-ELR 9360-80 HP 0...10 kW 0...360 V 0...80 A 0.15...260 Ω ≈ 93.5%
≈ 25 kg (55.1 
lb)

33200442

EA-ELR 9500-60 HP 0...10 kW 0...500 V 0...60 A 0.25...500 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 25 kg (55.1 
lb)

33200443

EA-ELR 9750-40 HP 0...10 kW 0...750 V 0...40 A 0.6...1100 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 25 kg (55.1 
lb)

33200444

EA-ELR 9080-510 HP 0...15 kW 0...80 V 0...510 A 0.006...10 Ω ≈ 92.5%
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

33200446

EA-ELR 9200-210 HP 0...15 kW 0...200 V 0...210 A 0.033...50 Ω ≈ 93.5%
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

33200447

EA-ELR 9360-120 HP 0...15 kW 0...360 V 0...120 A 0.1...180 Ω ≈ 93.5%
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

33200448

EA-ELR 9500-90 HP 0...15 kW 0...500 V 0...90 A 0.16...340 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

33200449

EA-ELR 9750-60 HP 0...15 kW 0...750 V 0...60 A 0.4...740 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

33200450

EA-ELR 91000-40 HP 0...15 kW 0...1000 V 0...40 A 0.8...1300 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

33200451

EA-ELR 91500-30 HP 0...15 kW 0...1500 V 0...30 A 2.5...3000 Ω ≈ 94.5%
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

33200452

(1  Ordering number of the EU version, US models or such with option 3W installed have different ordering numbers

Product views

Front view

Rear view
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Technical Data Series EA-ELR 9000 HP

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases 342...528 V, 2ph/3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Slew rate 10-90% ≤300 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Display / control panel Graphics display with touch panel

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF (1

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication, 1x GPIB (optional with option 3W)

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (standard models only)

Analog interface Built-in, galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Output U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with true master-slave, up to 32 units 

Standards
EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09, EN 61000-6-2:2016-05 Radiation Class B
EN 50160:2011-02 Grid Class 2

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans (optional: water)

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Terminals on rear

- DC input Screw terminal

- Share Bus & Sense Plug connector 2 pole & 4 pole

- Analog interface Sub-D connector 15 pole

- Digital interfaces Module socket 50 pole or GPIB 24 pole, USB

Dimensions (W x H x D) 19“ x 3U x 670mm (26.4”)

(1  See page 163

Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 9000 HP   5 kW - 15 kW
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Slave load modules for series EA-ELR 9000 HP

EA-ELR 9000 HP Slave   15 kW

General
The so-called “slave modules” of series EA-ELR 9000 HP Slave are available for quick and cost saving power 
extension of 15 kW models of electronic load series EA-ELR 9000 HP. Their purpose is to run in parallel con-
nection and master-slave operation of up to 32 units in total, in order to achieve DC power supply systems 
with power ratings of up to 450 kW. The technical specifications are almost identical to EA-ELR 9000 HP se-
ries, except for the available connectors.

Handling and configuration
The usual control panel has been reduced to the absolute nec-
essary. For manual handling, status indication and configuration 
it offers a few LEDs, a pushbutton and an USB port. The devices 
are configured with software through the front USB port, for ex-
ample with EA Power Control (see page 152).

Master-slave system
Configuring a master-slave system is very quick and easy. The 
slave modules and the master unit are installed together, for ex-
ample in a 19” cabinet. Then they are connected to the AC sup-
ply and paralleled on their DC inputs (cables or copper bars), plus 
also linked via master-slave bus and Share bus. The only thing to 
do on the master is to enable master-slave and the system will 
self-configure to the number of powered units and represent it-
self to the user or a control software accordingly.

Model Power Voltage Current Weight Suitable for Dimensions (W x H Ordering 

EA-ELR 9080-510 HP 
Slave

0...80 V 0...510 A
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

EA-ELR 9080-
510 HP

19” x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

33290446

EA-ELR 9200-210 HP 
Slave

0...200 V 0...210 A
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

EA-ELR 9200-
210 HP

19” x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

33290447

EA-ELR 9360-120 HP 
Slave

0...360 V 0...120 A
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

EA-ELR 9360-
120 HP

19” x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

33290448

EA-ELR 9500-90 HP 
Slave

0...500 V 0...90 A
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

EA-ELR 9500-
90 HP

19” x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

33290449

EA-ELR 9750-60 HP 
Slave

0...750 V 0...60 A
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

EA-ELR 9750-
60 HP

19” x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

33290450

EA-ELR 91000-40 HP 
Slave

0...1000 
V

0...40 A
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

EA-ELR 91000-
40 HP

19” x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

33290451

EA-ELR 91500-30 HP 
Slave

0...1500 
V

0...30 A
≈ 32 kg (70.5 
lb)

EA-ELR 91500-
30 HP

19” x 3U x 670 mm 
(26.4”)

33290452

EA-ELR 9200-210 HP Slave
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Programmable high power electronic DC loads

General
The series EA-ELR 9000 HP 15U/24U extends the electronic load series EA-ELR 9000 HP with high power 
models in standard 19” cabinets. There is a choice of 35 different configurations in 5 power ratings.
A cabinet system is considered as one big power supply device with extended power, manual handling and 
remote control being as usual, while also offering the same features like the standard models of EA-ELR 
9000 HP series.
There are two base cabinets, one with 15 U of height for 30 kW and 45 kW and one with 24 U of height for 
60 kW, 75 kW and 90 kW. The cabinet itself has lockable rear and front doors, as well as four casters which 
can be fixed. The system will be shipped completely configured and will be ready to use right after instal-
lation on location.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging DC input stage which can take a 
higher input voltage at lower input current, or a higher input current at lower input 
voltage, always limited to the rated power. The power set value is adjustable for all 
models. Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be covered by the use of 
just one unit.

�� AC wide range input for operation on 380 V, 400 V and 480 V grids
�� Energy recovery of the supplied DC energy into the local grid
�� Output power ratings between 30 kW and 90 kW
�� Output voltages: 80 V, 200 V, 360 V, 500 V, 750 V, 1500 V
�� Currents of up to 3060 A
�� Preconfigured, prewired, ready to be installed
�� FPGA based digital control circuit
�� Includes electronic loads of series EA-ELR 9000 HP with:
�� Function generator
�� USB and analog interface built in
�� Slot for optional interface modules for Profinet, Profibus, CAN, CANopen, Ethernet, EtherCAT, 

ModBus TCP
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� Multilingual color TFT touch panel

EA-ELR 9000 HP 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

EA-ELR 9000 HP 15U EA-ELR 9000 HP 24U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

USB IFAB WCOption: IEEE
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EA-ELR 9000 HP 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Programmable high power electronic DC loads

DC input
DC input voltages between 0...80 V and 0...1500 V, input currents between 0...60 A and 0...3060 A and input 
power ratings of 0...30 kW, 0...45 kW, 0...60 kW, 0...75 kW or 0...90 kW are available. The input terminal is 
located on the rear panel.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of output voltage, output current and output power are clearly represented on 
the graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all func-
tions of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance (internal resistance simulation) can be adjusted using 
the rotary knobs or entered directly via a numeric pad. To prevent unintentional operations, all operation 
controls can be locked.
The screen is multilingual and can be switched between English, Russian, Chinese or German.

Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the output voltage or the output current. The gen-
erator can be completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or 
by remote control via one of the digital interfaces. The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters 
to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. The interface slot is located on the rear panel (standard models only), making it easy for the user to 
plug in a new interface or to replace an existing one. The interface will be automatically detected by the 
device and requires no or only little configuration. See page 150.
�� Water-cooling (upon request, also see page 156)
�� Emergency stop system with stop switch, door contacts and screw terminals for external breaker con-

tacts

Rear view 24U 90 kW

DC bus terminal

AC input terminal
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Programmable high power electronic DC loads

EA-ELR 9000 HP 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Model Voltage Current Power
Insulation DC <> PE

Height Ordering number
DC - DC +

ELR 9080-1020 HP 
15U

0...80 V 0...1020 A 0...30 kW ± 400 V + 400 V 15U inquire

ELR 9200-420 HP 15U 0...200 V 0...420 A 0...30 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 15U inquire

ELR 9360-240 HP 15U 0...360 V 0...240 A 0...30 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 15U inquire

ELR 9500-180 HP 15U 0...500 V 0...180 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 9750-120 HP 15U 0...750 V 0...120 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 91000-80 HP 15U 0...1000 V 0...80 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 91500-60 HP 15U 0...1500 V 0...60 A 0...30 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 9080-1530 HP 
15U

0...80 V 0...1530 A 0...45 kW ± 400 V + 400 V 15U inquire

ELR 9200-630 HP 15U 0...200 V 0...630 A 0...45 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 15U inquire

ELR 9360-360 HP 15U 0...360 V 0...360 A 0...45 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 15U inquire

ELR 9500-270 HP 15U 0...500 V 0...270 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 9750-180 HP 15U 0...750 V 0...180 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 91000-120 HP 
15U

0...1000 V 0...120 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 91500-90 HP 15U 0...1500 V 0...90 A 0...45 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 15U inquire

ELR 9080-2040 HP 
24U

0...80 V 0...2040 A 0...60 kW ± 400 V + 400 V 24U inquire

ELR 9200-840 HP 24U 0...200 V 0...840 A 0...60 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 24U inquire

ELR 9360-480 HP 24U 0...360 V 0...480 A 0...60 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 24U inquire

ELR 9500-360 HP 24U 0...500 V 0...360 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 9750-240 HP 24U 0...750 V 0...240 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 91000-160 HP 
24U

0...1000 V 0...160 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 91500-120 HP 
24U

0...1500 V 0...120 A 0...60 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 9080-2550 HP 
24U

0...80 V 0...2550 A 0...75 kW ± 400 V + 400 V 24U inquire

ELR 9200-1050 HP 
24U

0...200 V 0...1050 A 0...75 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 24U inquire

ELR 9360-600 HP 24U 0...360 V 0...600 A 0...75 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 24U inquire

ELR 9500-450 HP 24U 0...500 V 0...450 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 9750-300 HP 24U 0...750 V 0...300 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 91000-200 HP 
24U

0...1000 V 0...200 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 91500-150 HP 
24U

0...1500 V 0...150 A 0...75 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 9080-3060 HP 
24U

0...80 V 0...3060 A 0...90 kW ± 400 V + 400 V 24U inquire

ELR 9200-1260 HP 
24U

0...200 V 0...1260 A 0...90 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 24U inquire

ELR 9360-720 HP 24U 0...360 V 0...720 A 0...90 kW ± 725 V + 1000 V 24U inquire

ELR 9500-540 HP 24U 0...500 V 0...540 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 9750-360 HP 24U 0...750 V 0...360 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 91000-240 HP 
24U

0...1000 V 0...240 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire

ELR 91500-180 HP 
24U

0...1500 V 0...180 A 0...90 kW ± 1500 V + 1800 V 24U inquire
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Programmable high power electronic DC loads

EA-ELR 9000 HP 15U/24U   30 kW - 90 kW

Technical Data Series EA-ELR 9000 HP 15U & EA-ELR 9000 HP 24U

AC: Supply

- Voltage 342...528 V, 3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤2 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

- No load discharge time on DC off 100% U to ≤60 V: less than 10 s

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rating

- Load regulation 0-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

Overvoltage category 2

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, OCP, PF (1

Insulation

- AC input to enclosure 2500 V DC

- AC input to DC output 2500 V DC

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see model table

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display and panel Graphics display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules

Analog interface Built in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated 

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Series operation No

Parallel operation No

Standards
EN 61326, IEC 1010, EN 61010
IEC 61000-6-3:2006 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans (optional: water)

Ambient temperature 0...40 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D)
15U models: 60 cm x 95 cm x 100 cm (23.6” x 37.4” x 39.4”)
24U models: 60 cm x 135 cm x 100 cm (23.6” x 53.1” x 39.4”)

(1  See page 163
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Programmable electronic DC loads with energy recovery

EA-ELR 10000   30 kW

�� Wide range 342...528 V AC supply for operation on 380 V, 400 V or 480 V grids
�� US 208 V models available
�� Energy recovery with high efficiency
�� DC input galvanically isolated from AC
�� Input power rating: 30 kW (15 kW*) per unit, expandable to 1920 kW
�� Input voltages: 60 V up to 2000 V
�� Input currents: 40 A up to 1000 A per unit
�� FPGA based digital control circuit
�� Multilingual 5" TFT touch panel
�� User profiles, function generator
�� Galvanically isolated interfaces (USB, Ethernet, analog) built in
�� Master-slave bus for parallel connection
�� Extra front USB port for autonomous data recording to USB sticks
�� Optional, digital, plug & play interfaces
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and remote control software (Windows)

EA-ELR 10750-120

U I P OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“

R

USB IFABMS WC

General
This 2019 released series of electronic DC loads with energy recovery, called EA-ELR 10000, is an advance-
ment of the series EA-ELR 9000 HP. It offers 30 kW of continuous power in an enclosure of only 4 height 
units. Compared to a 30 kW system built from EA-ELR 9000 HP 15 kW models, the devices of this new se-
ries save a space of 2U or one third.
The extended master-slave bus allows for a connection of up to 64 units in parallel, making it possible to 
build system with a total power of up to 1920 kilowatts.

The energy recovery function converts the supplied DC energy into a synchronous sine current and feeds it 
back into the local grid, eliminating the usual heat dissipation to a minimum and saving energy costs at the 
same time. The large color TFT touch panel offers a different and intuitive kind of manual operation, com-
pared to electronic load series of other manufacturers.

Option:LAN

* US 208 V models
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Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 10000   30 kW

Power ratings, voltages, currents
The available voltage range portfolio goes from models with 0...60 V DC up to models with 0...2000 V 
DC. Input currents up to 1000 A with only one unit are available. The series offers one power classes with 
0...30 kW (standard models) or 0...15 kW (US 208 V models) in only 4U for single devices, which can be ex-
tended up to 1080 kW in rack systems for a significantly higher total current.

Supply
All models require a 3-phase mains supply without N conductor, as typical in the industrial grids. The devic-
es offer a wide range AC input with 342 - 528 V AC, covering common international grid ratings between 
380 V and 480 V.

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these electronic loads is that the AC input, i.e. grid connection, is also used 
as output for the recovery of the supplied DC energy, which will be converted with an efficiency of up to 
95.5%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower energy costs and avoids expensive cooling systems, such 
as they are required for conventional electronic loads which convert the DC input energy into heat.
Principle view:

ENERGY

AC/DC
EUTs

Operation of these recovering loads in terms of power generation is not intended. Grid protection devices, 
which could supervise the feedback of energy into the public grid, are available on the market for optional 
installation and are intended to achieve additional safety of persons and equipment, especially when run-
ning the so-called isolated operation. 
Independently if there is a grid protection and supervision device installed, series EA-ELR 10000 device fea-
ture a simple and non-redundant shut-off function that covers situations when the grid voltage, frequency 
or phase angle may shift or when a blackout occurs where the device is supposed to stop pushing energy 
into the grid.

Operation (HMI)
Manual operation is done with a Gorilla glass touch panel, two ro-
tary knobs and a pushbutton. The large color display shows all rele-
vant set values and actual values at a glance. The whole setup is also 
done with the human-machine interface, as well the configuration 
of functions (square, triangle, sine) etc. 
The display is multilingual (German, English, Russian, Chinese).

Battery test
For purposes of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example 
constant current or constant resistance discharging, the devices offer a battery test mode. This show ex-
tra values for elapsed testing time and consumed capacity (Ah).
Data recorded by the PC during tests with, for example, EA Power Control can be exported as Excel table 
in CSV format and analyzed later in MS Excel or similar tools and even visualized as a discharge diagram.
For more detailed setup, there is also an adjustable threshold to stop the battery test on low battery voltage, 
as well an adjustable maximum test period.
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Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 10000   30 kW

Function generator and table control
A special feature is the comfortable, FPGA based, digital function and arbitrary generator. It enables to 
control and run user-customizable load profiles and can generate sine, square, saw tooth and ramp func-
tions in arbitrary order.
With a freely programmable, digital value table of 3276 points, which is embedded in the control circuit, the 
devices can reproduce non-linear internal resistances, such as those of batteries or LED chains. For purpos-
es of testing all kinds of batteries, such as for example constant current or constant resistance discharg-
ing, the devices offer a battery test mode. 

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle   Rectangle     Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary

Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this base 
generator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of functions, separated into up to 99 
sequences. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequences can be 
loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it easy to change 
between different test sequences.
There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate other functions such as IU, being defined 
by the user in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick.

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 64 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels 
of the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit 
is possibly by manual or remote control (any interface).

Share bus, series and parallel connection
The new digital and galvanically isolated „Share bus“ is introduced with this series. It's is used to balance 
current across multiple identical units in parallel and even series connection (models rated 360 V or higher).

Remote control & connectivity
For remote control, there are by default three interface ports (1x Ethernet, 1x USB, 1x analog) available on 
the rear of the devices, which can also be extended by optional, pluggable and retrofittable, digital inter-
face modules (dedicated slot). 
For the implementation into the LabView IDE the devices come with ready-to-use components (VIs) to be 
used with the interface types USB, RS232, GPIB or Ethernet. Other IDEs and interfaces are supported by 
documentation about the communication protocol.
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Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 10000   30 kW

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PCs, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”.
Further features which can be unlocked by a purchasable license: 
�� Graphical visualization of the actual values
�� Multi Control - an app to control up to 20 units at once, including Sequenc-

ing and Function Generator
�� Full function generator configuration and control, including functions like 

Battery test and MPP tracking

Water-cooling
While standard water-cooling systems use an air flow-through engaged by fans in order to cool internal 
electronic components like an auxiliary power supply, this series premiers a new water-cooling system 
where no additional heat is exhausted anymore. All internal heat is dissipated into the water. This can help 
to cut down on additional, expensive exhaust systems for cabinets or rooms. Furthermore, this option will 
be available for all voltage classes.

Options
�� Pluggable and retrofittable, digital interface modules for CAN, CANopen, Profibus, ProfiNet, RS232, Eth-

erCAT or ModBus TCP
�� Water-cooling
�� Grid protection & supervision module EA-ENS2 (only for 400 V supply)

Digital share bus

Galvanically isolated analog interface

Digital interfaces (USB, LAN, master-slave)

Remote sensing

DC input AC input with filter
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Technical Data Series EA-ELR 10000 4U

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases
Standard models: 380 / 400 / 480 V, ±10%, 3ph
US 208 V models: 208 V, ±10%, 3ph

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.05% of rated value

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Slew rate 10-90% ≤300 μs

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤0.3% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤0.3% of max. resistance + 0.1% of rated current

Display / control panel Graphics display with touch panel

Protection OT, OVP, OCP, OPP, PF, SF

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB and 1x Ethernet for communication, galvanically isolated
1x USB type A for data recording etc.

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (standard models only)

Analog interface Built-in, galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC input on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Output U, I, overvoltage, alarms, reference voltage

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, via master-slave bus and Share bus, up to 36 units 

Standards
EN 61010-1:2011-07
EN 61000-6-3:2011-09, EN 61000-6-2:2016-05 Radiation Class B
EN 50160:2011-02 Grid Class 2

Cooling Air (temperature-controlled fans), optional: water

Ambient temperature 0...50 °C (32...133 °F)

Storage temperature -20...70 °C (-4...158 °F)

Terminals on rear

- DC input Screw terminal

- Share Bus & Sense Share bus: 2x BNS, Sense: Phoenix, 4 pole

- Analog interface Sub-D connector 15 pole

- Digital interfaces Module socket 50 pole, USB, Ethernet, master-slave

Dimensions (W x H x D) 19“ x 4U x 670mm (26.4”)

Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 10000   30 kW
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Programmable electronic DC loads, recovering

EA-ELR 10000   30 kW

Technical Data ELR 10060-1000 4U ELR 10080-1000 4U ELR 10200-420 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±500 V DC ±500 V DC ±725 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +600 V DC +600 V DC +1000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...1000 A 0...1000 A 0...420 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3)

Rated resistance 0.003...5 Ω 0.003...5 Ω 0.0165...25 Ω

Efficiency Up to 94% Up to 94% Up to 94.2%

Weight (1 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 33200800 33200801 33200802

Ordering number (WC) (2 33250800 33250801 33250802

Ordering number (US208V) 33208800 33208801 33208802

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 33258800 33258801 33258802

Technical Data ELR 10360-240 4U ELR 10500-180 4U ELR 10750-120 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...360 V 0...500 V 0...750 V

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...240 A 0...180 A 0...120 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3)

Rated resistance 0.05...90 Ω 0.08...170 Ω 0.2...370 Ω

Efficiency Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (1 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 33200803 33200804 33200805

Ordering number (WC) (2 33250803 33250804 33250805

Ordering number (US208V) 33208803 33208804 33208805

Ordering number (US208V+WC) (3 33258803 33258804 33258805

Technical Data PSB 11000-80 4U PSB 11500-60 4U PSB 12000-40 4U

Rated voltage & range 0...1000 V 0...1500 V 0...2000 V

Insulation

- Negative DC <-> PE ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

- Positive DC <-> PE +2000 V DC +2000 V DC +2000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...80 A 0...60 A 0...40 A

Rated power 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3) 0...30 kW (0...15 kW (3)

Rated resistance 0.4...650 Ω 0.8...1500 Ω 1.7...2700 Ω

Efficiency Up to 94.6% Up to 95.3% Up to 95.5%

Weight (1 ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb) ≈ 50 kg (110 lb)

Ordering number (standard) 33200806 33200807 33200808

Ordering number (WC) (2 33250806 33250807 33250808

Ordering number (US208V) (3 33208806 33208807 33208808

Ordering number (US208V+WC) 33258806 33258807 33258808
(1  Weight of the standard version, models with option(s) may vary
(2  WC = water-cooling
(3  208 V models for US and Japan market
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General
Series EA-IF-AB offers a set of pluggable, digital interface modules for many series released since 2012, as 
well as upcoming series of programmable power supplies or electronic loads which feature a specific slot. 
This slot is integrated and cannot be retrofitted.
Following series are compatible (date: 01/2019) with the IF-AB series interface modules:
�� EA-EL 9000 B / EA-EL 9000 B HP / EA-EL 9000 B 2Q
�� EA-ELR 9000 / EA-ELR 9000 HP
�� EA-ELR 10000
�� EA-PSB 9000
�� EA-PSB 10000
�� EA-PSE 9000
�� EA-PSI 9000 2U / EA-PSI 9000 3U / EA PSI 9000 15U/24U
�� EA-PSI 9000 WR
�� EA-PSI 10000

LabView and programming languages
Ready-to-use LabView VIs for interfaces with RS232 or Ethernet are included with the devices on USB stick. 
This LabView VI package also supports the built-in USB interface. The other interface types, if they require 
to be addressed directly, can be integrated into any kind of control applications by using the various pro-
gramming IDE and their function libraries. The communication protocol is open and included in the docu-
mentation.

Software and drivers
All devices of the compatible series are delivered with an USB stick which includes documentation, drivers 
and software. The same documentation, drivers and other tools are also available in the download section 
of www.elektroautomatik.com. 

Digital interface modules

�� Simple installation (plug ’n play)
�� Retrofittable and exchangeable by the user
�� Easy configuration via a setup menu on the device
�� Galvanic isolation up to 2500 V

EA-IF-AB

EA-IF-AB Series
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RS232
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-RS232 (Ordering number: 35400101)
�� Transfer speed: max. 115200 Bd
�� D-sub, male, 9 pole for null modem cable
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU protocol

CANopen
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-CANO (Ordering number: 35400100)
�� Transfer speed: max. 1MBit/s
�� Basic CANopen slave
�� Auto-baud
�� EDS (Electronic Data Sheet) included
�� 1x D-Sub socket, male, 9 pole

Profibus
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-PBUS (Ordering number: 35400103)
�� Transfer speed: max. 12MBit/s
�� Full DPV1 slave
�� GSD (Generic Station Device) file included
�� 1x D-Sub socket, female, 9 pole

ProfiNet I/O (1 port / 2 ports)
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-PNET1P (Ordering number: 35400105)
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-PNET2P (Ordering number: 35400110)
�� Transfer speed: 100MBit/s, full duplex
�� GSDML included
�� 1x RJ45 socket, 8 pole (1P)
�� 2x RJ45 socket 8 pole, with Ethernet switch (2P version)

Ethernet (1 port / 2 ports)
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-ETH1P (Ordering number: 35400104)
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-ETH2P (Ordering number: 35400108)
�� Transfer speed: 10/100MBit/s
�� Transparent socket
�� 1x RJ45 socket, 8 pole (1P)
�� 2x RJ45 socket 8 pole, with Ethernet switch (2P version)

ModBus TCP (1 port / 2 ports)
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-MBUS1P (Ordering number: 35400107)
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-MBUS2P (Ordering number: 35400109)
�� Transfer speed: 10/100MBit/s
�� 256 Bytes in/out
�� Additional ModBus RTU over Ethernet support
�� 1x RJ45 socket, 8 pole (1P)
�� 2x RJ45 socket 8 pole, with Ethernet switch (2P version)

CAN
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-CAN (Ordering number: 35400111)
�� Transfer speed: max. 1MBit/s
�� CAN standard 2.0 A and 2.0 B compatible
�� 1x D-Sub socket, male, 9 pole

EtherCAT
�� Type: EA-IF-AB-ECT (Ordering number: 35400112)
�� Basic EtherCAT slave
�� CANopen protocol (CoE)
�� PDOs and SDOs
�� Diagnostic LEDs on the body

EA-IF-AB

Digital interface modules
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Software for electronic loads and power supplies

EA Power Control

The Windows software EA Power Control (short: EAPC) is a graphical control interface for all device se-
ries released since 2012 and which support the ModBus RTU protocol. It supports power supply devices the 
same way as electronic loads and is compatible with the digital interfaces USB and Ethernet.

Following device series can be controlled by EAPC (date: October, 2019):
�� EA-ELR 5000, EA-ELR 9000, EA-ELR 9000 HP
�� EA-EL 9000 DT, EA-EL 9000 T
�� EA-EL 9000 B, EA-EL 9000 B HP, EA-EL 9000 B 2Q, EA-EL 9000 B 15U / 24U
�� EA-PSI 9000 DT / PSI 9000 T
�� EA-PSI 5000, EA-PS 5000
�� EA-PS 9000 1U / 2U / 3U
�� EA-PSI 9000 2U / 3U / 15U / 24U
�� EA-PS 9000 T
�� EA-PSB 9000
�� EA-PS 3000 C
�� EA-EL 3000 B

With date October 2018 the free version of the software, which is shipped with all of the listed series, of-
fers manual control and monitoring of up to 10 single devices in separate windows, direct input of com-
mands (SCPI and ModBus RTU), the semi-automatic table control Sequencing, a data recording feature 
named Logging and a scripting feature.

Further, not free-of-charge features can be unlocked with a license code:
�� “Multi Control” app: it allows for the control and monitoring of up to 20 units at once in one window, 

combined with the remote control of the function generator, plus sequencing & logging
�� The “Graph” visualizes actual and set values graphically 
�� “Function Generator” app: remote control of the device’s function generator, as featured with selected 

series. It includes all functions of all series, plus some new extended photovoltaics tests (SAS, Sandia, 
EN 50530) which are partly only featured in EA Power Control.

The software is furthermore used to install firmware updates for the supported device series.
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Tablet version

EA Power Control iOS App

This new Apple iOS application Power Control is a graphical control interface for Apple iPads running iOS 
version 10 or newer. The app supports most power supply and electronic load series released since 2012, as 
long as they can be integrated into an Ethernet network via a built-in or optionally available Ethernet inter-
face. The iPad would then be connected to the same network in order to find the device(s).

Following device series are supported (1 by EA Power Control iOS app:
�� EA-ELR 5000, EA-ELR 9000
�� EA-EL 9000 DT, EA-EL 9000 T
�� EA-EL 9000 B, EA-EL 9000 B HP, EA-EL 9000 B 15U / 24U
�� EA-PSI 9000 DT
�� EA-PSI 5000
�� EA-PS 9000 1U / 2U / 3U
�� EA-PSE 9000 3U
�� EA-PSI 9000 2U / 3U / 15U / 24U
�� EA-PS 9000 T
�� EA-PSB 9000
�� EA-PS 3000 C / EA-EL 3000 B

The app supports manual control, i.e. tapping on the iPad screen, monitoring, direct input of commands 
(SCPI and ModBus RTU), the semi-automatic table control “Sequencing” and a data recording feature 
called “Logging”. The files required for these two features can be imported to and exported from the tab-
let using the common Share services, such as Files, iCloud or eMail. One out of x units in the network can be 
viewed and controlled, while switching to other units is easily done at any time.

The standard version is available in the Apple App Store free of charge. There is also a paid Pro version of 
the app available which additionally contains “Multi Control”, a feature which offers the possibility to con-
trol and monitor up to 20 identical or different units and even device types at once on the tablet screen, 
with functions for parallel control, group formation, value assignment to groups and “Sequencing” and 
“Logging” of selected or all units.

(1 Requires to have an Ethernet port on the device, which is either built-in or can be installed optionally, and which is connected to a network via LAN cable
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Battery simulation for PSB power supply series

EA Battery Simulator

The EA Battery Simulator (EABS) is a Windows software with a graphical user interface, made to control 
all bidirectional devices of series EA-PSB 9000, EA-PSBE 9000, EA-PSB 10000 and EA-PSBE 10000. The 
bidirectional nature of these devices, which enables them work as energy source or sink, is essential for the 
simulation.

The software is used to simulate lead-acid and lithium-ion batteries, including their electrical and chemical 
characteristics when charging or discharging. This is accomplished by the implemented set of value tables 
and parameter libraries, which have been developed and collected in cooperation with the renowned Fraun-
hofer institute. Switchable battery profiles, which can be edited to match the requirements of the target 
application, don’t only define basic battery parameters such as battery capacity, internal resistance, the 
state of charge or the state of health, but also test parameters such as ambient temperature.

The physical simulation is done by the power supply device, being controlled mostly automatically by the 
software during test runs. The user can furthermore activate data recording to log files, plus have it visu-
alized in a color graph window.

Main features of the simulation:

�� The power supply can replace a wide spectrum of battery sizes due to its big voltage and current range
�� Simulates lithium-ion and lead-acid batteries, more battery types can be added with updates
�� Simulates or calculates battery specific values such as battery voltage, charging/discharging current, in-

ternal resistance and body temperature, as well as state of charge
�� Battery simulation has a huge benefit in development and product end tests of, for example, ...
�� Battery chargers and battery management systems
�� Batteries of various kinds (charge/discharge)

The software is optionally available and requires a purchasable license dongle in form of an USB stick In or-
der to operate the dongle, only a free USB port is required. Drivers and documentation are included.
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Increased dynamics by reduced output capacitance

Option HS (High Speed)

 

Dynamics
U

t

Improved ramping up/down times
In order to achieve rapid voltage changes with minimal ramp up and down times, the filter capacity on the 
DC output of certain power supply series can be reduced during production and upon request.
This reduction, combined with an external electronic load, can result in ramp-up times for 0-100% output 
voltage of less than 10 ms and ramp-down times for 100-0% of less then 2 ms (with load attached). The 
true result depends on the power supply model and the minimum required capacity.

It has to be noted that a reduction in filter capacity results in a higher output ripple. The option is thus not 
suitable for every kind of application.

Visualization of the ramp time with normal (left figure) and reduced output capacity (right figure):
Option High-Speed is available for following series:
�� EA-PSI 9000 2U
�� EA-PSI 9000 3U
�� EA-PS 9000 2U
�� EA-PS 9000 3U

Availability for other series upon request.
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Water-cooling for loads and power supplies

Alternative cooling
Electronic loads can produce an immense amount of heat, while power supplies also produce a considerable 
power dissipation. Such devices are usually equipped with an air cooling system run by temperature-con-
trolled fans which are supposed to keep the internal temperature within the allowed range, but with the 
disadvantage of intense noise. 
Alternatively, specific series and models can be equipped with an optional water-cooling block for the pow-
er stages during production. The cooling block has an internal copper tube which is led out in form of water 
hose taps on the rear of the units.
The water-cooling option allows to run the devices in even higher ambient temperatures than usual with-
out the risk of temporary shutdowns due to overheating. At the same time, a water-cooling system is much 
less noisy.

These series can be equipped with option WC*:
�� EA-PS 9000 3U
�� EA-PSB 9000 3U
�� EA-PSI 9000 3U
�� EA-PSI 9000 15/24U
�� EA-PSI 9000 WR 3U
�� EA-EL 9000 B
�� EA-EL 9000 B 15/24U
�� EA-ELR 9000 HP

* Price and MOQ upon request.

Option WC (Water-cooling)
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Grid protection module for recovering electronic DC loads

EA-ENS2

�� 3U module for installation in 19“ cabinets or racks
�� With or without included contactors
�� Supports german standard VDE AR-N 4105 and italian standard CEI 0-21
�� Multi-language user interface (GER, ENG, ITA)

General
According to european standards and provisions of local electricity supply companies it can be necessary 
to install a grid protection device (AIU, also know as ENS) when operating energy recovery devices, such as 
solar panels or electronic loads with feedback. 
The EA-ENS2 is an optional accessory for the electronic loads of series EA-ELR 9000 and EA-ELR 5000 
running on 230 V (L-N) or 400 V (L-L) grid voltage with 50 Hz. Other energy recovering series, such as EA-
PSB 9000, EA-PSB 10000 or EA-ELR 9000 HP can also be supervised by this device when running on 400 V.
The device always supervises all three phases of a three-phase supply, even when running a model which 
requires only one supply phase, such as the 3.5 kW models of EA-ELR 9000 series.
Installing such a device is usually required only when running the electronic load in so-called isolated oper-
ation, where the recovered energy is higher than that consumed. The EA-ENS2 supervises the energy re-
covery regarding AC grid voltage, frequency and phase angle and automatically cuts the backfeeding device 
from the grid in case the supervised parameters are not met. For normal operation with a balanced energy 
consumption, i.e. consumed energy is equal or bigger than the recovered  energy, such a grid protection de-
vice can be omitted. 

Variants
There are three models available. Model EA-ENS2 10.5 kW is intended for one electronic load device of 
10.5 kW power or, for example, three units of 3.5 kW rating or up to 16 A of recovered current in total. It 
already features two 16 A contactors and thus can be considered as a complete supervision solution. The 
other model for 30 kW has the same functionality, but is made for max. 30 kW and a max. current of 45 A. 
It can supervise two units of EA-ELR 9000 HP with 15 kW rating or one from EA-PSB 10000 series with 30 
kW rating or other combinations.
The third model is for any other situation where units with a higher total current have to be supervised. The 
required contactors to be used in connection with the EA-ENS2 device are not included in the base version 
EA-ENS2 and are usually installed by an electrician on location, selected to match the given situation.

Technical Data EA-ENS2 EA-ENS2 10.5 kW EA-ENS2 30 kW

AC: Grid voltage 230 V AC (L-N) / 400 V AC (L-L) 230 V AC (L-N) / 400 V AC (L-L) 230 V AC (L-N) / 400 V AC (L-L)

AC: Grid frequency 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz

AC: Phases 3 3 3

Standards VDE AR 4105, CEI 0-21 VDE AR 4105, CEI 0-21 VDE AR 4105, CEI 0-21

Contactors installed? - 2 (16 A) 2 (41 A)

Dimensions (W x H) 19“ x 3U 19“ x 3U 19“ x 3U

Installation depth min. 127 mm min. 127 mm min. 150 mm

Weight 2.3 kg 2.7 kg ca. 3 kg

Ordering number 33200499 33200498 33200500
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General
The power racks are cabinet systems in the various sizes between 15 U and 47 U and with a power range of 
5 kW to 1080 kW, all built to customer specifications. Upon request, the racks can also be built compliant 
to EN/IEC 60204-1:2006. The racks can be configured and custom made for following power supply or elec-
tronic load series with 19“ enclosure:

�� EA-PSI 9000 3U / EA-PSI 9000 WR / EA-PSI 10000
�� EA-PS 9000 3U
�� EA-PSE 9000 3U
�� EA-EL 9000 B
�� EA-ELR 9000 / EA-ELR 9000 HP / EA-ELR 10000
�� EA-PSB 9000 / EA-PSB 10000

Configuration
The cabinets are always preconfigured according the customer‘s specification. Depending on the cabinet 
configuration, up to 12 units can be equipped per system. Parallel connection on the DC side is default, 
but it’s also possible to configure the system to have all units separate (multi-channel source or sink) on 
their DC outputs / DC inputs. It’s furthermore possible to build groups of parallel units or mix device types 
to have a source-sink system within one cabinet. A base system consists of the cabinet, AC terminal and 
DC bus (usually copper bars with cover).

Option POWER RACKS

5 - 240 kW power rack 450 kW power rack

19“ cabinet kit system for up to 47U
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Option POWER RACKS

19“ cabinet kit system for up to 47U

Grid connection
Cabinets for power supplies, recuperating electronic loads or mixed systems of both device types feature a 
one-phase or three-phase power grid connection terminal. Depending on the required AC supply current, a 
cabinet can also be delivered with an AC cable including CEE plug (16 A, 32 A, 63 A or 125 A). Standard elec-
tronic loads only require small AC currents, so the cabinet for these loads would be delivered with a stan-
dard mains cord.

Multi-cabinet systems
It's possible to connect and run multiple fully equipped racks in parallel, achieving a total power of up to 
1080kW, but with the limitation of a max. current of 900 A per cabinet. It means that not all device models 
are eligible for such a big system. The system includes all cables required to connect the DC bus between 
the cabinets, as well as those for Share bus and master-slave.

DC connection
By default, the internal DC connection (or DC bus) connects all units in parallel with coppers bars resp. ad-
ditional special cables for high voltage systems. The DC bus is directly accessible on specific connection 
points (screws). The multi-cabinet solutions can have up to three DC buses which are wired in parallel from 
cabinet to cabinet via the included cables.

Power and current ratings
Depending on the base system, its configuration and the selected device models, a total power of up to 240 
kW per cabinet can be achieved. The multi-cabinet systems with up to 1080 kW are available in max. 900 A 
total current per cabinet or up to 2700 A max. total current per system. Other configurations allow for up 
to 6120 A per cabinet. 

Safety
The construction of the cabinets ensures high safety for persons. This is, for example, achieved by protec-
tive covers being installed on the DC bus by default, because high voltage can be present there. 
For other situations and additional safety, the cabinets can be equipped with an emergency off system 
which can cut off the entire cabinet from AC supply in case of an emergency. The cut-off is either initiated 
manually with a switch or by door contacts (interlock loop) when opening the cabinet’s rear doors.

Software support
The cabinet systems are supported by the software EA Power Control (only via USB or Ethernet, see page 
152), no matter if configured for master-slave or not. This software can monitor and control the unit(s), 
as well as record data.
For custom applications and software projects, there are LabView VIs available, which allow for fast imple-
mentation of the system master device via USB or Ethernet.

Kit system
Basically, the cabinet system consists of a cabinet, one to ten devices and cabling. But there are various 
options available, see the table below. The cabinet system is selected according to the requirements of 
the application. The expected total power determines the number of units while the number of units de-
termines the height of the cabinet. High currents will increase the size and weight of the copper bars, high 
voltages will force the use of high voltage cables which are all connected to the DC bus. Emergency-off cir-
cuits require at least one contactor.
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Option POWER RACKS

19“ cabinet kit system for up to 47U

Base systems

Technical Data Base systems

Type EA Rittal TS8

Width 600 mm 600 mm

Depth 1000 mm 1000 mm

Supply connection 3P Three-phase terminal Three-phase terminal

Supply voltage 3P 380 / 400 / 480 V AC 380 / 400 / 480 V AC

Supply connection 1P IEC mains cord -

Supply voltage 1P 230 V AC -

Height cabinet (U) 15 24 38 42 47

Number of max. devices 3 6 8 10 12

Maximum achievable power (1 60 kW 120 kW 150 kW 210 kW 240 kW

(1  Depending on the rated power of the single devices

Optional cabinet components

Category Description

Mechanics
Set of casters (height 125 mm, fixed or steerable)

Dummy panels in 2U, 3U or 4U, for front side installation on empty slots, with or without air ventila-
tion holes

Input fuses Input breaker 3-phase, for 16 A/32 A/63 A, characteristics C or K

Grid connection

CEE plug for 400 V (upon request also for 480 V) and 16/32/63/125 A, for 3-phase input (usually 
for power supplies from 5 kW)

208/220/230/240 V power strip (usually for electronic loads)

Safety
Emergency off switch (surface mount on front, side or top), with knob and/or screw terminal for 
ext. contact, with redundant door contacts, also with contactor plus aux. power supply

Water-cooling
Complete set with tap, ports and internal hoses for connection to a water-cooling system (replaces 
the air cooling)

Remote control

Galvanic isolation amplifier for analog interface, multiple channels

Master-slave wiring (either for analog interface or master-slave bus)

Digital interface cards, installed & wired (for example CAN)

Share Bus amplifier
For parallel connection of two or three cabinets (required for the 450 kW systems) and max. 32 
devices in parallel

Insulation guard
Monitor for the resistance of insulation between DC and the enclosure in unearthed or earthed 
systems

Insulation guard
Monitoring module for insulation resistance between DC and the cabinet structure in earthed and 
unearthed systems

Note: further components for cabinets, such as exhaust systems, glass doors etc. are available upon re-
quest
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Example configurations (1

Example 1:
42U cabinet, equipped with 10 units of power supplies (1x master,9x slave) 
in 3U height, for example PSI 9000 3U series. With a maximum of 15 kW per 
unit, the cabinet has a total power of 150 kW. High currents of up to 5100 
A can be used for electroplating or welding.

Example 2:
24U cabinet, equipped with 5 units of elec-
tronic loads ELR 9000 in 3U height, plus a 
grid protection unit. With up to 10.5 kW in-
put power per unit, the cabinet can take a 
total power of max 52.5 kW. High currents 
of up to 2550 A can be used to test high ca-
pacity batteries or other high performance 
power sources.

Example 3:
450 kW system, consisting of three cab-
inets with 10 units each. All 30 units are 
connected in parallel, while there is one 
master unit with display and control 
panel and all other units are slave devic-
es. Configuration, control and handling 
of the system is all done at the master 
which, in regard of set values, actual val-
ues and status, would represent itself 
to the user accordingly. Given the sys-
tem would be equipped with all EA-PSI 
9500-90 3U resp. EA-PSI 9500-3U Slave, 
it would have the ratings 500 V, 2700 A 
and 450 kW. 

Option POWER RACKS

19“ cabinet kit system for up to 47U

(1 The lower 12U in den 42U cabinets are internally used for wiring, fuses, contactors etc.
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Option POWER RACKS

19“ cabinet kit system for up to 47U

Example constructions

42U cabinet with emergency off and 10x 
ELR 9000

Mixed system with water-cooling

DC screw terminal

Door contact (interlock)

AC input screw ter-
minals
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Function generator

The function generator, as included in certain series of power supplies and electronic loads, provides an op-
tion to apply a standard function like sine, square etc. or special functions (DIN 40835, EN 50530, fuel cell) 
to the DC input resp. DC output value of voltage or current. It also offers to adjust various parameters, such 
as amplitude, time, frequency etc.

High speed ramping

Device internal and permanent modification where the output capacities are reduced to a minimum value 
in order to increase the dynamics of the output regarding voltage and current. With this optional modifi-
cation, the rise and fall time of the output voltage minimizes significantly while at the same time the volt-
age and current ripples are increased, as a negative side effect. This option is available for selected power 
supply series.
 

OT/OTP

Short for overtemperature. This is an alarm condition which indicates overheating of a device. In this con-
dition the power stages are deactivated temporarily and will (usually) continue to work automatically after 
cooling down. Then the alarm indication will be erased.
 

OCP

Short for overcurrent protection. A feature that indicates the exceedance of an (usually) adjustable current 
threshold, which switches the DC output or DC input off, contrary to the constant current limitation which 
only limits the output current to the adjusted value.
 

OVP

Short for overvoltage protection. A feature that indicates the exceedance of an (usually) adjustable volt-
age threshold, which always switches the DC output or input off, in order to protect an application from 
dangerous voltage.

OPP

Short for overpower protection. A feature that indicates the exceedance of an (usually) adjustable power 
threshold, which always switches the DC output or input off, in order to protect an application from dan-
gerous power consumption or supply.
 

PF

Short for power fail. A feature which either signalizes a defect of the AC input part of a device or the con-
dition of over- or undervoltage of AC supply. During this condition, the DC output resp. DC input is shut off.

Glossary
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

General
The microprocessor-controlled, bidirectional power supplies of series EA-PSB 9000 3U incorporate two de-
vices in one: a power supply (source) and an electronic load (sink) with energy recovery. Based on these two 
features the devices offer the functionality of two-quadrants operation as standard. The internal electron-
ic load achieves a high voltage dynamics by discharging the unavoidable capacitance on the DC terminal. For 
a connected source, the devices are full electronic loads with energy recovery feature, such as the devices 
from series EA-ELR 9000.
In source operation mode the device becomes a flexible, autoranging power supply like those of series EA-
PSI 9000. It incorporates the advantages of both device types into one and at the same time it eliminates 
the disadvantages of separate units regarding weight, space requirement, costs and effort to implement 
them into custom test software.

�� For 230 V
�� Bidirectional device - power supply and electronic load in one
�� Energy recovery with high efficiency
�� Power rating: 2.5 kW
�� Voltage ratings: 60 V up to 750 V
�� Current ratings: 20 A up to 120 A
�� Flexible, power regulated DC<->AC stage
�� Various protection circuits (OVP, OCP, OPP, OTP)
�� Intuitive TFT touch panel with display for values, status and notifications
�� Remote sensing with automatic detection
�� Galvanically isolated analog interface and USB port
�� Integrated function generator
�� Battery test, MPP tracking simulation
�� Optional, digital interface modules
�� SCPI and ModBus RTU/TCP command set
�� LabView VIs and control software for Windows

EA-PSB 9000   2.5 kW

EA-PSB 91500-30 3U

U I P R OVP OCP OPP OTP

19“ USBMS IFABOption: IEEE
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EA-PSB 9000   2.5 kW

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

AC supply
All models are provided with an active Power Factor Correction (PFC) circuit and are designed for operation 
on a single phase supply with 230 V (±15%). During load operation, the device regenerates the consumed DC 
energy and feeds it back into the local power network. This helps saving a lot of energy costs.

Autoranging power stage
All models are equipped with a flexible autoranging bi-
directional power stage which provides a higher output 
voltage at lower output  current or a higher output cur-
rent at lower output voltage, always limited to the max. 
rated output power. The same applies for sink mode oper-
ation. The power set value is adjustable with these mod-
els. Therefore, a wide range of applications can already be 
covered by the use of just one unit.

DC output/input
DC voltages between 0...60 V and 0...750 V, current ratings between 0...20 A and 0...120 A and a power rat-
ing of 0...2.5 kW are available. The DC terminal is located on the rear panel.

Source-sink operation
One salient feature of these devices is the coalescence of an electronic load, also called sink, and a pow-
er supply, also called source, into one unit. It means, the device cannot only arbitrarily operate as sink or 
source, the switchover between these two operating modes occurs without interruption and time loss. 
This is also called two-quadrants operation.

Energy recovery
The most important feature of these devices is that the AC input while connected to the grid is also used 
as output for the recovery of the supplied DC energy during load operation, which is converted with an ef-
ficiency of up to 95%. This way of energy recovery helps to lower costs and can avoid expensive cooling 
systems, such as they are required for conventional electronic loads which only convert energy into heat. 
Principle view.

ENERGY

AC/DC
EUTs

Operation of these energy recovering devices, in terms of electricity generation, is not intended. Grid pro-
tection devices which can supervise the feedback of energy into the public grid are available on the market 
for optional installation and are installed to achieve additional safety of persons and equipment, especially 
when running the so-called isolated operation. 
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Function generator
All models of this series include a software based function generator which can generate typical functions, 
as displayed in the figure below, and apply them to either the voltage or the current. The generator can be 
completely configured and controlled by using the touch panel on the front of the device, or by remote con-
trol via one of the digital interfaces.
The predefined functions offer all necessary parameters to the user, such as Y offset, time / frequency or 
amplitude, for full configuration ability.

Display and control panel
Set values and actual values of input & output voltage / current / power are clearly represented on the 
graphic display. The color TFT screen is touch sensitive and can be intuitively used to control all functions 
of the device with just a finger tip.
Set values of voltage, current, power or resistance can be adjusted using the rotary knobs or entered di-
rectly via a numeric pad. 
To prevent unintentional operations, all operation controls can be locked.

Display with touch 
panel

Knobs for comfortable 
value adjustment

USB port for loading and 
saving functions, also for 
logging

Multilingual screen

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 9000   2.5 kW

1 3 4 5 62

Triangle   Rectangle     Trapezoid      Sine         Ramp          Arbitrary

German

English

Chinese Russian
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Additionally to the standard functions, which are all based upon a so-called arbitrary generator, this gen-
erator is accessible for the creation and execution of complex sets of function runs, separated into up to 
99 sequence points. Those can be used for testing purposes in development and production. The sequence 
points can be loaded from and saved to a standard USB stick via the USB port on the front panel, making it 
easy to change between different test sequences.

t

A

There is furthermore an XY generator, which is used to generate functions such as IU, defined by the user 
in form of tables (CSV file) and then loaded from USB stick. For photovoltaics related tests, a standard PV 
curve can be generated and run from user-adjustable key parameters, including an extended version ac-
cording to the european norm EN 50530. 

Master-slave
All models feature a digital master-slave bus by default. It can be used to connect up to 32 units of identical 
models in parallel operation to a bigger system with totals formation of the actual value of voltage, current 
and power. The configuration of the master-slave system is either completely done on the control panels 
of the units or by remote control via any of digital communication interfaces. Handling of the master unit 
is possibly by manual or remote control (any interface).

Analog interface
There is a galvanically isolated analog interface terminal, located on the rear 
of the device. It offers analog inputs to set voltage, current, power and re-
sistance from 0...100% through control voltages of 0 V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. To 
monitor the output voltage and current, there are analog outputs  with 0 
V...10 V or 0 V...5 V. Also, several inputs and outputs are available for con-
trolling and monitoring the device status.

Control software
Included with the devices is a control software for Windows PCs, which al-
lows for the remote control of multiple identical or even different types of 
devices. It has a clear interface for all set and actual values, a direct input 
mode for SCPI and ModBus RTU commands, a firmware update feature and 
the semi-automatic table control named “Sequencing”. Further features 
which can be unlocked by a purchasable license: 
�� Graphical visualization of the actual values
�� Multi Control - an app to control up to 20 units at once, including Sequenc-

ing and Function Generator
�� Function generator control with simple PV, PV EN 50530, Sandia and SAS

Options
�� Digital interface modules for RS232, CAN, CANopen, ModBus TCP, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT or Ether-

net. The interface slot is located on the rear panel (standard models only), making it easy for the user to 
plug in a new interface or to replace an existing one. The interface will be automatically detected by the 
device and requires no or only little configuration.
�� Three-way interface (3W) with a rigid GPIB port installed instead of the default slot for retrofittable in-

terface modules

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 9000   2.5 kW
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Technical Data Series EA-PSB 9000 3U

AC: Supply

- Voltage / Phases 230 V, ±10% (L-N)

- Frequency 45...66 Hz

- Power factor >0.99

DC: Voltage

- Accuracy ≤0.1% of rated value

- Load regulation 0-100% ≤0.05% of rated value

- Line regulation ±10% ΔUAC ≤0.02% of rated value

- Regulation 10-100% load ≤1.5 ms

- Slew rate 10-90% (source mode) Max. 30 ms

- Overvoltage protection Adjustable, 0...110% UNom

DC: Current

- Accuracy ≤0.2% of rated value

- Load regulation 1-100% ΔUDC ≤0.15% of rated value

- Slew rate (sink) 10-90% ≤1 ms

DC: Power

- Accuracy ≤1% of rated value

DC: Resistance

- Accuracy ≤1% of max. resistance + 0.3% of rated current

Protection OT, OVP, OPP, PF, OCP

Insulation

- DC output to enclosure (PE) Depending on model, see tables

Degree of pollution 2

Protection class 1

Display / control panel Graphics color display with touch panel

Digital interfaces

- Built-in 1x USB type B for communication, 1x GPIB (optional with option 3W)

- Slot 1x for retrofittable plug-in modules (not with option 3W)

Analog interface Built-in, 15 pole D-Sub (female), galvanically isolated

- Signal range 0...5 V or 0...10 V (switchable)

- Inputs U, I, P, R, remote control on-off, DC output on-off, resistance mode on-off

- Outputs U, I, alarms, reference voltage, status

- Accuracy U / I / P / R 0...10 V: ≤0.2% 0...5 V: ≤0.4%

Parallel operation Yes, with master-slave bus, up to 32 units

Standards
EN 61010-1:2011-07, EN 50160:2011-02 Grid class 2
EN 61000-6-2:2016-05, EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 Class B

Cooling Temperature-controlled fans

Operation temperature 0...50 °C

Storage temperature -20...70 °C

Relative humidity ≤80%, non-condensing

Operation altitude ≤2000 m (1.242 mi)

Dimensions (W x H x D) (1 19" x 3U x 670 mm (26.4")

(1  Enclosure only, not overall

Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 9000   2.5 kW
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Programmable bidirectional DC power supplies

EA-PSB 9000   2.5 kW

Technical Data PSB 9060-120 3U PSB 9080-120 3U PSB 9200-70 3U PSB 9360-40 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...60 V 0...80 V 0...200 V 0...360 V

- Ripple (source) (1 ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤200 mVPP / ≤16 mVRMS ≤300 mVPP / ≤40 mVRMS ≤320 mVPP / ≤55 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ±725 V DC ±725 V DC

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±400 V DC ±400 V DC ±1000 V DC ±1000 V DC

Rated current & range 0...120 A 0...120 A 0...70 A 0...40 A

Rated power 0...2500 W 0...2500 W 0...2500 W 0...2500 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lbs) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lbs) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lbs) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lbs)

Ordering nr. 30008319 30008301 30008302 30008303

Technical Data PSB 9500-30 3U PSB 9750-20 3U

Rated voltage & range 0...500 V 0...750 V

- Ripple (source) (1 ≤350 mVPP / ≤70 mVRMS ≤800 mVPP / ≤200 mVRMS

Insulation (DC- to PE) ±1500 V DC ±1500 V DC

Insulation (DC+ to PE) ±1800 V DC ±1800 V DC

Rated current & range 0...30 A 0...20 A

Rated power 0...2500 W 0...2500 W

Efficiency ≈ 95% ≈ 95%

Weight (2 ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lbs) ≈ 18 kg (39.7 lbs)

Ordering nr. 30008304 30008305

(1  RMS value: measured at LF with  BWL 300 kHz, PP value: measured at HF with BWL 20MHz
(2  Weight of the base version, models with option(s) may vary

Views
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